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General introduction
This habilitation thesis manuscript gathers several works accomplished during the period 20082014 over which I have been working at LPTMS1 in Orsay, soon before and since my recruitment
as an assistant professor at Université Paris-Sud. The goal of writing this manuscript is to
present three topics I enjoyed working on in a rather concise way, by trying to favor discussion
over technical details. Although I have included introductory paragraphs, a few unpublished
data and discussion, most of the material is reproduced from papers. Sometimes, a significant
rewriting and reorganization of the presentation has been made for clarity. This is why I did
not include the sources of the original papers since they would have made the manuscript too
heavy in several respects2 .
I started research in strongly-correlated systems during my PhD in Toulouse. Under the
supervision of Didier Poilblanc and Sylvain Capponi, I was inclined to learn numerical tools,
especially exact diagonalization (ED) and thanks to a collaboration with Steve White, I learned
the density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) technique. These approaches offered an
alley for a specialization in one-dimensional models and I became familiar with Luttinger liquid
theory. The subject of the thesis was the effect of magnetic field on superconducting doped
ladders, and I started to work on cold atoms physics in the end by jumping on an opportunity
to collaborate with Philippe Lecheminant at Cergy.
At this point, I may mention a few works that will not be covered in this manuscript but
which were done meanwhile at Orsay. I have been involved in this work mostly for my numerical
expertise while the brain motivating the collaboration was undoubtedly Philippe. I learned a
lot interacting with Héloı̈se, Sylvain, Edouard and Philippe and I’m grateful for that. This led
to the following papers in the field of many-color fermionic one-dimensional Hubbard models:
• S. Capponi, G. Roux, P. Azaria, E. Boulat, P. Lecheminant, and S. R. White,
Molecular superfluid phase in one-dimensional multicomponent fermionic cold atoms,
Phys. Rev. A 77, 013624 (2008)
• G. Roux, S. Capponi, P. Lecheminant, and P. Azaria, Spin 3/2 fermions with attractive interactions in a one-dimensional optical lattice: phase diagrams, entanglement entropy, and effect
of the trap, Eur. Phys. J. B 68, 293 (2009)
• H. Nonne, P. Lecheminant, S. Capponi, G. Roux, E. Boulat, Haldane charge conjecture in onedimensional multicomponent fermionic cold atoms, Phys. Rev. B 81, 020408(R) (2010)
• H. Nonne, P. Lecheminant, S. Capponi, G. Roux, and E. Boulat, Competing orders in onedimensional half-filled multicomponent fermionic cold atoms: The Haldane-charge conjecture,
Phys. Rev. B 84, 125123 (2011)

This field of research is still very active, with recent experimental breakthroughs on achieving
SU(N) symmetric interactions between atoms, but I am no longer involved in related projects.
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Being educated in 1D fermionic systems proved to be helpful in helping colleagues at LPTMS
on the subject of multimer formation, or many-body bound-states, in the asymmetric Hubbard
model. The outcome is the following paper
• G. Roux, E. Burovski, and Th. Jolicoeur, Multimer formation in one-dimensional twocomponent gases and trimer phase in the asymmetric attractive Hubbard model,
Phys. Rev. A 83, 053618 (2011)

which is the one I would recommend reading if the committee wants to have a look at some of
the work not included in this document. There are two side works one 1D models, a first one
which is my last contribution to doped superconducting ladders and a second which was the
first collaboration with colleagues at Laboratoire de Physique des Solides at Orsay.
• J. Almeida, G. Roux, and D. Poilblanc, Pair Density Waves in coupled doped two-leg Ladders,
Phys. Rev. B 82, 041102(R) (2010)
• F. Crépin, N. Laflorencie, G. Roux, and P. Simon, Phase diagram of hard-core bosons on clean
and disordered 2-leg ladders: Mott insulator - Luttinger liquid - Bose glass,
Phys. Rev. B 84, 054517 (2011)

I now switch to the three topics presented in the manuscript and how I come to work on it.
Chapter 1: Various faces of quantum quenches I started working on time evolution after
a quantum quench at the end of my post-doc and the scientific freedom governing LPTMS
offered me the opportunity to complete the work in my first years after my arrival. Then, I was
lucky enough to have Corrina Kollath settling at Polytechnique nearby Orsay and benefited
from interaction with her and her post-doc Jean-Sébastien on the issue of adiabaticity, a topic
on which we shared interest. Thanks to the expertise of LPTMS in quantum chaos, I learned
a bit of the subject which is connected to quantum quenches and this was another opportunity
to collaborate with colleagues. I’m also indebted to Dragi Karevski and Mario Collura for
a very interesting joint venture on manipulating quantum many-body wave-packets. These
various faces of quantum quenches will be summarized in the first chapter which collects works
associated with the following publications:
• G. Roux, Quenches in quantum many-body systems: one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model reexamined, Phys. Rev. A 79, 021608(R) (2009)
• G. Roux, Finite size effects in global quantum quenches: examples from free bosons in an harmonic trap and the one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model, Phys. Rev. A 81, 053604 (2010)
• C. Kollath, G. Roux, G. Biroli, and A.M. Läuchli, Statistical properties of the spectrum the
extended Bose-Hubbard model, J. Stat. Mech. (2010) P08011
• G. Roux, Reply to “Comment on ‘Quenches in quantum many-body systems: One-dimensional
Bose-Hubbard model reexamined’ ”, Phys. Rev. A 82, 037602 (2010)
• J.-S. Bernier, G. Roux, C. Kollath, Slow quench dynamics of a trapped one-dimensional Bose
gas confined to an optical lattice, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 200601 (2011)
• J.-S. Bernier, D. Poletti, P. Barmettler, G. Roux, and C. Kollath, Slow quench dynamics of
Mott-insulating regions in a trapped Bose gas, Phys. Rev. A 85, 033641 (2012)
• M. Collura, H. Aufderheide, G. Roux, and D. Karevski, Entangling many-body bound states with
propagative modes in Bose-Hubbard systems, Phys. Rev. A 86, 013615 (2012)
• Y. Y. Atas, E. Bogomolny, O. Giraud, and G. Roux, The distribution of the ratio of consecutive
level spacings in random matrix ensembles , Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 084101 (2013)

ii

Chapter 2: The quasi-periodic adventure I started working on the effect of disorder on the
Bose-Hubbard model during my post-doc with Uli Schollwöck. We were motivated by the recent
experiments using a bichromatic lattice and little was known about the phase diagram. I later
worked from time to time on it but only came to publish the calculation of Bragg spectroscopy
spectrum thanks to a collaboration with Anna Minguzzi and Tommaso Roscilde who shared
interest in similar calculations. I was then lucky again to be contacted by Thierry Giamarchi and
Giovanni Modugno to see if I could do some realistic calculations for the experiments addressing
the full interaction-disorder phase diagram. That was my first try at fitting experimental data
and this was quite an excitement. I learned a lot from interacting with the team from Florence.
This adventure on quasi-periodic systems constitutes chapter 2 and regroups the following
publications:
• G. Roux, T. Barthel, I. P. McCulloch, C. Kollath, U. Schollwöck, T. Giamarchi,
The quasi-periodic Bose-Hubbard model and localization in one-dimensional cold atomic gases,
Phys. Rev. A 78, 023628 (2008)
• G. Roux, A. Minguzzi, and T. Roscilde, Dynamic structure factor of one-dimensional lattice
bosons in a disordered potential: a spectral fingerprint of the Bose-glass phase,
New J. Phys. 15, 055003 (2013)
• C. D’Errico, E. Lucioni, L. Tanzi, L. Gori, G. Roux, I. P. McCulloch, T. Giamarchi, M. Inguscio,
G. Modugno, Observation of the Bose glass in one dimension from weak to strong interactions,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 095301 (2014)

Chapter 3: Disorder and frustration in low-dimensional antiferromagnets The last chapter
recapitulates the work done by Arthur Lavarélo during his PhD thesis over the period 2010-2013
on the subject of disorder and frustration in quantum magnets and under my supervision3 .
Initially stimulated by experiments performed on the BiCuPO compound at Laboratoire de
Physique des Solides, we investigated, in collaboration with Nicolas Laflorencie, the phase
diagram of two coupled frustrated chains which is kind of a minimal model for the compound,
although probably not very realistic. The goal was then to study the effect of impurities, as
experiments were already performed on doped compounds, and this led to the study of the
magnetic curve in the presence of impurities. Arthur inherited expertise in ED and DMRG,
but was inclined to analytical calculations and took pleasure in the arts of mean-field theory
and variational calculations. Without his skills, the work on the random frustrated chain would
have certainly not been achieved. He not only fathered a daughter but the following four papers
too:
• A. Lavarélo, G. Roux, and N. Laflorencie, Melting of a frustration-induced dimer crystal and
incommensurability in the J1 -J2 two-leg ladder, Phys. Rev. B 84, 144407 (2011)
• A. Lavarélo and G. Roux, Localization of spinons in random Majumdar-Ghosh chains,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 087204 (2013)
• A. Lavarélo, G. Roux, N. Laflorencie, Magnetic responses of randomly depleted spin ladders,
Phys. Rev. B 88, 134420 (2013)
• A. Lavarélo and G. Roux, Spinon excitation spectra of the J1 -J2 chain from analytical calculations in the dimer basis and exact diagonalization, Eur. J. Phys B ??, ??? (2014)

From now on, I will use the first person of plural since the discussed work is the product of
collaboration.
3

The University kindly accepted an exemption of Habilitation for supervising a student at 100% time, provided
the applicant defends it soon after, which is one reason, among others, for writing this manuscript.
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Chapter I
Various faces of quantum quenches
Acronyms
(t)DMRG: (time-dependent) density-matrix
renormalization group
ED: exact diagonalization
QMC: quantum Monte-Carlo
BHM: Bose-Hubbard model
SF: superfluid
MI: Mott insulating
HCB: hard-core bosons
BEC: Bose-Einstein condensate
ETH: eigenstate thermalization hypothesis

1 Quantum quenches
1.1 Context and tentative definition
Quenching a system means that its state is abruptly changed so that new constraints or
parameters are imposed in a time shorter than its typical relaxation time, and usually in a
way that the changes are non-perturbative. The response afterward is in general non-trivial
and understanding or controlling it requires a good understanding of the ongoing physics.
This picture is usually categorized as a strongly out-of-equilibrium situation. Introducing a
significant change is easily realized by moving rapidly across a phase diagram, possibly from
one phase to another. The simplest being for instance to modify the temperature as pictured
on Fig. I.1 and this could be called a “classical” quench as it involves thermal excitations.
This may not be viewed as a fundamental issue but the fact that this problem is usually
not easy to tackle challenges our understanding of the physics. A practical example in
everyday life is food freezing which took many decades of development to build up protocols
to restrain ice crystal formation that otherwise alter the quality of the texture.
One can move from one phase to another at zero-temperature by changing a parameter p
of the Hamiltonian (see Fig. I.1). The order parameter can be destroyed by quantum fluctuations and phases are separated by a so-called quantum phase transition. In this context,
varying temperature is replaced with varying the parameter p that monitors the quantum
phase transition. This is basically when we dub a quench as “quantum”. The natural initial
state is the ground-state of a given Hamiltonian the parameters of which are then tuned to
another set of values more or less rapidly. The initial state being a high energy state of the
Hamiltonian governing the dynamics, excited states become inevitably populated, bringing
the question of temperature and energy repartition back into the problem. Two other gen-
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Figure I.1: Sketch of what is a quantum quench. The phase diagram may be thought as the
one of an Ising model which has an ordered ferromagnetic phase and a disordered paramagnetic phase. The latter can be reached either by increasing temperature or increasing a
parameter p of the Hamiltonian such as a transverse magnetic field. Types of quenches are
indicated by arrows.
eral aspects are to be precised. First, the system is supposed to be closed, disconnected
from the environment. This has as an important consequence which is that the quantum
evolution is unitary. For thermodynamical views, the system is in the microcanonical situation when the quench is sudden so that its total energy is a conserved quantity. During the
time when the parameter is varied, the mean energy changes so that the system is isolated,
but becomes so after the parameter is kept constant. The second point is that one may distinguish global from local quenches. The global quench is the most common situation since
when changing the Hamiltonian parameters, all parts are affected simultaneously and the
perturbation is extensive. In local quenches, only a finite region is affected and the induced
fluctuation will spread through the system with time. The latter situation is however very
close to equilibrium.
There is no novelty in studying the time-evolution of a closed quantum system since this
naturally one of the goals of quantum mechanics since its foundations. Thus, many issues
and ideas were debated early and recurrently since then. For instance, the thermalization in
a closed many-body system and the relation to the microcanonical ensemble was addressed
by von Neumann or Pauli in the 30s [1–3]. The evolution of transition probabilities in a
two-level system was obtained at about the same time and coined Landau-Zener-Stückelberg
transition [4–6]. The recent trend in quantum quenches may be attributed to the fact that
equilibrium physics has been studied deeply in quantum phase transitions so that many
tools and understanding could then be reused to tackle out-of-equilibrium physics. To take
the example of numerical methods, time-dependent density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) or exact diagonalization (ED) were made available as an improvement to the
equilibrium methods and opened a wide spectrum of possible applications. Second, and
certainly more importantly from a physical point of view, these new capacities available
met concomitant experimental realizations and possibilities to design on wish protocols in
cold atoms.

2

1. Quantum quenches
Solid state samples have the advantage to live much longer than the typical time-scale of
analysis and to remain rather stable in time. They are also close to the thermodynamical
limit, containing a huge number of constituents. They are easily connected to a thermostat,
and this makes them ideal for thermodynamical measurements. They have the disadvantage
for quantum quenches that their microscopic dynamics is pretty fast and their decoherence
time usually very short compared to the time variation of control parameters and observation
time-scale. Cold atoms have rather opposite features, their microscopic dynamics is much
slower, they can be considered to have a long coherence time but samples are fragile and
their life-time remains rather small. Last, the number of atoms in optical lattices ranges
from a few tens a thousands making them refer to the mesoscopic domain.

1.2 Simulating time evolution of the Bose-Hubbard model with an
(almost) quantum computer
We start by briefly reviewing the Bose-Hubbard model that is central to the first two chapters
and the way it is implemented in cold atoms experiments that aim to behave as quantum
simulators.
Interacting bosons on a lattice: The Bose-Hubbard model is one of the simplest lattice
model one can build for bosons (see eg. Ref. [7, 8]), represented by their creation operators
b†j at site j. It contains two terms: a kinetic one with nearest-neighbour hoppings, of
magnitude J, and an local repulsion term of strength U > 0 which is defined as the cost to
add a second boson on a singly occupied site. We thus write it
H = −J

X
hi,ji

[b†i bj + b†j bi ] +

UX
nj (nj − 1) .
2 j

(I.1)

We did not include a chemical potential term, assuming a fixed number of bosons N . The
number of bosons onsite nj varies1 from 0 to N . The kinetic term is diagonal in the reciprocal
space so that bosons condense in the fully delocalized minimum energy state. This state,
in the presence of small interaction, displays superfluid coherence which translates to a
finite superfluid stiffness. Clearly, the interaction term reduces the fluctuations of the local
density hn2 i − hni2 , which is proportional to the compressibility, and, provided the average
density is an integer, it can suppress it totally. The resulting state is of the Mott insulating
type, ie. an insulating state induced by interaction where particles are localized onsite. This
phase is incompressible, associated with a finite single particle gap, and has a zero superfluid
stiffness. Upon increasing the ratio U/J at a commensurate density, there exist a quantum
phase transition from superfluid to Mott insulating state. Away from a commensurate
density, only the superfluid phase is possible. Then, in the infinite-U limit for densities
n < 1, the model has a simple limit called the hard-core bosons, in which one keeps only
the kinetic term and the interaction hides in the constraint that two bosons cannot occupy
the same site, something that recalls fermions. Hard-core bosons physics is not simple as it
looks, particularly for dimensions greater than one.
1

Numerically, when U & J, the probability to have large nj in an homogeneous system is extremely small,
and it is fair to reduce the Hilbert space size by putting a cutoff on this number, provided only the
low-energy part of the spectrum is relevant to the physics.

3
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Figure I.2: Left and middle: A set of optical lattices creating an array of one-dimensional
tubes. Right: typical time protocol for the lattice depth V0 . Adapted from Ref. [11].
We now focus on the one-dimension physics [9]. There, quantum fluctuations are so
strong that they prevent a full establishment of the coherence in the superfluid phase and
the one-body correlations remain algebraic. Still, we may call that a superfluid regime,
with a linear dispersion relation for the elementary excitations that are well described by
an hydrodynamic approach or Luttinger liquid theory. The quantum phase transition takes
place [10] for U/J ≃ 3.3 and belongs to the Kosterlitz-Thouless universality class, meaning
an exponentially opening gap. A specificity to one-dimension is that hard-core bosons on a
chain can be mapped on a free fermion chain with special boundary conditions, making the
model exactly solvable. Still, we insist on the fact that HCB do not represent the large-U
physics of the full spectrum, only the very low energy states. The finite-temperature phase
diagram does not resemble qualitatively the one of Fig. I.1 and the reader is invited to jump
to Fig. II.15 for such a sketch at unit density.
Controlling the parameters experimentally [12] Experimentally, cold bosonic atoms are
first cooled down before loading an optical lattice which usually serves both for the trapping
and periodic potential experienced by the atoms. These are neutral atoms but they interact
with light by induced dipole interaction making the potential energy proportional to the
polarizability of the atom at the given pulsation and to the intensity of light. We take the
example of one-dimensional tubes sketched in Fig. I.2. Using standing waves of laser light, a
3D periodic potential for the atoms of the form V (x) = V0 sin2 (kx)+V⊥ [sin2 (k⊥ y)+sin2 (k⊥ z)]
with V⊥ ≫ V0 . The transverse lattice V⊥ creates one-dimensional tubes one which an 1D
potential of depth V0 is superimposed, with k is the associated wave-vector along the x
direction. The period of the lattice defines the lattice spacing d = π/k = λ/2.
There are two natural energy scales: V0 which is proportional to the intensity of light with
a known prefactor that depends on the light pulsation, and Er = ~2 k 2 /2m, with m the mass
of atoms, coined as the recoil energy as it corresponds to the kinetic energy gain of an atom
having absorbed a photon at k. The Schrödinger equation for a single-atom in an optical
lattice is a Mathieu equation which contains these two energy scales. Thanks to Bloch or
Floquet theorem, the solution are periodic eigenstates which form several bands in energy.
One can expand the Bloch wave-functions onto localized Wannier functions. In the limit
of a deep lattice V0 ≫ Er , these Wannier functions becomes tightly localized in the well of
each minima separated by distance d. Creating bosons in these states in second quantization
corresponds to a tight-binding Hamiltonian containing several bands. By neglecting higher
bands, one gets the first term of Eq. I.1. The prefactor J is deduced from the scaling of the
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width of the lowest Mathieu band in the limit V0 ≫ Er and reads
 3/4
√
V0
4
e−2 V0 /Er .
J ≃ √ Er
Er
π

(I.2)

For the interaction term, it involves the square of the Wannier function in a well. Approximating this Wannier function by a gaussian in the limit V0 ≫ Er , ie. the ground-state of
the corresponding harmonic oscillator, the local interaction can be evaluated analytically.
In an anisotropic lattice potential of 1D tubes, one has the following behavior
√

as
U ≃ 4 2πEr
λ



V⊥2 V0
Er3

1/4

,

(I.3)
2

as δ(~r − ~r ′ ) bewhere as is the 3D scattering length characterizing the local interaction 4π~
m
tween atoms in free space. For quantitative estimates of J and U , one can solve numerically
the one-particle problem. The interaction term may as well depend on the density of particles too. In conclusion, the control parameter of the transition U/J can be tuned using two
different and independent variables: the lattice depth V0 /Er or the scattering length. The
latter can be monitor by an external static magnetic field using a Feshbach resonance.
As regards time evolution, one can first notice that Er is typically of the order of a few
kHz so that J goes from a few Hz to kHz. The ratio U/J can be tuned from almost zero
(Feshbach resonances can sometimes make as = 0) to almost infinity in very deep lattices.
As J is an hopping amplitude, it tells how fast atoms redistribute or travel throughout the
lattice. This is then typically from milliseconds to seconds and manipulating U/J below this
time-scale is easily achievable with common electronic device. A typical quench protocol
reproduced on Fig. I.2. On the contrary, it is harder to reach very long times with respect
to the microscopic dynamics and one can always argue that these lattice systems may not
be at true equilibrium.

1.3 Simulating time evolution of the Bose-Hubbard model with a
classical computer
There have been significant progresses in numerical techniques for quantum many-body
systems since the early 80s. The topics of research spanned by these kinds of techniques
go from quantum chemistry to lattice gauge theories or nuclear physics, with a lot of condensed matter physics in the bulk. We mostly use two methods in the following, exact
diagonalization [13] and density-matrix renormalization group [14–16]. They can be viewed
as variational methods, the first one having exact representation of the full Hilbert space
while the second is limited to a certain types of states nowadays called as matrix-product
states. For a presentation of the algorithms for static and spectral calculations, we refer
to Ref. [17] and references therein. As we are interested in time-evolution, we only briefly
mention how it can be done with these techniques.
Time-dependent exact diagonalization In exact diagonalization, one deals with the exponential grow of the Hilbert size with the number of particles by doing everything not to
store the full matrix of H and work only with a few vectors of the size of the Hilbert space.
With a lot of optimization and tricks, as well as the use of symmetries, Hilbert sizes of
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several billions are achievable and a key step is to be able to apply the Hamiltonian on a
vector. Computing H|ψi efficiently enables one to use iterative methods for the calculation
of ground-state or spectral functions quite rapidly. It also allows one to get a time-evolved
vector |ψ(t)i from the following time-step truncated expansion of the evolution operator:
|ψ(t + dt)i =

n
max
X
n=0

(−idt)n
(H(t) − E0 )n |ψ(t)i .
n!

(I.4)

Only three vectors are required to perform the iterations and a time-dependent Hamiltonian
can be used. The truncation is stopped when |φ(t + dt)i has a norm close to one, as it
should do for a unitary evolution. There are two sources of error to control: the error on the
determination of the initial state (for instance the ground-state) and the truncation error
which grows with time. Practically, the precision of the method is excellent but becomes
time consuming for large-systems.
Time-dependent DMRG or tDMRG The time-dependent DMRG is more complicated
to summarize in a few words. Basically, DMRG tries to optimize the representation of the
wave-function as a product of matrices that live on each site and with one matrix for each
local state. It is possible to apply H|ψi on such states. A way to perform time-dependent
DMRG is to perform a time-step using a Trotter decomposition of the evolution operator,
requiring nearest-neighbour couplings only [18, 19]. One then performs a usual DMRG
sweep along the chain but applying the local evolution operator on the encountered bond in
place of the Hamiltonian. A DMRG truncation is then necessary to keep the local matrix
sizes fixed. There are two main errors, apart from the determination of the initial states:
the error due to Trotter decomposition and the error due to the truncation basis inherent
to DMRG. Another proposal based on a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme was proposed to
deal easily with longer ranged Hamiltonians [20]. It uses a sliding window time containing
four intermediate times and such that the DMRG optimization is optimized for describing
the wave-functions at each of these times. In practice, the precision depends on the physics
of the system and how entanglement entropy grows during time-evolution. The simulations
are limited to a finite time but can be extremely efficient on a large chain, as DMRG can
be for static properties.

2 Sudden interaction quenches in the Bose-Hubbard
model
2.1 Two seminal experiments
Collapse and revival One of the first experiments that belong to the quantum quench
scenario was the observation of collapse and revival of the coherence peak found in the
quench from the superfluid to the Mott insulating regime of the 3D Bose-Hubbard model [21].
A quick Q
understanding of the effect is to approximate for large-U the time-evolution operator
by U = j exp(− U2 nj (nj − 1)t) after neglecting the kinetic contribution. One does observe
on Fig. I.3 the revival for period 2/U of the coherent fraction of atoms, although an overall
decay signals the effect of finite hopping. This experiment, performed in extreme limits of
the model, has the merit to show that microscopic dynamics is observable, and that the
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Figure I.3: Left: Fraction of coherent atoms after a sudden quench from superfluid to Mott
regime showing a collapse and revival at period 2/U . Adapted from Ref. [21].. Right: Realspace distribution of atoms prepared in two wave-packets in a 1D harmonic trap and released
at t = 0 to collide. The revival is well seen in this integrable limit of the gas. Adapted from
Ref. [22].
evolution is to a reasonable approximation unitary. The setup then constitutes a rather
good quantum simulator although estimating the contribution of decoherence processes is
not obvious.
Quantum version of Newton’s cradle Another seminal experiment in the field illustrated
the role of integrability on thermalization [22]. The experiments works with 1D tubes but
without an optical lattice. Bosons are interacting locally in free space and this is well
described by the Lieb-Liniger integrable model. In the limit of large-interaction, or TonksGirardeau limit, the systems even maps on fermions as for its lattice counterpart. By
preparing two packets of atoms on each side of an harmonic potential and release them at
T = 0 to make them collide, one can study the relaxation towards the expected thermal
density profile. For the integrable model (see Fig. I.3), one observes revival for pretty long
times, explained by the fact that integrable models do not redistribute momenta and energy
between the atoms. Breaking integrability is done by softening the transverse potential to
let more transitions to upper Bloch bands. In this case, relaxation towards equilibrium is
observed on the same window time.

2.2 Ergodicity in closed quantum systems
Diagonal ensemble and thermalization in a nutshell A quantum system is initially
prepared in a state |ψ0 i and evolves under the dynamics of an Hamiltonian H after time
t = 0. The time-evolved density-matrix ρ(t) of the pure state |ψ(t)i decomposes into
diagonal and off-diagonal parts on the eigenstates basis {|ni, En } of H:
X
X√


ρ(t) =
pn |nihn| +
(I.5)
pn pm e−iΩnm t+iΘnm |nihm| + h.c.
n

n>m
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where pn = |hψ0 |ni|2 , Ωnm = (En − Em )/~ are transition frequencies and Θnm are initial
phases. We now assume two generic features: the system has a discrete spectrum, and the
frequencies Ωnm are non-zero, ie. a spectrum with no-degeneracy. The second point may be
justified assuming a tiny imperfections of the realistic Hamiltonian lifting degeneracies due
to symmetries, or by assuming that the initial state belongs to a given symmetry sector,
as the ground-state would do, and that the reduction of the Hamiltonian to this symmetry
sector is non-degenerate. With these two hypothesis, the time-averaged density-matrix is
simply
Z
1 t ′ ′ X
ρ̄ = lim
ρ(t )dt =
pn |nihn|
(I.6)
t→∞ t 0
n
and such that any observable O averages to this so-called diagonal ensemble
X
Ō = Tr[ρ̄O] =
pn Onn

(I.7)

n

where the Onn = hn|O|ni are the diagonal matrix elements of O in the eigenstates basis.
Finally, we see that two objects control the thermalization of any observable: the distribution
of the weights pn , and the behavior of the diagonal matrix elements Onn . Both has to be
discussed in a given situation. Notice that the relaxation time to the averaged result depends
on the off-diagonal matrix elements.
Two simple and general statements can be made to justify thermalization of a closed
quantum system:
1. if one is interested in thermodynamics only, ie. not concerned with some given observable
but only energetics, there ate
P
P two useful quantities: the mean energy hEi =
n pn En and the entropy S = −kB
n pn ln pn . The initial state |ψ0 i determines all
moments hψ0 |(H − hEi)q |ψ0 i of the distribution, in particular hEi = hψ0 |H|ψ0 i and
its variance ∆E 2 = hψ0 |(H − hEi)2 |ψ0 i. Then, one may invoke the√equivalence of
ensembles to state that, provided the variance satisfies ∆E/hEi ∼ 1/ N with N the
number of particles and the total density of states behaves as ρ(E) ∝ (E/N )αN with
α of the order of unity, the thermodynamics with the diagonal ensemble will be the
same as for the micro-canonical and canonical ensembles in the thermodynamical limit
N → ∞.
2. if one is interested in the thermalization of some given observable, one first requires
1 to be fulfilled, as one needs thermodynamics to be applicable before claiming that
an observable is indeed thermalized. Second, the matrix elements have to behave
smoothly with the energy, ie. Onn ≃ O(En ) with O(E) a smooth function over an
energy window of width ∆E. Therefore, the relevant terms in (I.7) are such that the
matrix elements Onn are approximately constant so that Onn ≃ Ō which can be taken
out of the sum. Consequently, the time-average Ō becomes the same for diagonal,
microcanonical or canonical ensembles.
These two ideas are physically sound for generic models but the issue is to justify them
more precisely either from general arguments or on specific examples. The situation is
actually qualitatively similar to classical physics. The initial state provides a deterministic
evolution such that traces of it survives in the average (the pn are fixed by the initial state),
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but if the dynamics is such that the phase-space is rather uniformly explored within the
energy shell fixed by initial conditions, thermodynamics is applicable.
Originally, the issue of quantum ergodicity was put in a way following the discussion
on classical statistical mechanics. In a classical description, the macro-state is represented
by the density probability in phase space. Ergodicity for a closed system is defined as
the equality between the time-averaged density probability and the one obtained from the
microcanonical, ie. a uniform one over the hyper-surface of constant energy. It means that
the dynamics is such that almost any initial state will lead to a uniform covering of the
accessible phase space. The equality is exact in the infinite time limit. This is a rather
strong requirement which is hard to prove for most Hamiltonian. In particular, the timescales to reach ergodicity are pretty long so that they are not physical. In practice, simple
observables relax much faster to their stationary values.
In quantum mechanics, the time-averaging on a discrete and non-degenerate spectrum
yields the diagonal ensemble corresponding to the initial state. If one defines ergodicity through the exact equality between the diagonal ensemble density-matrix and the one
computed from the microcanonical ensemble, this yields a rather strong restriction on the
possible initial states [23]: they must have a uniform distribution over the eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian, such that pn = 1/Ω(hEi) for E ≤ En ≤ E + ∆E and zero otherwise, with
Ω(hEi) = ρ(hEi)∆E the number of contribution states in this window, involving the local
density of states ρ. Thus, quantum ergodicity in this sense is never fulfilled. Von Neumann
suggested [1, 3] to move the discussion to the average of observables since the discussion
on many-body states was difficult and that only observables are a priori comparable to experiments. The definition of ergodicity is then switched to the equality between diagonal
and microcanonical ensembles upon averaging a set of observables that characterizes the
macro-state of the system and called “macroscopic observables”. The definition of these
observables is not so obvious, they have a coarse-grained construction which translates into
commutation relations they must satisfy. If the equality in this sense is ensured for any
initial state of similar energy, the dynamics is called quantum ergodic. A good summary
of these “quantum-H theorems” can be found in the book of Jancel [24]. Such approach is
close to mathematical physics and quantum ergodicity in this sense may not be so easy to
test on given models.
A last remark is that the statistical information required to describe an observable depends
on its complexity. Simple local observables such as local density or energy should be captured
by the gross features of the statistical description while non-local and many-term correlators
may capture fine details in the difference between diagonal and microcanonical ensembles.
A loose example is the moment of the distribution itself which are nothing but the powers
of the Hamiltonian taken in the initial state. The first two moments are local observables
and simple correlators. High order moments are highly non-local correlators but their values
are fixed by the initial state. Knowing all moments actually provides enough information
to reconstruct the full diagonal ensemble which is in principle not required if one sticks to
a thermodynamical description only.
Quantum chaos and thermalization, Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) In
classical mechanics, ergodicity is usually associated with a chaotic behavior of the dynamics
thanks to its mixing property in phase-space. Quantum chaos, which in particular studies
the quantum limit of classical integrable or chaotic Hamiltonians, was suggested as an es-
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energy
Figure I.4: Typical behavior of an observable A vs energy E. The middle full line is the
semi-classical
prediction with a microcanonical density probability computed from A(E) =
RR
A(q, p)δ(E − H(q, p))dqdp
RR
. The lower and upper lines include quantum fluctuations corδ(E − H(q, p))dqdp
rections to the semi-classical result. Adapted from Ref. [28].

sential ingredient for quantum ergodicity by Peres in 1984 [25, 26] and coworkers [27, 28].
He defines quantum chaos as the property that dynamical observables such as position or
momentum are represented by pseudo-random matrices in the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, which may not be a standard definition but possibly a reasonable assumption. This is
intimately related to the fact that eigenfunctions of quantum chaotic Hamiltonians are expected to be close to a random state, making the matrix that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian
an almost random unitary matrix. Thus, assuming that the Onn are random entries uncorrelated to the pn , averaging in the window of energy ∆E yields from central limit theorem
that the average is independent of the initial distribution, and that relative fluctuations
would be negligible. Fluctuations of O(t) around its time-average are expected to scale as
ρ(hEi)−1/2 or ρ(hEi)−1 in this central limit picture and depending on the hypothesis. The
fluctuations should be extremely small for large systems since ρ is in principle exponential
with the number of particles. The authors nicely compared their scenario on a non-trivial
model using numerics and a semi-classical calculation [28]. A plot which illustrates these
ideas is reproduced on Fig. I.4.
More recently, similar ideas and complementary perspectives were brought in the discussion by Deutsch [29] and Srednicki [30–33] under now share the name of Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH). The Deutsch paper starts from a slightly different point of view,
a non-ergodic Hamiltonian H0 is perturbed by a Gaussian random matrix Hamiltonian H1
supposed to mimic interactions and imperfections that makes the dynamics ergodic. After
arguing that the transformation basis from H0 to H = H0 + H1 has Gaussian distributed
entries, one ends up for any initial state with a random vector for which the discussion on
ETH parallels the one by Peres, with the same scaling of the fluctuations with the density of
states. Srednicki, who dubbed “Eigenstate thermalization” the hypothesis about the behavior of the Onn , invoked a quantum chaos result, although not proven but based on random
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Figure I.5: Thermalization of hard-core bosons in a Joule’s expansion type of numerical
experiment. The 1D chain is integrable while the 2D isn’t. The plots show comparison
of time-averaged and ensemble averaged momentum distribution, as well as the behavior
of observables with energy, showing a strong qualitative difference between integrable and
non-integrable cases. Adapted from Ref. [34].
states for eigenstates here again, that one observables matrix elements behave as
Onm ≃ O(En )δnm + ~D Rnm ,

(I.8)

with D proportional to the number of degrees of freedom and R a random matrix assumed
to be Gaussian distributed. With such an input, the time-averaged observable is shown to
yield
1
Ō ≃ O(hEi) + (∆E)2 O′′ (hEi) + . . .
2

(I.9)

As ∆E hides a dependence on the initial state, ergodicity is recovered with the additional
hypothesis (∆E)2 |O′′ (hEi)| ≪ |O(hEi)|. In summary, ETH states that Ō = O(hEi) up to
fluctuations that are exponentially small in the number of particles.
The issue of thermalization in closed quantum systems was recently revived by the work of
Rigol, Dunjko and Olshanii [34] who initiated contemporary numerical studies on the ETH.
The setup, recalled on Fig. I.5, was a Joule’s expansion of a gas of hardcore bosons both
in 2D (non-integrable) and 1D (integrable). The numerics for the momentum distribution
of Fig. I.5 were done on finite lattices without finite-size scaling but already displayed a
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strong qualitative difference between integrable and non-integrable Hamiltonian. In the nonintegrable case, we see that the dynamics is ergodic as defined by the comparison between
observables and the observable is a smooth function of the energy supporting ETH. This
is no longer true for the integrable model, in which strong fluctuations appear. In the
end of the manuscript, the authors push ETH to use of eigenstates as “typical thermal
states”, meaning that computing a single eigenstate of given energy E would capture the
thermodynamics and mean observable at energy E.
Integrable models Integrable models possess non-trivial integrals of motion Iα that we
label with α and that include the total energy. In classical dynamics, these add constraints
on the accessible phase-space in such a way that the uniformly distributed density probability
cannot be reached. More precisely, the integrals of motion are independent and solve the
dynamics by a canonical transformation to the action-angle variables, in which the action
are constant of motions and the angles linear in time. There is just as many integrals of
motion as degrees of freedom. The density probability evolution will strongly depend on the
initial state since the latter fixes the values of the integrals. This is why integrable models
are quite generically expected not to thermalize.
In quantum mechanics, these integrals of motion constitute a set of commuting observables
that also commute with the Hamiltonian so that their expectation value is fixed during
time evolution. In the thermodynamical limit, there even exists an infinite number of
such conserved quantities which, here again, will constrain the dynamics. These extra
constraints will likely prevent the dynamics to reach a thermal state. Yet, the fact that the
system does not thermalize does not mean that it does not reach a steady-state. Indeed, for
infinite system, the long-time limit of ρ(t) can reach a steady-state density-matrix ρ∞ via
dephasing of the off-diagonal elements. The question of dephasing for integrable models is
itself a tricky problem with several possible scenarios [35]. Following the ideas of Jaynes on
equilibrium ensembles, it has been proposed [36, 37] that this steady-state could actually
follow a maximum entropy prescription, corresponding to a generalized Gibbs ensemble
density-matrix built from the integrals of motions:
ρGGE =

e−

P

α

Z

λ α Iα

,

(I.10)

where the λα are Lagrange multipliers determined by the initial state, and Z the normalization factor. In practice, knowing the Iα is not always straightforward and the success of
the approach is relative to which observable is targeted and depends on the initial state.
The conjecture turns out to give only partial information on the steady-state [23] and faced
counter-examples which may not be surprising considering the difficulty of the problem under study. Last, as the discussion is observable-dependent, it is worth pointing out that
some observables in integrable quenches do display a thermal behavior with some effective
temperature, as if the observable is only sensitive to the energy constraint. The debate
around the generalized Gibbs ensemble is now rather focused on its range of applicability.
We finish this introduction on the thermalization issue by mentioning a central question
which is how is the connection from integrable to non-integrable behaviors. Starting from
an integrable model, generic interactions, or other mechanisms breaking integrability, are
expected to help thermalization by redistributing energy between modes or, equivalently,
redistributing weights among energy levels to reach the thermal energy distribution. The
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existence of a threshold in the strength of the perturbation to reach chaoticity is long debate
in classical systems. The Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem shows that some of the integrable orbits can survive a small non-integrable perturbation. For quantum Hamiltonians,
it seems to be rather controversial on the few models that have been studied and there is
no equivalent powerful theorem.

2.3 Early results on sudden interaction quenches
In 2007, Kollath, Läuchli and Altman published [38] a detailed study of interaction quenches
in the 1D BHM based on accurate numerical simulations using time-dependent ED and
DMRG. The study was devoted to an interaction quench Ui → Uf for a unity filling so
that the superfluid-Mott insulating phase transition is crossed. They basically proceeded in
the following way (see Fig. I.6): they had access to |ψ(t)i for a given time range on which
the simulations where reliable enough on finite-size systems. They computed both the
one-body density-matrix g(r, t) = hψ(t)|b†j+r bj |ψ(t)i and the onsite occupancy probability
Pn (t) or single site reduced density-matrix. The results were averaged over the chosen
time window. The results are eventually compared to equilibrium prediction computed
by quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) in the canonical ensemble. An effective temperature is
determined by fitting the time-averaged Pn distribution with quantum Monte-Carlo, and
this temperature is again used to compute the corresponding thermalized correlations g(r).
Ground-state calculations in the initial and final states are also given.
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Figure I.6: Occupancy probability Pn for a small quench from Ui = J → Uf = 4J. Groundstate expectations in the initial (black) and final (red) states are given, as well as finite-T
thermalized fit (green) and compared to the time-averaged expectation (blue). Corresponding
correlations g(r). The same correlations for a large quench Ui = 2J → Uf = 40J. Tentative
diagram. Adapted from Ref. [38].
The outcome is summarized on a Ui -Uf diagram, reproduced on Fig. I.6, which shows
essentially two distinct regimes: one, for small quenches, such that the time-averaged data
are consistent with a thermal state, and a second, occurring for large quenches, where
a strong difference with equilibrium predictions is found, making the data unlikely to be
thermalized. Although this was not pointed out in the manuscript, this is rather surprising
in the sense that one may naively expect that the larger the quench, the more energy is
put in the system so that a high-energy state may be generated which would thermalize
faster than for small quenches. The large-quench regime is such that the correlations show
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strong memory of the initial state. Last, the 2D version of the Bose-Hubbard model gives a
similar phenomenology. At that time, another study on a different model followed a different
scenario [39, 40]: irrespective of the integrable nature of the Hamiltonian, the time-averaged
observables display a non-thermal behavior which does not seem to depend on the initial
state.

2.4 Diagonal ensemble and perturbative point of view
We investigated this puzzling physics with the goal of providing additional data and a
complementary point of view on the results [41, 42]. One of the first wish was to compute
the diagonal ensemble weights pn for sizes as large as possible and plot them in log scale to
compare them with equilibrium ensemble. This could be done using full diagonalization and
the Lanczos algorithm by noticing that the weights appear in the spectral decomposition of
the fidelity F(t) = |A(t)|2 where A(t) = hψ(t)|ψ0 i which Lehman representation reads
A(ω) =

X
n

1
1
pn δ(ω − En + E0,i ) = lim − Imhψ0 |
|ψ0 i .
η→0
π
H − E0,i + iη

(I.11)

The last term allows one to see the connection with a simple spectral function for which
it was known that the Lanczos algorithm was capable of providing good estimates for the
pn and En in the low-energy side of the spectrum [13, 43]. By increasing the number of
Lanczos iterations and thanks to the fact that the pn distribution had its largest weights at
relatively small energies, we were able to access quantitative results for the diagonal ensemble
for sizes not reachable with full diagonalization. With iterative methods implementation,
it is also straightforward to access the first moments of the diagonal ensemble distribution
hψ0 |[H − hHi0 ]q |ψ0 i, which helps to cross-check the results since they represent sum rules for
the distribution. More recently, it has been shown that the pn could be recovered by inverse
Fourier transform of the fidelity computed with tDMRG for sufficiently long times [44]. This
may be the only way to access larger systems but the numerical effort is certainly larger
than for ED. Last, the advantage of this approach is that it directly gives time-averaged
predictions while tDMRG always faces the criticism of finite time window calculation. ED
is also rather fast and precise method so that scanning a wide range of parameters becomes
affordable. Some finite-size scaling can be done tentatively but the accessible sizes remain
small compare to what can be done with DMRG.
Plotting the diagonal ensemble distributions, reproduced on Fig. I.7, showed relatively
surprising results, consistent with the counter-intuitive results of Ref. [38]. For the small
quenches corresponding to the thermalized regime of Fig. I.6, the diagonal ensemble turns
out to be very close to a Boltzmann distribution. This may explain why calculations using canonical QMC worked well. In this regime, the microcanonical distribution is giving
worse predictions. Why the weights behave approximately exponentially in these data is
not obvious and we do not have satisfactory explanation for that. Before coming back
to this point later, we may only say that nothing actually prevents the distribution from
being almost exponential, even on a closed system. On the contrary, for large quenches,
the obtained distributions are highly non-thermal in the following sense: equilibrium distributions are smooth functions of the energy only and are expected to hardly vary in a
small window of energy, which width is controlled by the energy fluctuations ∆E. Here, we
observe strong fluctuations of the distribution within an energy window controlled by the
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Figure I.7: Left: Diagonal ensemble distributions obtained with ED for an interaction
quench in the Bose-Hubbard model for various initial and final interaction strengthes. Right:
The time-averaged fluctuations of the fidelity display a maximum qualitatively around the
equilibrium critical point Uc = 3.3J. Reproduced from Ref. [45].
microscopic energy scale U which is the Mott excitation gap between excited states. It is
then not surprising that computing averaged observables with such diagonal ensemble yields
strong deviations from thermal predictions.
A simple point of view on quantum quenches is to compare them with perturbation theory
predictions which is particularly simple in the case of a non-degenerate and finite spectrum.
The goal is to understand whether the data on finite sizes belong to a perturbative or nonperturbative regime. While prior studies focused on a given set of initial and final values,
we study systematically the results as a function of the quench amplitude to obtain the
crossover between these two regimes. In most sudden quench protocols, the Hamiltonian
governing the dynamics can be decomposed as H = H0 + λH1 with H0 the Hamiltonian
of which the initial state is the ground-state of, and H1 aP
perturbing operator with λ the
quench amplitude as a prefactor. In the present case, H1 = j nj (nj −1) is extensive (global
quench) and λ = (Uf − Ui )/2. On finite spectrum, one observes the perturbation theory
scaling for small λ, with for instance the time-averaged fidelity F̄ satisfies 1 − F̄ ∼ λ2 while
large λs drive the quench into the non-perturbative regime. Interestingly, the time-averaged
fluctuations of the fidelity ∆F display a maximum through the crossover (see Fig. I.7). In
the spirit of looking for a critical point from diverging fluctuations, the study of the scaling
of the maximum of ∆F does not seem to be related to the equilibrium critical point and
support that the perturbative regime could survive the thermodynamical limit. Yet, the
finite-size scaling is unfortunately essentially inconclusive [41].
A last point on these preliminary results
is the relation to thermodynamics. First the
√
energy fluctuations have a standard 1/ L behavior for this type of quench, but we pointed
out that slower convergence to the thermodynamical limit could be realized starting from a
state with slowly decaying density correlations. We yet did not investigate much this point.
Second, we defined the thermodynamical entropy as the Shannon entropy of the diagonal
ensemble, as suggested in Ref. [46]. As for the fluctuations, it displays a memory of the initial
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in the sense that two initial states with the same energy yields different entropy. Looking
back, this is certainly the sign that the ensemble equivalence is definitely not reached at
these energies and for these sizes. The same can be said about the data of Fig. I.5. At least,
we obtain to a good approximation that the entropy is extensive in the number of particles.

2.5 Two possible criteria for finite-size effects
When working with numerics, one always faces the issue of finite size effects. For equilibrium
calculations and searching for the ground-state, one usually has the support of analytical
theory to devise a scaling law. In the sudden quench situation, one has to work with high
energy states, they may not exist universal behaviors. There exist some exactly solvable
quench models, but it is hard to know whether the obtained scaling could be reused in other
cases. To pick up only one example, the decay of magnetization in a Néel state can be
tentatively computed with Luttinger liquid theory. Yet, the fact that this theory neglects
the curvature in the band structure gives a wrong exponent compare to the exact solution
in this quench [47, 48].

ρ̄(E)

∆f

E0,f

Ef∗

Ē

Energy

Figure I.8: Left: typical many-body spectrum showing the structure of low-energy excitations at the bottom and dense chaotic spectrum in the bulk. Right: Energetic argument on
the crossover number of particles to achieve thermalization in a closed quantum system.
Reproduced from Ref. [42].

Energetic based criteria We wish to design simple criteria that one can keep in mind
when doing numerics on small systems and that could be easily checked on any model. We
cannot give general scaling laws but we would like to say when the numerics are relevant in
order to discuss the ETH. We have seen that on a finite system, there is a crossover from a
perturbative to a non-perturbative regime with increasing λ. We have also seen that ETH
is expected to apply when the spectrum is chaotic, ie in the bulk of the spectrum. Indeed,
the lowest energy part of the spectrum corresponds to elementary excitations above the
ground-state. In small quenches, only this part of the spectrum is populated. The region
of the spectrum does not show much chaotic features even for a non-integrable system. If
one thinks of a very large system, exciting only one or two elementary excitations does not
make the system in a thermodynamical regime because what matters for thermodynamics in
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closed systems is to have a finite density of excitations. The elementary excitations usually
have a natural energy scale from their dispersion relation (see Fig. I.8). We write it ∆f to
recall that it depends on the final Hamiltonian. Notice that in the low-energy part of the
spectrum, the density of states behaves differently than in the bulk and that observables
fluctuate much more from what was observed in other models and in the Bose-Hubbard
model (see hereafter). A last argument is that the quench perturbation operator connects
the initial state only to excited states within the same symmetry sector, by selection rules,
while thermal ensembles populate all sectors according only to the energy. In the low-energy
part of the spectrum, the structure is strongly dependent on the symmetry sector so this
affects much more the distribution than in the high-energy part of the spectrum in which
all sectors have approximately the same features (as well as for observables as we will see
later).
The least one can say is that one does not expect the system to thermalize generically
if the quench puts less energy on a finite system then this microscopic ∆f energy scale.
By generically, we mean that it is still possible that the weights happen to resemble an
equilibrium ensemble law, by chance, so that the finite system looks thermalized, but this
is not generic. Thus, let us define a crossover number of particles as
Nc (λ) =

∆f (λ)
.
ē(λ) − e0,f (λ)

(I.12)

where ē(λ) and e0,f (λ) and energies per particles, the first one being the mean energy after
the quench and the second one the ground-state energy of the final Hamiltonian. On a
finite-spectrum, it is easy to show that Nc (λ) ∝ λ−2 in the small quench regime. Thus, if
one wants to check ETH on a finite system, one must at least work with numbers of particles
N & Nc (λ) requiring to work with large enough quenches amplitude. One advantage of this
energy based argument is that it is easy to compute either numerically of analytically and
that one can argue that for 1D systems, it does not suffer much from finite-size corrections.
Fidelity based criteria Another simple criteria is to estimate the weight taken by the
excited states in the dynamics. This weight is nothing but 1 − F with F = hψ0,i |ψ0,f i the
ground-state fidelity. One may say that, as F should reach zero in the thermodynamical
limit, a situation with high F will have too few contributions from excited states to be
amenable to a thermalized state. An arbitrary separation between F ≃ 1 and F ≃ 0 is
to define a crossover number of particles such that F(Nc , λ) = 1/2. Inverting this relation
provides a crossover number of particles based on the fidelity. This is harder to compute
numerically because one can only access Nc corresponding to the possible system sizes in the
numerics, contrary to the criteria based on energetic arguments. However, the ground-state
fidelity is a quantity of interest in the context of equilibrium quantum phase transitions
so its scaling has been studied recently [49–55]. In this context, one can define a fidelity
susceptibility χi,L using the small-λ expansion:
F ≃ 1 − χi,L

λ2
.
2

(I.13)

The labels recall that the susceptibility depends only on the initial state and that its sizedependence is crucial. It was shown that the latter falls in two possible scaling
• χi,L ∼ L for gaped initial ground-state.
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Figure I.9: Crossover number of bosons in the Bose-Hubbard model for Ui = 2J and unit
filling n = 1. Reproduced from Ref. [42].
• χi,L /L ∼ Lαi with αi > 0 for critical initial ground-state, with αi an exponent signaling
hyper-extensivity.
This can be cast into a simple scaling behavior for Nc (λ)
Nc ∼ λ−2/(1+αi ) ,

(I.14)

in which one can choose αi = 0 for gaped systems. While large Nc may not be computed
numerically as explained before, one can still have a good estimate of αi numerically to
determine the small-quench scaling of Nc quantitatively. As an example, the curve Nc (λ)
for an interaction quench in the Bose-Hubbard model is reproduce in Fig. I.9 for a quench
starting in the superfluid regime at unit filling n = 1. The use of this curve is a priori the
following: the ETH argument is expected to work only in the N ≫ Nc region of the graph
yet. This does not guarantee that ETH will work as we will see for this particular model.

2.6 Testing the ETH on finite-size lattice
In order to test ETH, one at least has to compute the behavior of observables in eigenstates as
a function of energy and to correlate it to the behavior of the diagonal ensemble distribution.
Comparison can be done with canonical and microcanonical ensembles defined so as to have
the same energy as the diagonal ensemble and such that the width of the microcanonical
ensemble is given by the energy fluctuations of the diagonal ensemble.
We here focus on the comparison of observables obtained from different ensembles in the
1D BHM. The evolution of the local kinetic energy as a function of the energy per particle
is given in Fig. I.10. We define the one-particle density-matrix, or one-body correlations, gr
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Figure I.10: Local observable g1 (e) of the 1D BHM as a function of the energy per particle
for N = L = 10 and increasing interactions (for large quenches, the results were first given
in Ref. [56]). Reproduced from Ref. [42].
as
L

1X
gr (e) =
hψf (e)|b†i+r bi |ψf (e)i ,
L i=1

(I.15)

where |ψf (e)i is the eigenstate of energy e. In Fig. I.10, one observes that both g1 (e) evolves
smoothly in the superfluid regime (U/J = 2.5). One also realizes that the largest fluctuations
are found in the low-energy part of the spectrum, supporting the energetic argument for
the finite size effects. If one were able to choose ē in the bulk of the “superfluid” spectrum,
one would possibly find agreement with ETH. However, for the finite size systems at hand,
one cannot reach the bulk of the spectrum before the Mott lobes emerge with increasing λ.
As it was shown in Ref. [56] and here confirmed, the observables strongly vary within each
Mott lobe.
The comparison between diagonal, microcanonical and canonical distributions is detailed
in Ref. [42]. For small quenches where, it can be summarized in this way. The canonical
prediction works better than the microcanonical, due to the exponential-like behavior of
the diagonal ensemble. However, this is not a true Boltzmann law in the sense that fitting
the exponential tail of the diagonal ensemble gives a different temperature than that of the
canonical one determined by the mean-energy. The reason is that the small quenches are
in the perturbative regime, dominated by finite-size effects associated with the crossover
number Nc . Consequently, ETH does not apply here due to the presence of strong finite
size effects, but one cannot claim either that the system is thermalized even though some
correlations look thermalized in the canonical ensemble. We also point out that a similar
regime has been observed in Ref. [57], corresponding to low effective temperatures, but for
which the diagonal ensemble distributions were not plotted.
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Figure I.11: Left: Testing ETH on a large-U quench in an incommensurate system. Right:
Correlation plot for an incommensurate system in both an interaction quench as studied
previously and in the limiting “integrable quench”. The vertical bar marks the time-averaged
expectation. Reproduced from Ref. [42].

2.7 An explanation of the observed non-thermalization in the large
interaction regime
For large quenches, the data to test ETH are shown in Fig. I.11 for an incommensurate
filling which has no gaped ground-state but still has Mott lobes at high energies. The distribution shows very strong fluctuations of the weights within each Mott lobes. In particular,
large weights are present in the low-energy part of the first sub-bands. Biroli, Kollath and
Läuchli showed [56] that the larger values of g1 were correlated to the larger weights, explaining that the ETH does not apply in these finite size systems. Having a distribution that
strongly fluctuates with energy is not fully sufficient to explain non-thermalization. These
authors introduced a correlation plot between the weights and the observable expectation
in each eigenstate to show that some particular values within a small energy range took
large weights. We give another example of such a plot for an incommensurate density in
Fig. I.11. There is then a rare event scenario in which the time-average observable is dominated by certain values that are rare in thermal ensembles. Still the origin of this surprising
correlation was not very clear.

An “integrable” quench limit: As the quench from Ui = 2J to Uf = 20J is actually not
physically very far, on finite systems, to the limiting case Ui = 0 to Uf = ∞, we considered
this peculiar case, “integrable” quench, in Ref. [42]. Indeed, the initial Bose-condensed state
is easily written in Fock space. The final Hamiltonian has only diagonal elements so writing
the weights and energy for a Fock configuration labeled by the occupation numbers {nj } is
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straightforward:
p{nj }

1
N!
=
n1 !n2 ! · · · nL ! LN

and

L
e({nj })
1 X
=
nj (nj − 1) .
Uf
2N i=j

(I.16)

We observe on these formulas that the weights are not a simple function of the energy, as
one would have for a thermal ensemble. Actually, on sees that two degenerate configurations can have strongly different weights, explaining the shape of the diagonal distribution
observed in the large-U limit. As regards the behavior of observables, computing gr on
the Fock configurations by hand is a bit tedious. In order to work out the correlation plot
for this limiting quench, we could not apply the basic formulas of the diagonal ensemble
since the final spectrum is highly degenerate in this classical limit, and ρ̄ becomes block
diagonal. Thus, we compute numerically the quench from Ui = 0 to Uf = 100J since on
a finite system, there is no physical difference on the observables for such a large interaction. Still, numerically, the degeneracies are lifted and the formulas are then applicable.
The direct computation of g1 , which is the local kinetic energy, shows a strong fluctuations
from negative to positive values within each Mott lobes (see Fig. I.11). Qualitatively, if
one considers for instance the first Mott lobe, the elementary excitations are particle-hole
excitations above the Mott state and they have a simple dispersion relation not far from a
cos k behavior which explains qualitatively this feature and the fact this observable is almost
linear with the energy in a Mott lobe. In addition, since the argument does not depend on
the fact that one is in the Mott phase, it only depends on the high-energy structure of the
spectrum at large-U , regardless whether there is a gap or not above the ground-state, we
test the correlation plot on a large quench at an incommensurate density and compare it
with the limiting “integrable quench” as defined above. The results are displayed on Fig. I.11
and shows that the “integrable” quench from pure BEC to classical system catches the main
features of the quench protocol that realized a strongly non-thermalized state. The reason
for observing this absence of thermalization is that for such a finite-size system, the largeU data are actually controlled by the integrable, or classical, limit U = ∞. Notice that
this argument works also for the 2D version, studied in Ref. [38] and exhibiting the same
non-thermalized regime.
The remaining issue is then to ask: as one increases the system size and work with a finite
J, what is the system size at which the spectrum behaves chaotic enough to satisfy ETH?
One may also wonder whether there is a threshold around the U = ∞ point for the nonthermalization to survive. DMRG data showed that the observation of non-thermalization
survives for Uf = 40J for up to an hundred sites, but if the system size required to display
enough chaotic behavior is much larger, this behavior remains a finite-size effect. The connection with the “integrable quench” may qualitatively result in a second crossover number
of particles Ncint above which the proximity of the integrable point is faded and the nonintegrable nature of the Bose-Hubbard model becomes effective. One expects a divergence
of this Ncint when reaching U → ∞. Even though we could get a quantitative number for
this Ncint (see below), one may imagine to add a diverging increasing curve on the right-hand
side of Fig. I.9, signaling this proximity of the integrable point.
Reduced density matrices: Before turning to the question of the chaotic nature of the
Bose-Hubbard model, we give non-published results on the question of the observable dependence of the observed non-thermalization. One may argue that other observables could
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Figure I.12: Quench correlation plots for a commensurate system for the local kinetic energy
g1 and the von Neumann entropy of reduced density-matrices. The lines indicate the bias
due to large weights that differ significantly from the Boltzmann weights.
display a thermalized behavior in the same quench protocol. Actually, one could very generally consider the reduced density matrix ρr of half the system and study its time-average.
For a pure state |ψi decomposed over two blocks A and B (say left and right halves of the
lattice), we have the definition
ρr = TrB [|ψihψ|] .

(I.17)

Considering that each matrix element of the reduced density matrix is itself a kind of
observable, one can apply the result of time-averaging that introduced the diagonal ensemble
to find that:
X
ρ̄r =
pn ρnr
(I.18)
n

in which ρnr are the reduced density matrices of eigenstate |ni. Notice that one has equivalently the thermal reduced density matrix by replacing pn with the thermal ensemble
weights. For an observable restricted to the region A, on has On = hn|O|ni = Tr[ρnr O]. If
ρ̄r is far from a thermal reduced density matrix, then any local observable on A is likely to
be non-thermalized. It is yet complicated to handle ρ̄r or the ρnr because it contains a lot of
information through many matrix elements. A simple number that can characterize a given
density matrix is its von Neumann entropy:
SvN [ρr ] = −Tr[ρr ln ρr ] .

(I.19)

This quantity is viewed in quantum information theory as a measure of the entanglement
between the two subsystems. Therefore, we plot on Fig. I.12 the quench correlation plot for
both the g1 observable and the von Neumann entropy of ρnr which shows a similar bias in the
large-U regime as for simpler observables. In conclusion, the observed non-thermalization
is deeply due to the structure of the excited states and to the structure of the diagonal
ensemble so that, on finite system, a non-thermal behavior is generically expected for any
observable, at least on half the system.
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Birth of thermal correlations and practical use of ETH: At the end of Ref. [37], the
ETH argument is pushed to its limit by saying that On = Ō for eigenstates with the same
energy as the initial state, and that for an ergodic system Ō also equals the thermal expectation. Then, a practical application is proposed: it is sufficient to compute observables in
a high-energy eigenstate to obtain the thermodynamical behavior of observables. However,
obtaining high-energy eigenstates is not an easy task numerically, essentially because of
the exponential density of states in the bulk of the spectrum, compare to well-established
finite-temperature techniques such as quantum Monte-Carlo. Second, on a finite-size system, within an energy shell, the observables On do not really have the same value, they
usually fluctuate around a mean value. The precision of the method will then depend on
the corresponding signal to noise ratio. Still, the idea is interesting and looking at the
behavior of observables with energy is definitely of interest when one aims to understand
thermodynamics, whatever the algorithm. In this context, we test on Fig. I.13 this argument to see how far one can reproduce a known physical result: the exponential decay at
finite temperature of the one-particle correlations gr . At large temperatures in the weak
interaction regime, we have that gr ∼ e−r/ξth with ξth a thermal correlation length. The
behavior of gr as a function of the energy per particle is given for a small system on Fig. I.13
with U = 2J. We observe a rapid decay toward zero with not so important fluctuations at
first sight since we have chosen a parameter for which the ETH works best. The correlations
in the ground-state show a slow decay corresponding to a power-law. Looking at the same
signal for other eigenstates shows that it fluctuates strongly from one to another. Now, one
can compare the thermal gr computed in the canonical ensemble with eigenstates chosen
with the same mean energy (black line for T = 10J canonical calculation, blue lines for
selected eigenstates). We already see on linear scale that the eigenstates give a very noisy
signal, coming from the fact that a high-energy state is, to first approximation, a random
state of given energy. While the correlations are always positive in a thermal ensemble, the
eigenstates display either positive or negative values and non-monotonic behavior. Last, the
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thermal average gives very small values at large distance, well distinguishable in log scale
that makes the signal to noise ratio pretty bad at large distances. An alternative conclusion,
rather than saying that ETH is of no practical use, is to notice how the canonical averaging
magically manage to create a simple exponential law out of averaging over almost random
signals.

2.8 Quantum chaos and distance from integrability in the
Bose-Hubbard model
In order to make progress in the understanding of the large-interaction quench in the BoseHubbard model, it is consequently necessary to better characterize the chaotic nature of the
Hamiltonian and to tackle the effect of finite-size scaling. Before turning to the data, we
recall the basics tools developed and the main ideas of quantum chaos and also how we had
to adapt them to tackle the Bose-Hubbard model.
Quantum chaos in a nutshell: Historically, the first concepts came from nuclear physics
when physicists tried to understand experimental neutron resonance spectra in high-energy
collisions. Nuclear physics is a many-body problem with strong and non-trivial interactions involving from tens to hundreds of nucleons [58, 59]. As computing the exact energy
spectrum is unfeasible and because the structure of the Hamiltonian is so complicated, a
statistical approach was proposed by Wigner. He studied the statistical properties of hermitian random matrices, sorted by type and general symmetries (with or without time-reversal
symmetry, or including spin-1/2). Let {ei }i=1,D be the set of eigenvalues sorted in ascending
order, D = dimH being the size of Hilbert space. We write si = ei+1 − ei the level spacings.
The mean local level spacing is simply the inverse of the local√density of states ρ(e), which
1
itself follows a semi-circle law in the D → ∞ limit: ρ(e) = πD
2D − e2 . Usually, one compares spectra that are unfolded in the sense that their mean level-spacing is set to unity.
The reason is that it turns out that the density of states does not carry any universal feature
and is Hamiltonian dependent while the distribution around the mean level spacing displays
some universal feature. We will come back to the unfolding procedure later and we take
s̄ = 1 in the following when discussing any level-spacing distributions. Consider the case
where eigenvalues would be independently drawn on the real axis. This yields a Poisson law
for the level spacings P (s) = e−s . For eigenvalues of random matrices, Wigner showed that
the entries must be Gaussian distributed if they are independently drawn and such that
the ensemble is invariant under unitary transformations. There exist three random matrix
ensembles that correspond to Hermitian random matrices [60] whose entries are respectively
real, (gaussian orthogonal ensemble, (GOE)), complex (gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE))
or quaternionic (gaussian symplectic ensemble (GSE)). For such matrices, the eigenvalues
are non-independent variables that have a non-trivial joint probability distribution, namely
ρ(e1 , . . . , eD ) = Cβ,D

Y

1≤i<j≤D

|ei − ej |

β

D
Y

2

e−βei /2 ,

(I.20)

i=1

where Cβ,D is a known normalization constant and β is the Dyson index equal to 1 (GOE),
2 (GUE) or 4 (GSE). As regards the level spacing distribution, it is a non-trivial function of
the level correlations so that an exact computation yielding a simple practical formula has
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not been found yet. Remarkably, Wigner devised that a 2 × 2 random matrix calculation,
providing a formula which is actually quantitatively useful and that is now called the“Wigner
surmise”. It reads
2

PW (s) = aβ sβ e−bβ s ,

(I.21)

with some explicitly known normalization constants aβ and bβ [60]. It yields a very good
agreement with the exact large-D expressions [61].
This level spacing distribution represents one of the main tools to study the chaotic nature of an Hamiltonian. The connection between random matrix theory and the question
of quantum chaos is not straightforward at all. By quantum chaos, one may understand
the correspondence between chaos in the classical world with its quantum version. In this
context, the Berry-Tabor conjecture [62] first stated that a quantum model with an integrable classical counterpart must have a Poisson distribution. The case of Hamiltonians
with a chaotic classical counterpart is expected to follow the Bohigas-Giannoni-Schmit conjecture [63] which states that the level spacing distribution must abide by Eq. (I.21) with β
determined by the general symmetry properties of the Hamiltonian2 .
These conjectures had a remarkable success over many Hamiltonians in various fields of
physics and some generalizations to other peculiar ensembles have been made [64]. Interestingly to the field of 1D strongly-correlated models, integrability can be defined directly
at the quantum level through the Bethe ansatz [65] or if the model is exactly solvable,
as for free fermions. An essential feature of the Bethe ansatz is that three-body scattering processes can be decomposed into waves with permuted momenta only. This is called
the non-diffractive property which allows to decompose the scattering of N particles in
sequences of two-body scattering. Diffractive terms in three-body processes would be responsible for changing momenta and redistributing energy among particles. Their presence
in non-integrable model in the Bethe picture is expected to drive thermalization at the microscopic point of view [65]. A natural question then is whether or not similar conjectures
stand and the answer was yes. Early studies [66, 67] in the 90s displayed clear signatures
of chaoticity or integrability based on finite system calculations and the phenomenological
approach from random matrix theory. Eigenfunctions also carry signatures of chaoticity but
we do not review this aspect, we will only give intuitive results when needed later.
The distribution of the ratio of consecutive level spacings: In addressing the level
statistics of the Bose-Hubbard model [68, 69], we face difficulties with the unfolding procedure at large interactions, which is typically the regime we are interested in. Let us first
recall the procedure to make the mean level-spacing equal to unity over the whole spectrum.
Unfolding the spectrum consists in changing variables from the true levels, en , to new ones,
en = N (en ), where N (e) is the mean number of levels less than e, or integrated density of
states. The function N (e) can be obtained either by smoothing over many realizations in the
case of disordered systems, or by local smoothing over an energy window large compared
to the level spacing but small compared to variations of N (e). In quantum many-body
systems, there is no disorder average and no known analytical formula for the density of
states so one has to do with cooking a smooth function that best captures the local density
of states. We see on Fig. I.14 that at U = 40J, the density of states displays Mott lobes
2

Notice that the Poisson and GOE Wigner curves are now on the LPTMS logo in memory of this so-called
BGS conjecture (see the front page).
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Figure I.14: Left: Density of states of the Bose-Hubbard model for increasing interaction.
Right: Level spacing distributions P (s) in the chaotic and close to integrable regimes. Several
bins for energies have been used to numerically perform the unfolding procedure. Adapted
from Ref. [68].
separated by U . Quite generically, the density of states in the bulk of the spectrum is
exponential with the number of particles. This is simply due to the fact that the width of
the spectrum of an Hamiltonian with local interactions scales with the number of particles
or its square depending on the statistics of exchange, and that the size of the Hilbert space
is exponential in the number of particles. Obtaining smoothed functions for Fig. I.14 that
are good enough not to spoil the fluctuations statistics is difficult and not very satisfactory
since there is a bit of cooking. Such procedure cannot be used in a systematic way. Still, we
show on Fig. I.14 that it already gives that the U = 40J spectrum almost follows a Poisson
law.
In order to get rid of the unfolding procedure, one can switch to a variable built to
be independent of the local mean level spacing. In this spirit, Oganesyan and Huse [70]
proposed to consider the distribution of ratios of consecutive level spacings rn defined by


min(sn , sn−1 )
1
rn =
,
(I.22)
= min r̃n ,
max(sn , sn−1 )
r̃n
where r̃n = sn /sn−1 . Both the numerator and denominator are equal to the mean level
spacing on average, one expects that the distribution of the rn or of r̃n will be independent
on the local density of states, something one can already check on random matrices (see
Ref. [68]). Then, no unfolding is required and one can directly compare experimental or
numerical spectra to random matrix ensembles predictions. In the original manuscript of
Ref. [70], apart from the Poisson behavior P (r) = 2/(1 + r)2 , there was no analytical
equivalent of the Wigner surmise and the authors resorted to numerical evaluation of P (r).
To get P (r) analytically from small random matrices, one needs at least 3 × 3 matrices and
we could not pursue the calculation to a tractable formula. Yet, LPTMS have experts on
the subject and they noticed that an ansatz could be obtained quickly directly from the
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Figure I.15: Left: evolution of the mean ratio of consecutive level spacing hri as a function
of U/J for several sizes. The two bars indicates the Poisson (integrable) and GOE (nonintegrable) expectations. Right: tentative scaling for selected points showing a tendency
toward GOE with increasing sizes L. Adapted from Ref. [68].
joint probability distribution with N = 3 which we were not very familiar with. This gave
us a nice result which reads
PW (r) =

(r + r2 )β
2
,
Zβ (1 + r + r2 )1+ 23 β

(I.23)

with Zβ the normalization constant (see values in Table I.1). This formula provides good
practical estimates of the actual distribution to a few percents and we gave additional fits of
the correction if more precision is desired. Although this work was achieved after the study
of the Bose-Hubbard spectrum, the ratio r proved to be a useful tool already for numerical
comparisons.
Ens.
Zβ

Poisson
-

hr̃iW

∞

hr̃ifit
hriW

2 ln 2 − 1
≈ 0.38629
-

hrifit

GOE

GUE

GSE

8
27
7
4

4 √π
81
√ 3
27 3
− 12
8 π

4 √π
729
√ 3
243 3
− 12
80 π

= 1.75
1.7781(1)
√
4−2 3
≈ 0.53590
0.5307(1)

≈ 1.360735
1.3684(1)
√
2 π3 − 12
≈ 0.60266
0.5996(1)

≈ 1.174661
1.1769(1)
√
32 3
− 12
15 π
≈ 0.67617
0.6744(1)

Table I.1: Values of useful constants and averages hri and hr̃i. Averages h.iW are calculated
from Eq. (I.23), and h.ifit from numerical data. Adapted from Ref. [71].
Results on the Bose-Hubbard model: The Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian has real entries
and time-reversal invariant so it falls into the the GOE ensemble class with β = 1. We
reproduce on Fig. I.15 the obtained behavior of the mean ratio hri versus interaction U/J
and its tentative scaling with system size. Full use of symmetries and rather large RAM
memories are required to go up to L = 12 from full diagonalization. One can compare the full
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Figure I.16: Left: Shannon entropy of wave-functions averaged over the whole spectrum as a
function of U/(J +U ) for four different sizes. Middle: Shannon entropy for each eigenstates
sorted as a function of energy for various U/J. Right: same plot showing instaed the von
Neumann entropy of the reduced density-matrix of half a chain. Reproduced from Ref. [68].
distributions but for simplicity, we stick to the mean value only which differs significantly
from Poisson to GOE. One observes that for intermediate values, such that U ≃ J, the
spectrum is already close to non-integrable supporting the good agreement with a chaotic
behavior in other results such as checking ETH. On the two limiting regime U ≪ J and
U ≫ J, the mean value on small systems displays a value closer to Poisson law then to
GOE. Thus, although the model is non-integrable in the Bethe ansatz sense, the spectrum
does not look so chaotic. The most likely behavior is consequently a finite-size effect which
makes the spectrum look almost integrable while its thermodynamical limit is certainly not.
Interestingly, increasing the system size gives a trend toward GOE. Finite-size scaling is
complicated because there is no analytical hint to fit the hri(L) curves and evaluate for
which size there is a crossover from quasi integrable to non-integrable.
Another way to characterize the chaotic behavior is through the localization of the eigenstates wave-function on a given basis {|ii},
P which is here the symmetrized Fock states basis.
If a wave-function decomposes as |ψi = i ci |ii, then one may define the normalized Shannon entropy in this basis as
P
|ci |2 ln |ci |2
S(|ψi) = − i
.
(I.24)
ln D

When S is close to unity, it means that the wave-function is delocalized over the whole
basis. A wave-function localized on a small part of the Hilbert space displays a small entropy. Fig. I.16 displays the behavior of the Shannon entropy of eigenstates as a function of
interaction and as a function of the energy for various interaction. Integrability is expected
to yield localized states but of course the Shannon entropy is basis dependent so it is not
necessarily the case. For instance, at small U , while the model on finite sizes is almost integrable, the Shannon entropy is large simply because eigenstates are close to superpositions
of plane waves (BEC and its excitations in k-space) so that the Shannon entropy in the
Fock basis, which is a real-space defined basis, is logically large. On the contrary, large-U
shows a strong tendency to localization due to the proximity of the integrable limit U = ∞.
Finite-size scaling on this quantity shows an even more consistent tendency toward chaos
than the spectral probes. The evolution of the Shannon entropy as a function of energy is
also insightful. Fig. I.16 demonstrates that although the Shannon entropy is not an observable, it has pretty much the same strongly oscillating behavior as the observables with, in
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particular, strong fluctuations within Mott lobes at large interactions. To complement this
study, we show on Fig. I.16 the behavior of the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density
matrices of eigenstates which displays again large fluctuations in the large interaction limit.

2.9 A textbook example: free bosons in an harmonic trap
While studying the physics of quench, we investigated a simple non-interacting exactly
solvable model which conveys some interesting results. The situation is that of free bosons
confined in an harmonic trap which frequency is suddenly changed from ωi to ωf . In this
case, the quench amplitude is defined as λ = ωf /ωi − 1, taking ωi as the unit of energy.
The single-particle excitation spectrum is split into the odd and even parity sectors and the
overlaps are non-zero for even-parity wave-functions only. For integer n, they read:
√

2n
λ
(2n)!
1+λ
.
(I.25)
p2n = 2n
2 (n!)2 1 + λ/2 λ + 2
At the many-body level, the many-body weight and energy of a Fock configuration {nj } is
given by
(p0 )n0 (p2 )n2
(pm )nm
···
, and E{nj } = ~ωf (2n2 +4n4 +· · ·+mnm )+~ωf N/2 (I.26)
n0 ! n2 !
nm !
P
with m even integers and with the constraint m/2
j=0 n2j = N .
Several interesting results can be inferred. First, the crossover numbers of bosons from
the two previous definitions are computed analytically:
p{nj } = N !

Ncenergy = 4

ln 2
λ+1
.
, and Ncfidelity = 
2
1+λ/2
λ
√
ln
1+λ

(I.27)

Second, in the limit of large single-particle energy ε ∼ ~ωf 2n, we have
p2n ∝

e−ε/T (λ)
√
ε

(I.28)

|. In the
which has an exponential tail with the effective temperature T (λ) = ~ωf / ln | λ+2
λ
limit of small quenches, one can observe numerically that the many-body weights follow
approximately a Boltzmann-like law with an effective temperature T (λ) ≃ −~ωf / ln |λ/2|
going to zero with λ. This exponential-like behavior is not generic and a simple counterexample can be found in the case of a Joule relaxation [72]. We also observe that the total
entropy of the diagonal ensemble is very close to the canonical entropy up to a global factor
two coming from selection rules.
A possible question with this setup is to ask whether the quench process can put enough
energies to take the gas into the non-condensate high-temperature regime. Indeed, for a
sudden quench starting from the ground-state, not any final state can be reached a priori.
In the free bosons model, there is a crossover to a Bose-condensed state below a critical
temperature Tc . In the 1D harmonic trap and on a finite size system, the lowest single
particle level occupation hn0 i becomes of the order of N below Tc ≃ ~ωN/ ln(N ) following
the standard calculation of Tc performed in the grand-canonical ensemble. One sees that for
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fixed effective density ωN and N → ∞, then Tc → 0 in agreement with the fact that their
is no Bose-condensation in this model in the thermodynamical limit. Still, condensed and
non-condensed regimes can be clearly discriminated. This crossover, or critical, temperature
corresponds to a critical energy Ec − E0 ∼ ~ωN 2 . The typical configuration corresponding
to these energies are qualitatively represented on Fig. I.17.

Figure I.17: Typical configurations of N bosons versus energy E for a 1D harmonic trap.

We give here another way to derive this energy from a microcanonical perspective. One
can get the same critical energy by considering the temperature-energy relation obtained
from Boltzmann’s formula S = ln Ω. It is well known that the microcanonical constraint of
a single-particle equally spaced spectrum maps onto the partitioning problem of an integer
since we have:
∞
X



nk








k=0
∞
X

knk

=N
=⇒
=M =

E
~ω

(

√

=⇒
Ω ∼ ec M (1 ≪ M ≤ N )
S
=
ln Ω
N
Ω ∼ MN ! (N ≪ M )

(

√
T ∼
~ωE
(I.29)
T ∼ E/N

k=0

The two cases above are the limiting low-energy and high-energy regimes. When one looks
for the energy at which the two curves crosses, one gets again the same N 2 scaling for the
critical energy.
~ω

We can now try to answer the question. The quench puts a mean-energy Ē−E0,f ≃ 4f N λ
so that λ ∼ N is required to reach Ec and the non-condensed regime. This surprising
behavior, which diverges with the number of bosons, actually agrees with the exact scaling
of the single-particle ground-state occupation number which can be computed for the quench
since
√ we have seen that the distribution is the multinomial one : we have hn20 i = N p2 0 ∼
and read hn0 − hn0 i i =
N/ λ at large λ. Similarly, the fluctuations can be computed
√
N p0 (1 − p0 ) so that the relative fluctuations scale as 1/ N with a λ-dependent prefactor.
Consequently, starting from the many-body ground-state (for which hn0 i = N ), one stays
in the condensed regime for finite λ and one needs λ ∼ N z with z > 2 to make hn0 i scale
to zero in the thermodynamical limit. The physical origin of the fact that the quench
process makes it difficult to reach the critical temperature is that the many-body groundstate has vanishing overlaps with the excited states above Tc because they have negligible
contributions from the single-particle ground-state.
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3 The Galileo ramp for interacting bosons
Sudden quenches have been also discussed with the goal of engineering out-of-equilibrium
states that could be of use or that could have properties not achievable by equilibrium
states. This quantum engineering purpose starts to significantly deviate from the sketch of
Fig. I.1 and we see that the wording quench embraces many different situations. Obviously,
this is again not a new question in quantum physics and, for instance, preparing population
inversion is central to nuclear magnetic resonance and laser physics. Here, some basic ideas
are revisited within the realm of strongly correlated matter and with the new possibilities
offered by cold atom engineering. The Galileo ramp setup will be view as a way to connect bound states to propagative modes of many-body gas, similarly to “ionizing” metals,
atoms or nuclei. We then start with a textbook exercise3 for bachelor students in quantum
mechanics that shares some qualitative features with the setup under discussion.

3.1 A quantum physics exercise: the Tritium disintegration
It is found in Nature that Hydrogen 11 H has two isotopes equipped with neutrons: Deuterium
D = 21 H and Tritium T = 31 H. Tritium is radioactive and disintegrates by the beta decay
following the nuclear equation
T → 32 He+ + e− + ν̄e .

(I.30)

The main product is a ionized Helium 3 atom, together with an emitted electron e− generated
by beta decay, and an electronic anti-neutrino ν̄e .
The analogy with a sudden quench goes as follows: from the point of view of the initial
Tritium electron and considering that the beta decay is almost instantaneous, the electrostatic potential changes from one elementary charge to two, digging the potential quite
substantially. Then, the electron wave-function, assumed to be initially in its ground-state,
projects out on the bound states of the Helium atom which are in this situation essentially
the same as the Hydrogen ones with a doubled charge.
Computing the probabilities of ocP
p
cupation pn in this single-particle problem yields ∞
n=1 n ≃ 0.97 6= 1. The physical reason
for this apparent non-conservation of probability is simply that the electron can reach either
a bound state or a diffusive state. If diffusive states get some weight, it just means that
a second electron is emitted with a 3% probability, something observed experimentally. In
short, one can view this process as transferring partially an electron from a bound state to
a diffusive state4 . Yet, in this nuclear reaction, there is no tuning or control parameter, all
numbers are fixed by the fundamental constants.

3.2 The quantum yo-yo: Bloch oscillations
Before describing the quench protocol we worked on, we recall a rather counter-intuitive
single-particle phenomenon called Bloch oscillations. In classical physics, if you drop a
ball in the gravity field, it will fall down to the ground with increasing velocity because
its potential energy can be converted into kinetic energy since the latter is not bounded,
3
4

We actually realized the existence of this textbook example after completing the study.
This is of course the situation of most ionization processes but the chosen example has the merit of having
a clear interpretation and calculations that are closely relation to a quench description.
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at least non-relativistically speaking. Now, in solid state physics, it is rather common to
have periodic lattices in which the kinetic energy is bounded and periodic with momentum.
Reexamining the previous situation with a ball that is attached to such a periodic lattice
in addition to the linear gravity potential, one finds that the ball will not strike the ground
but oscillate close to its initial position, creating a quantum yo-yo. A mere semi-classical
interpretation allows one to understand this surprising behavior catch by Bloch5 in 1928 [73]
and Zener in 1934 [74]. Let x and q be the position and momentum of the particle subjected
to a potential energy −F x and having a kinetic energy −2J cos q, so that the velocity
v = 2J sin q remains bounded. F represents the force applied to the particle and energy
conservation gives that F x(t) + 2J cos q(t) remains constant. The equation of motion is
integrated to give q(t) = q(0) + F t [2π] since q leaves on the reciprocal lattice. Thus,
starting from a zero velocity initial condition, the position oscillates according to
x(t) = x(0) +

2J
[1 − cos F t] .
F

(I.31)

The period of motion TB = 2π/|F | is called the Bloch period and the associated oscillation
frequency is ωB = F . We also observe that the stronger the force the narrower is the range
of admissible positions.
More recently, the single-particle spectrum was solved in the early 60s by Wannier [75].
The analysis shows that the levels are equally spaced En = E0 −~ωB n and the eigenfunctions
are localized and shifted from one minima to the next one ψn (x) = ψ0 (n + x). This breaking
of the delocalized aspect of the Bloch functions in the presence of an electric field was rather
controversial and experimental confirmations have been awaited until the late 80s and 90s.
They have been observed in many physical domains: semiconductors [76], thermal gases [77,
78], photonics [79], cold atoms [80–82], phonons [83], and exciton-polariton BEC [84].

3.3 Setup and methods

VA

t> 0

F
0 t<0

A

x

Figure I.18: The Galileo ramp setup: A is the number of sites in the box, F the force (slope)
and VA = F A the height of the potential. At t = 0, the condensate is stuck in the box. A
t > 0 the ramp is turn on with a wave-packet that remains localized in region A and an
ejected wave-packet. Reproduced from Ref. [85].
With colleagues from Nancy [85], we studied the Galileo ramp setup loaded with bosons
as represented on Fig. I.18 and which parallels other schemes such as in Refs. [86]. Bosons
5

Historically, Bloch was rather interested in the motion of an electron in a constant electric field.
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are initially confined in a box well and then ejected by a linear ramp. An optical lattice is
present all over space. On the ramp, the single-particle eigenstates are essentially localized
Wannier functions while they are propagative modes on the right-hand side. At the singleparticle level already, the wave-function will be cut into region A with a non-zero probability
of staying localized and a certain occupancy of the propagative modes which will build an
outgoing wave-packet as sketched on Fig. I.18. When many particles are filling the well, the
interaction and the exchange statistics will affect the properties of both the outgoing and
trapped wave-packets.
In the following, we focus on the few results which we find the most interesting. To obtain
these results, we used a combination of numerical and analytical approaches. Numerically,
we used ab-initio techniques such as time-dependent DMRG and exact diagonalization for
finite interaction calculations. In the case of hard-core bosons, a powerful approach allows
one to deal with large system sizes [36, 87–90]. Indeed, hard-core bosons with annihilation
operator bi at site i, even in an inhomogeneous potential, can be mapped
Q into free fermions
quadratic Hamiltonian using the Jordan-Wigner transformation ci = j>i (1 − 2nj )bi with
nj thePnumber of particle operator.
After diagonalizing the quadratic Hamiltonian, one gets
P
H = q εq ηq† ηq with ηq = i φq (i)ci the eigenstate operators of pseudo-momentum q. The
time-evolution of the ηq is straightforward and one gets the time evolution of the observables
using this mapping. For complicated potential such as the Galileo ramp, one cannot solve
everything analytically but the mapping already helps from a numerical point-of-view as
one essentially has to manipulate single-particle eigenstates and not the whole many-body
Hilbert space.
In addition to that, a coarse-graining or semi-classical or hydrodynamic approach [91] can
be used to make predictions for the local density based on this mapping. In this picture,
one considers that the total density stems from the contribution of particles at distance
x of possible momenta q over the Brillouin zone. The energy of particle at distance x
and momentum q is given by ε(x, q) = V (x) − ∆ cos q with V (x) the potential energy
and ∆ = 2J a shortcut for the bandwidth. In this unitary evolution, it should remain
constant, providing a relation between x and q. One knows the motion of each particles
and, taking into account the initial distribution in phase-space (x, q), one reconstructs the
density profile ρ(x, t) by summing contributions from all particles reaching x at time t.
This intuitive reconstruction is directly based on the quadratic form of the fermions picture
discussed above. This approach provides a useful picture to interpret the results which is
sketched on Fig. I.19.

3.4 Controlling the number of ejected particles and wave-packet
manipulations
The first and simplest quantity to control is the fraction of ejected particles. It depends on
the initial density, the interaction and the height VA = F A of the ramp. The scaling for
F > 2∆/A is rather simple. For free particles, one gets



∆
1
2∆
free
Nesc = N
∝ VA−3 .
(I.32)
−
sin 2π
F A 2π
FA

while for hard-core bosons, one has
∆
HCB
[qF + sin qF ] ∝ VA−1
Nesc
=
πF

with qF =

πN
.
A

(I.33)
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Figure I.19: Left: Sketch of accessible energies versus position
scription, the three lines display the lower, middle and upper
structure. Inset: Density profiles ρ(x, t) showing the evolution
(dashed lines comes from the hydrodynamic description). Right:
Nesc versus the potential height VA . Reproduced from Ref. [85].

in the hydrodynamical deenergies of the local band
of the ejected wave-packet
number of ejected particles

On Fig. I.19, the finite interaction curves display an intermediate behavior for finite U . The
decrease with VA can be simply understood in the HCB picture of Fig. I.19 where particles
that are coupled to propagative modes lie in the orange region which relative surface shrinks
as VA is increased. As regards the shape of the emitted wave-packed, it can be predicted
quite precisely from the hydrodynamic approach in the case of hard-core bosons.
Without doing much calculations, one observes that the hydrodynamics approach helps
speculate on possible setups to achieve various manipulations of the wave-packets. While
most current atom lasers work in free space, trying to confine geometrically the coherent
beam, we believe that adding up a lattice would help a better control of the velocity and the
shape of the wave-packet. In this respects, we propose on Fig. I.20 several naive protocols to
create a mirror, beam-splitter or reshaper which seem to work as expected from numerical
simulations in the HCB limit.
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Figure I.20: Left: Qualitative views on manipulating wave-packets. Middle and Right: numerical simulations with HCB for the beam-splitter and Mirror devices. Reproduced from
Ref. [85].
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Figure I.21: Entanglement entropy between the two wave-packets. See text for discussion.
Reproduced from Ref. [85].

3.5 Engineering entanglement between propagative states and bond
states
Another essential feature of the setup which involves many-body gases is that the trapped
bosons will remain entangled with the escaping bosons. Thus, the setup creates two entangled many-body wave-packets which are spatially separated. To estimate the amount of
entanglement between the two sides, one can resort to numerical calculations of the entanglement entropy St (A) = −Tr[ρt (A) ln ρt (A)] between region A and the rest of the system with
ρt (A) the reduced density-matrix of region A at time t. Physically, one expects that when
the two packets are far enough for long times the entanglement will reach an asymptotic
value. Two qualitative effects are first observed: the entropy is controlled by the number
of escaped particles and by the interaction as well. Larger entropies are achieved when the
Hamiltonian is far from its integrable limits, in agreement to the previous discussion on the
entropy of excited states.
More interestingly, the HCB limit here again offers a nice and quantitative interpretation
of the long-time entropy. Indeed, a naive guess would be that the long-time entropy could
be related to the initial entropy within the trapped gas. From Fig. I.19, we know that the
escaping particles approximately correspond to particles with initial distance x ≥ x+
p . In
the initial equilibrium state, conformal field theory predictions are available for an arbitrary
cut at x in the gas:
1  4A
πx 
S0 (x) = ln
sin(πρ) sin
+ c′ ,
(I.34)
6
π
A
with c′ ≃ 0.25. The idea is thus to compare the initial entropy between the orange region
and the rest S0 (x+
p ) with the final entropy between region A and the rest. One can argue
that raising the ramp acts as cutting suddenly the gas so that the two should not be very
different. This is indeed numerically supported on Fig. I.21. In the end, we obtain both a
relation between the out-of-equilibrium entanglement and the equilibrium entanglement in
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Figure I.22: Left: Damping of Bloch oscillations and role of integrability. Momentum distribution for increasing time (downward). Right: Damping of the condensate fraction f0 (t).
Inset: inverse damping time versus U/J showing larger values close to the integrable limits.
Reproduced from Ref. [85].
the initial state, and also a useful formula to predict the amount of entanglement between
the wave-packets. Yet, this quantity may not be easy to measure experimentally. Last, one
may notice that working a few bosons, say two or three, could yield quantitative predictions
two in a situation were correlation measurements could be more feasible.

3.6 Thermalization and integrability in the swinging box configuration
When not connected with the propagative modes, the ramp can be used to shake the gas
suddenly and study its response. In the interaction quench discussed in the previous section,
there was the fundamental issue that the quenching parameter was also the one controlling
the integrability of the model. If one wants to use quenches as a way to probe the effect
of integrability onto relaxation and thermalization, this was not a good strategy. Here, the
force is an additional knob that can be used to perform the quench for various U/J and
study these properties vs integrability. Let us now study the time evolution of the system
after suddenly turning on the force F .
As we have seen before, the first step is to evaluate numerically the chaotic nature of the
finite-size spectra. The force F will affect the level and one must not use a too large F/J,
otherwise the spectrum becomes dominated by the Wannier stark ladder levels. This is why
we obtained the best probes of integrability by using F ∼ J.
The first thing one can look at is the damping of simple observables. For instance, a
natural probe of Bloch oscillations, which have a straightforward interpretation in reciprocal space, is to look at the time-dependence of the momentum distribution. On Fig. I.22,
we observe that non-integrability translates into a short damping time of the Bloch oscillations. Actually, this damping and role of integrability was studied previously in a series of
papers [92–97], mostly in the weak interaction limit. We complementary study the approach
of the HCB limit to show that a revival of the Bloch oscillations should occur. Furthermore,
the damping of the condensate fraction is order of magnitude longer when approaching the
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Figure I.23: Left: testing thermalization in the shaken box configuration for three different
observables. Right: tentative quantitative correlation between distance from integrability δO
from Eq. (I.35) and level spacing ratio. Reproduced from Ref. [85].
integrable points U = 0 and J = 0, as one can see in the inset of Fig. I.22. A recent
experimental work observed the effect of interactions over the damping and period of Bloch
oscillations and gave promising results about the possibility to study quantum many-body
chaotic physics with this setup [98].
The second connection to integrability is done on the time-averaged observables following
the discussion on the ETH of the previous section. In Fig. I.23, we show typical profiles
of three simple observables: the local density, the local kinetic energy and the momentum
distribution. We see that low and high U/Js favor non-thermalization on finite systems
while the chaotic spectrum for U = 2J is associated with a reasonably good thermalization
for all observables. In trying to systematically correlate the onset of thermalization by
plotting the relative distance from thermalization, defined as
L
1 X Oj − Ojth
δO =
,
L j
Ojth

(I.35)

versus U/J in Fig. I.23, we observe that not all observables display a nice correlation with
the measure of integrability. Clearly, the local kinetic energy, in this setup, is the most
adequate probe for non-thermalization.

4 The adiabatic limit and its scaling
4.1 Heat and adiabaticity in thermodynamics
Classical point of view Having a microscopic understanding of heat is not easy although it
would make thermodynamics more intuitive. We here give a possible point of view within a
classical framework, although our ideas always remain a bit fuzzy on these kind of questions.
Forces separate between conservative, associated with potential energy, and non-conservative
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forces. The total energy of a system splits into macroscopic kinetic and potential energies
∆Emacro , present when the system is not at rest, and microscopic energies, or internal energy
∆U , which include kinetic energy of internal degrees of freedom and potential energy of
internal forces. There usually also exist non-conservative forces that one can separate into
macroscopic and microscopic types. The macroscopic type are forces that are associated with
change in a macroscopic variable of the system. For instance, the pressure work −pext ∆V
is not associated with a conservative force and corresponds to a change of the V variable.
We usually write it W ext and it this corresponds to the work done by an external operator
who is able to modify the macroscopic variables. External microscopic forces often enter
the scene but they do not change the constraints or macroscopic variables of the system.
By dissipative (think of friction) and pumping mechanisms, they are able to modify the
internal state of the system and may mostly transfer energy through the surface of the
system. Their work during the transformation we may call heat and write it Q. In this
picture, the first law of thermodynamics is nothing but the kinetic energy theorem in which
work of conservative forces are put on the left-hand side and work of non-conservative forces
are put on the right:
∆Emacro + ∆U = W ext + Q .

(I.36)

This could look nice but trying to interpret heat microscopically is of little use for thermodynamical balances and there are other ways to define work and Q from definition of
adiabatic and non-adiabatic processes. In particular, if one wants to study the evolution of
a closed quantum system, this first law is of little use and one prefers a discussion in terms
of level occupations.
Quantum statistics point of view Statistical physics aims at describing the repartition of
energy among the microscopic levels En of weight pn . It provides a simple interpretation of
the first principle according to the following decomposition of an elementary variation dE
of the total energy during an infinitesimal transformation:
X
X
dE =
pn dEn +
En dpn .
(I.37)
| n {z

δW rev

}

| n {z

δQrev

}

The energy levels En account for all the left-hand side of Eq. (I.36) and they are a function
of macroscopic variables x, like the volume, which we may write En (x). Thus, a change
dEn is possible if one changes x byP
applying an external operator force Fn defined by
dEn = −Fn dx for a level and F̄ = n pn Fn on average. The average force depends on
the thermodynamical parameters, like temperature, as in the example of the pressure. In
a reversible transformation where the weights remain unchanged, which is equivalent to an
adiabatic evolution in this case, the variation of energy equals −F̄ dx which is clearly an
external work, written as δW rev in Eq. (I.37).
The elementary variation of entropy expressed
P
in terms of the pn is always
P dS = −kB n (ln pn )dpn and assuming Boltzmann’s law for the
pn yields that T dS = n En dpn . The latter quantity equals the heat transfer only if the
transformation is reversible and this why it is written as δQrev . In the general situation
of irreversible processes, Eq. (I.37) holds of course, but the mere interpretation of the two
terms is no longer true. For instance, an external force which is applied too quickly will
inevitably change the levels population.
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For non-infinitesimal transformations, it has been suggested [46] to take the following
prescription for defining the work and heat done on a system:
X
X
(I.38)
En (t)(pn (t) − pn (0)) .
E(t) =
pn (0)En (t) +
|n

{z

work W (t)

|n

}

{z

}

heat Q(t)

where pn (0) are the initial population of the levels and En (t) the time-dependent spectrum. In a cyclic process, the heat will then vanish in the adiabatic limit. The two terms
are naturally the integration or the two terms of Eq. (I.37) separately, so the definition
looks consistent with the previous interpretation. This approach is also consistent with
adiabaticity defined in quantum mechanics as unchanged weights among the energy levels,
ie. pn (t) = pn (0). Yet, what is not trivial and may look arbitrary is the presence of the
time-dependent term En (t), which includes external work, in the contribution to the heat,
and the fact that there is no integrated quantities displayed memory of the path. Anyway,
this definition is sensible and of practical use for actual computations, although it may not
correspond to what we understand as heat in other contexts.
Excess energy: a tractable quantity for numerics In actual calculations, a simple quantity that resembles heat is the excess energy defined by
Q = E(τ ) − E0 (τ )

(I.39)

using the same notation as for heat. Following Ref. [99], for a quench
P starting from the
ground-state and changing the Hamiltonian up to time τ , E(τ ) = n pn (τ )En (τ ) is the
mean energy at the end and E0 (τ ) is the ground-state energy of the final Hamiltonian.
Since pn (0) = δn0 , this definition actually matches the definition of the heat in Eq. (I.38).
Clearly, Q(τ ) must cancel to zero in the adiabatic τ → ∞ limit, and it physically measures
the energy carried by the excited levels populated by the quench mechanism. The physically
interesting issue is the correction from adiabaticity at finite τ . We will see that one expects
quite generically a power-law behavior Q ∼ τ −η . We sketch on Fig. I.24 the typical behavior
of Q versus the “velocity” τ −1 . In the sudden quench limit, Q is naturally bounded as the
density of energy cannot diverge.
sudden quench

0

Q(τ)/L

Q /L

adiabatic regime
−η
Q(τ)/L ∼ τ
0

−1

τ

Figure I.24: Typical behavior of excess energy density Q/L versus inverse quench time τ .
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4.2 Adiabaticity in quantum mechanics
The Landau-Zener-Stückelberg transition The Landau-Zener-Stückelberg transition [4–
6], often shorten as Landau-Zener transition, is the study of the probability for a two-level
system to transit from the lower energy state to the higher energy state when the diagonal
matrix elements are changed linearly at a rate, or velocity, τ −1 . The Hamiltonian reads


εt/τ ∆/2
(I.40)
H(t) =
∆/2 −εt/τ
such that the minimum gap of the avoided level crossing at t = 0 is ∆. The originally asked
question was “what is the probability Pex that the system starts from the ground-state at
t = −∞ and ends up in the excited state at t = +∞. While the spectrum is the simplest one
can imagine, the answer is not so straightforward to derive. It was first obtained from the
study of the limits of the derived partial differential equations on the coefficients, although
a direct matrix calculation handling time-ordering might be more transparent [100]. The
result is the following
π ∆2
τ
ε

Pex = e− 4

,

(I.41)

which shows a non-analytical behavior in the transition rate. As expected, the transition
goes to zero in the adiabatic limit τ → +∞. Actually, this is a particular limiting case and
starting for instance at t = 0 instead yields a different behavior in τ . A more generic result
on this transition [101] is
Pex ∝

ε2 −2
τ ,
∆4

(I.42)

which is thus the reference scaling for the limit of adiabaticity. While the model for LandauZener transition is unphysical in the ±∞ limit, its result can be used physically since when
the gap is large, nothing much happens and the bottleneck for the probability is when the
two levels are close to each other. It also applies to a restriction of the spectrum when
two avoided levels cross among many. It is indeed found that the formula works to explain
more realistic phenomena. An example is the shape of the magnetization hysteresis cycles
of molecular magnets when varying the scanning speed of the excitation field [102].
The Kibble-Zurek mechanism The Kibble-Zurek mechanism is a tentative generalization
of the Landau-Zener transition to the situation of passing a continuous quantum phase
transition between two gaped phases (see Ref. [101] for a good review). It has been originally
proposed in a cosmological context [103] to interpret the production of inhomogeneities
during inflation, and rediscussed in the context of superfluid Helium [104] for a crossing
of a classical phase transition, varying temperature. It has been generalized to the case
of quantum phase transition more recently [105]. There are already two novelties with
respect to the Landau-Zener paradigm: the gap closes at the transition and the system has
a continuous spectrum of possible excited states. Furthermore, the vicinity to the quantum
critical point and the critical point itself display scaling at equilibrium featuring universal
exponents. The basic idea of looking for some universality in crossing a second order critical
point is the following: as the gap closes, the relaxation time of the system diverges so that
one cannot stay adiabatic and defects are unavoidably created. Assuming that the system
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Figure I.25: Left: quench setup for releasing a trap slowly. Right: scaling and saturation of
the density of defects. Adapted from Ref. [106].
responds as in equilibrium, one uses the scaling relations to estimate the density of defects
produced. More precisely, let us call g the parameter driving the transition and λ = g − gc
the distance from the critical point gc . A linear scan in g is assumed so that λ(t) ∼ t/τ
with τ the inverse rate of variation. The equilibrium scaling behavior of the relaxation
rate reads tr ∼ |λ|−zν where z is the dynamical exponent and ν is the correlation exponent
appearing in the correlation length divergence ξ ∼ |λ|−ν . The first step of the argument is
to say that defects are being produced in an non-reversible way when the time remaining
to reach the critical point, denoted by t∗ , is smaller than the relaxation rate. Between two
gaped phases with the same z on both sides of the transition, the same t∗ holds for the time
after which the process becomes almost adiabatic after crossing the critical point. We then
assume positive t∗ and λ∗ for simplicity. This provides the two relations t∗ ∼ tr and the
corresponding distance λ∗ ∼ t∗ /τ from which one gets the two scaling relations
t∗ ∼ τ zν/(zν+1)

and λ∗ ∼ τ −1/(zν+1) .

(I.43)

The second step is to consider that defects are separated by the typical distance ξ ∗ corresponding to λ∗ so that their density in dimension d simply scales as nd ∼ (ξ ∗ )−d . Finally,
one obtains that the density of created defects scales with the evolution rate τ as
nd ∼ τ −dν/(zν+1) .

(I.44)

This looks like a remarkable result because the scaling is non-trivial and universal since it
is related to the universal equilibrium exponents. The approach is meaningful only in the
τ → ∞ limit since in the sudden quench regime τ → 0, one expects a saturation of the
density of produced defects.
Another way to derive the scaling is to rely on Landau-Zener argument and state that the
crossover between adiabatic and non-adiabatic behavior will occur when the gap and gap
variation rate satisfy ∆2 d∆
∼ 1. As we have the scaling ∆ ∼ λzν with λ ∼ t/τ , this gives
dt
∗
zν/(zν+1)
the same time scale t ∼ τ
as previously, with a typical gap scale ∆∗ ∼ τ −zν/(zν+1) .
Last, one can use the gap scaling ∆ ∼ ξ −z to recover the scaling of ξ ∗ and eventually nd .
There is thus a consistency with the previously derivation.
Although the argument uses some scaling relations, it is only very phenomenological and
its assumptions are not obvious. The obtained scaling does not have the scope of scaling
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relations in critical phenomena at equilibrium. Consequently, it happens that this reasoning
provides the good exponent in some situations but is not always correct. Last, little is said
about the nature of the produced defects (although it was vortices in the original model for
Helium) and the correlations at play. There exist some situations where this argument proves
to be exact. These are situations where the many-body dynamics is usually exactly solvable.
A neat example is that of a quench in the transverse Ising chain where the trapping potential
is progressively smoothed [106]. One can see on Fig. I.25 the good agreement between exact
solution and scaling arguments as well as the saturation of the density of defects.
Adiabatic perturbation theory in quantum mechanics Adiabaticity in quantum mechanics is when the weights of the decomposition of a state onto the instantaneous basis remain
unchanged. Of course phases appear with time-evolution. We thus see a direct connection
with the quantum statistical description. One can draw a perturbation theory around the
adiabatic limit and we follow Ref. [107, 108] for this discussion.
The Hamiltonian is changed through a control parameter r(t). The instantaneous basis
{|n(r)i} and its eigenvalues {En (r)} are defined by H(r)|n(r)i = En (r)|n(r)i. After some
algebra, one shows that any time-dependent wave-function can be expanded as
X
|ψ(t)i =
eiαn (t) eiγn (t) bn (t)|n(r(t))i
(I.45)
n

in which two phase factors have been integrated, namely
Z t
Z t
En (r(s))ds , and γm (t) = i hm(r(s))|ṁ(r(s))ids .
αn (t) = −

(I.46)

0

0

αn (t) the time-dependent phase coming from the instantaneous basis energies while γm (t)
are Berry phases associated with level m. The bn coefficients satisfy the following evolution
equation
X
ḃm (t) =
eiΩnm (t) eiΓnm (t) Mnm (t)bn (t) ,
(I.47)
n6=m

in which one has the following definitions
ωnm (t) = En (r(t)) − Em (r(t)) , and Ωnm (t) = −

Z

t

ωnm (s)ds

(I.48)

0

hm(r(t))|Ḣ|n(r(t))i
Mnm (t) = hm(r(t))|ṅ(r(t))i =
if n6=m
ωmn (t)
Z t
Γnm (t) = γn (t) − γm (t) = i [Mnn (s) − Mmm (s)]ds

(I.49)
(I.50)

0

The M matrix is anti-Hermitian so the Γnm (t) are real phase factors. This result is exact,
there is no approximation, it is just a rewriting of the Schrödinger equation, but a good
starting point for approximation around the adiabatic limit. Indeed, assume that the time
evolution takes places in a time window t ∈ [0, τ ]. The approximation is expanded in orders
of v ∼ τ −1 in the small v limit:
|ψ(t)i = |ψ (0) (t)i + v|ψ (1) (t)i + · · ·
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4. The adiabatic limit and its scaling
Adiabaticity is defined as the fact that the weights of the nth level does not depend on time,
i.e. one sets Mnm = 0, ie. neglects couplings to other levels, and then bn (t) = bn (0) ≡ bn .
Only the Bohr and geometrical phases remain:
|ψ (0) (t)i =

X
n

eiαn (t) eiγn (t) bn |n(r(t))i .

(I.52)

One gets first corrections in the velocity by usual identification of terms in the expansion of
the perturbative form for the wave-function inserted into the exact equations. Specializing
to the case where one starts from the ground-state bn = δn0 , one obtains
|ψ (0) (t)i = eiα0 (t) eiγ0 (t) |0(r(t))i

(I.53)

and
|ψ (1) (t)i =ieiα0 (t) eiγ0 (t)
+i

X
n6=0

e

X
n6=0

!

Jn0 (t) |0(r(t))i

iα0 (t) iγ0 (t) Mn0 (t)

e

ωn0 (t)

−e
Z

iαn (t) iγn (t) Mn0 (0)

e

ωn0 (0)



(I.54)
|n(r(t))i

t

|Mmn (s)|2
ds. We observe that the first
ωmn (s)
0
order correction populates the excited states and the weights are captured by the various
quantities introduced. The criteria for adiabaticity is that |ψ (1) (t)i has a negligible norm.

where we introduced the quantity Jmn (t) =

Scaling from adiabatic perturbation theory Adiabatic perturbation theory has been used
to re-derive the scaling argument for Kibble-Zurek and to generalize it [109, 110]. The basic
idea is to start from Eq. (I.54) or an approximate version, and to use the scaling features of
the low-energy spectrum. For instance, quasi-particle excitations have a dispersion relation
of the form ωk ∼ k z away from a critical point, or ωk (λ) ∼ λzν F (k/λν ) in the vicinity of
a quantum critical point, with F a scaling function. With another scaling ansatz for the
matrix elements, one comes up with the following predictions for the excess energy:


Gapless if d ≤ z
Close to a QCP if d ≤ dc = z + 2/ν


Generic

Q ∼ τ −(d+z)/z
Q ∼ τ −(d+z)ν/(zν+1)
Q ∼ τ −2

(I.55)

These results stress the role of dimensionality on scaling, as for equilibrium critical point.
The second case would be the Kibble-Zurek scenario in the sense that the excess energy
density may be estimated from Q ∼ nd ∆∗ in the Kibble-Zurek scaling argument. For
a quench within a Luttinger-liquid phase, the scaling theory then predicts a τ −2 scaling
but refined bosonization calculations [111] solving the real-time evolution found logarithmic
ln(τ /τ0 )
corrections to this behavior Q ∼
.
τ2
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4.3 Slow quench in an homogeneous Bose-Hubbard gas
With this context in mind, we now study the adiabatic limit of an interaction quench of the
Bose-Hubbard model using time-dependent ED and DMRG. We use a linear increase of the
interaction so that the quench is parametrized as follows:
t
U (t) = Ui + δU with δU = Uf − Ui .
τ

(I.56)

There will be thus two parameters in the discussion: the ramp time τ and the quench
amplitude δU . Out of these two parameters, one can build a quench velocity v = δU/τ .
The lastP
input is that the perturbing operator, as before, is diagonal and is here denoted
by B = i nj (nj − 1)/2. We are interested in both the behavior of local observables and of
the excess energy
Q = Ef − E0,f

(I.57)

where Ef is the final energy and E0,f is the ground-state energy of the final Hamiltonian
which follows Eq. (I.39).
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Figure I.26: Excess energy in the adiabatic limit of an interacting quench in the BoseHubbard model. Reproduced from Ref. [112].
The numerical data are reproduced on Fig. I.26. We may distinguish three different
regimes in the Q(τ −1 ) curve for a fixed δU : (i) at long times on the ED small system data,
we have a quadratic behavior τ −2 which, as discussed below, is attributed to the finite-size
gap so that we call that a Landau-Zener behavior; (ii) for large DMRG system sizes, a nontrivial exponent is found η ≃ 1.35 which actually connects a small region of the ED data;
(iii) at short times, we observe the approach to the sudden quench limit which is signaled
by a saturation of the injected energy.
In order to interpret these results, one could naturally try to work with the adiabatic
perturbation theory which small parameter is the velocity of the process. In practical
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calculations in the context of quenches, as the calculation are complicated, people also take
the limit of small quench amplitude to obtain a scaling in the velocity. We took another
strategy which is to use a basic time-dependent perturbation theory in the initial basis
{|ni, En }. The small parameter is also the velocity and, to second order, one gets
Z
 ωτ i
δU 2 ∞ B(ω) h
0
,
(I.58)
dω 3 (ωτ )2 − 4 sin2
Q(τ, δU ) = Q (δU ) − 2
τ
ω
2
0+

where Q0 (δU ) = δU h0|B|0i+E0,i −E0,f is the exact sudden quench expectation and B(ω) =
P
2
n |hn|B|0i| δ(ω − (En − E0 )) is the spectral function associated with operator B.

Corrections to the sudden quench: In the literature, all the focus was previously on the
small velocity limit since there is a quest for universality. In this approach, we also get some
useful information on the correction to the sudden quench limit. The energy Q0 (δU ) is a
function of the quench amplitude only. Although it is perturbative in v, Eq. (I.58) gives the
exact result in the large velocity v limit because the ramp time τ becomes short enough in
this regime. We thus obtain short-τ corrections computable using ground-state observables:

δU 2
(τ /τc )2
(I.59)
J
with the characteristic ramp time τc given by the sum rule
Z ∞
J
J2
−2
τc =
h0|B[B, K]|0i
(I.60)
dω ωB(ω) =
12L 0
12L
P
where K is the kinetic term j [b†j+1 bj + h.c.]. The scaling of τc with L depends on the
typical behavior of the equilibrium three-point correlator B[B, K] with distance. In this
quench, finite-size effects are negligible and τc is finite. This result is not very surprising but
it could be of interest for experimental purpose since it already captures well the deviations
from the sudden quench plateau. It also relates a characteristic time-scale to ground-state
calculations that could be computed by equilibrium numerical methods.
Q(τ, δU ) = Q0 (δU ) − L

Exponent and universality We now focus on the observed exponent and the possible
universal Kibble-Zurek scenario. Notice that, since we start from Ui = 2J, we cross the
transition as increasing U . If one moves within the superfluid phase, we recall the basic
scaling theory predicts η = 2 while improved Luttinger liquid computations yields logarithmic corrections to this scaling. In the scaling scenario, the quench amplitude is not
directly appearing as the results are given as a scaling in the velocity v. Here, we show that
the exponent depends on the quench amplitude and give an argument for an amplitudedependent exponent using the perturbative formula above. Indeed, putting oneself in the
limit of vanishing quench amplitude δU , we get
Z ∞
B(ω)
0
2
(I.61)
Q (δU ) ≃ δU
dω
ω
0+
which, injected in Eq. (I.58), gives that the ratio Q(τ, δU )/Q0 (δU ) = f (τ ) no longer depends
on the quench amplitude. More precisely, we have

Z ∞
2 ωτ
sin
Q(τ, δU )
B(ω)
2
∝ τ −2
dω
(I.62)
2
Q0 (δU )
ω
ω
0+
| {z } | {z }
response

protocol
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Figure I.27: Left: ED data on the ratio Q(τ, δU )/Q0 (δU ) which collapses at small quench
amplitude. Reproduced from Ref. [112]. Right: identifying amplitude-dependent exponents
in the adiabatic limit from DMRG results.
in which we have separated the contribution from the response function with the contribution
depending on the time-dependent protocol that has been chosen, here a linear ramp. As
discussed before, one could work with the adiabatic basis perturbation theory and it turns
out that the same result is recovered in the δU → 0 limit with this approach [113]. The
first thing we can discuss is that, on a finite system, B(ω) will be a sum of delta peaks
with a finite-size gap so that a τ −2 “Landau-Zener” scaling is expected. In this case, the
formula also contains oscillations in τ in agreement with the numerics. For a gaped spectral
function, the same Landau-Zener scaling is expected in the thermodynamic limit as well.
As B(ω) can be computed numerically independently with the Lanczos algorithm, one can
numerically compare the exact time-dependent behavior to the perturbative calculation as
done in Fig. I.26. In the case of a gapless system, the spectral function can typically have
a power-law scaling at low-energies, say B(ω) ∼ ω µ . When µ < 2, this gives a non-trivial
power-law Q(τ ) ∼ τ −µ in which the exponent is related to the spectral function only and
may be operator dependent, contrary to the Kibble-Zurek scenario.
Numerically, the limit δU → 0 is the best as the perturbative calculation works better
and better for all τ so there no doubt that the exponent should be the one of the spectral
function. The problem is that the δU → 0 limit is not physically interesting. In fact, one is
just perturbing the ground-state with a time-dependent protocol which is not very standard
but this just changes the form of the response and not the fact that the system responds
perturbatively. We are not then really in a strongly out-of-equilibrium situation nor in a
realistic thermodynamical transformation as one would do in standard thermodynamics to
really move the system from one state to another. In this context, the above argument
provides us with a criteria to separate what is a small quench, in which the “universality”
applies because of perturbation from a non-universal behavior. If we try to collapse the
data Q(τ, δU )/Q0 (δU ) for several δU , the collapse should work only for small enough δU
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and this is well seen in the numerics of Fig. I.27 even on small exact diagonalization data.
And there is more, from DMRG, we can more precisely follow the behavior of the exponent
with δU and we observe a clear dependence on δU which does not seem to be related to
finite-size effects. If the exponent η is a function of δU , no universality is expected in a
realistic quench.

4.4 Slow quench in an inhomogeneous Bose-Hubbard gas
In this last part, the effect of inhomogeneities in the gas density due to the harmonic trapping
in real experiments is considered. The same protocol is used but new effects are expected
because of varying density. Indeed, as all relevant quantities vary from site to site, gradients
will appear leading to a superposition of transport phenomena on top of the “intrinsic”
quench process. The presence of the trap will be taken into account by introducing a site
dependent chemical potential µl .
Continuity equations Our goal was first to extract relevant information from the numerics
so as to interpret the data and identify some possible relevant effects. To this purpose, we
first make basic definitions and relations to identify the role of the currents on the time
evolution of local quantities. Continuity equations help separate the contribution of currents
from local source terms in such evolution. Using the notations O(t) = hψ(t)|Ô(t)|ψ(t)i for
the average of a given observable Ô(t) that can explicitly depend on time and h· · ·i for
hψ(t)|· · ·|ψ(t)i, the continuity equation takes, on general grounds, the following form:
~∂t O(t) = −divhJˆO i + hŜ O i .

(I.63)

JˆO is the current operator for which we have
O
O
−divhJˆO i = ih[H(t), Ô(t)]i = −(hJˆl,l+1
i − hJˆl−1,l
i) ,

(I.64)

in which the second equality is the specialization to a one-dimensional lattice for an observable located around site l, with incoming and outgoing currents. The source operator
Ŝ O (t) = ~∂t Ô(t) is non-zero only for an explicitly time-dependent operator.
A trick which is useful to numerics is to integrate Eq. (I.63) between times 0 and τ ,
taking the adiabatic limit τ → ∞ and doing the change of variable t → U (in the source
term integral) in order to express the total contribution of currents only as a function of
ground-state expectation values
Z∞
0

dt
divhJˆO i(t) = Oi − Of +
~

ZUf
dU hψ0 (U )|∂U Ô|ψ0 (U )i ,

(I.65)

Ui

where |ψ0 (U )i is the ground-state corresponding at U . The integral on the right-hand side is
taken along the adiabatic path. Thus, we can access infinite-time results from ground-state
calculations while they would not be accessible numerically from direct time-evolution. The
observables we are interested in are the local density, compressibility or energy to see how
they redistribute during the quench. It is then first useful to have at hand the associated
currents:
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Figure I.28: Two time scales in an inhomogeneous gas quench from local observables: n is
the density, Pn the occupancy probabilities, κ the local compressibility, g the local kinetic
energy or correlations, j the local density current. Reproduced from Ref. [114].
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• density n̂l :

nl
ĵl,k ≡ Jˆl,k
= iJ(b̂†k b̂l − b̂†l b̂k )

• compressibility κl = hn̂2l i − hn̂l i2 :
2

nl
= n̂l ĵl,l+1 + ĵl,l+1 n̂l
Jˆl,l+1

• kinetic energy K̂l,k = −J(b̂†k b̂l + b̂†l b̂k ):
U (t)
Kl,l+1
(n̂l ĵl,l+1 + ĵl,l+1 n̂l )
Jˆl−1,l
= −µl ĵl,l+1 + J ĵl−1,l+1 +
2
The origin of this density-assisted current, mixing ĵ and n̂p operators, comes from the
evolution equation for the onsite occupancy probabilities, or onsite reduced density-matrix.
Two regimes scenario and Mott barriers On Fig. I.28, we compare the evolution of local
observables at the center of the cloud in the homogeneous (open symbols) and trap (filled
symbols) situations. The bars indicate the adiabatic expectation value. We notice that two
regimes exist in the inhomogeneous gas. At short times τ . ~/J, the density is hardly
modified and no currents develop but the local compressibility and kinetic energies vary
rapidly in the very same manner as in the homogeneous gas. At times τ & ~/J, the middle
density decreases because the cloud expands, currents set up and all quantities start to move
toward the adiabatic limit.
The qualitative interpretation of these two regimes is the following: the quench changes
the compressibility and correlations over typical time-scales in an homogeneous system that
we write τn2 and τg and which are finite. For a translationally invariant lattice, the density
currents cancel because the total number of particle is conserved, which translates into an
infinite relaxation time for the density τn = ∞. For a weakly inhomogeneous cloud in a trap
of strength V0 , we expect that τn (V0 ) will be finite but diverges as V0 → 0. It is thus always
possible to make τn & τn2 , τg so that one first sees the intrinsic quench behavior before the
redistribution of particles and energy affects the evolution of all local observables.
This arguments can be made slightly more quantitative using again a perturbation theory
in the initial basis. Generically, we find that the observable behaves as


1
2
O(τ, δU ) ≃ O00 1 ± fO τ
,
(I.66)
2
with again the notation Oαβ = hα|Ô|βi. The “curvature” fO =
intrinsic ramp time τO of observable O:
J X
τO−2 =
ωα O0α Iα0 ,
~ α6=0

2 δU τO−2
contains the
3 J O00
(I.67)

P
ˆ
where ωα = (Eα − E0 )/~ are excitation energies and Iαβ =
l hα|Il |βi. These can be
computed with usual techniques. For example, using perturbation theory in J/Ui , one can
have an explicit expression for fn2
fn2 ≈

32 δU J 2
,
3 ~2 Ui

(I.68)
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which is even quantitatively consistent Fig. I.28, although the data are not reallyqin the
J
strongly interacting regime. For an homogeneous gas, one can show that τg =
τ 2,
Ui n
again in agreement with the figure.
The second effect we highlight occurs after the current have set in. The two clouds for
N = 24 and N = 48 are such that only N = 48 possesses Mott insulating plateaus when U
is sufficiently large. It is known that the Bose-Hubbard model with large U display plateaus
at commensurate densities which are Mott insulating domains and which make it resemble
a wedding cake [115]. Although U is not very large, the effect is visible on Fig. I.29 for
N = 48 in the adiabatic limit. The presence of these Mott regions has a drastic effect on
the transport properties. Indeed, such insulating gaped domains do not easily let currents
flow through them which strongly increases the time to reach adiabaticity. When the profiles
of Fig. I.29 have almost converge to the final ground-state for N = 24, the profiles for N = 48
remain trapped in some metastable state over the time window accessible with DMRG. We
call this effect Mott barrier and it seems to be relevant for certain experiments [116]. A
direct computation of the local currents is compatible with this simple interpretation.
Energy redistribution We now focus on the energy redistribution. For the local energy
ĥl = 21 [K̂l−1,l + K̂l,l+1 ] + U (t)Iˆl − µl n̂l , where Iˆl = n̂l (n̂l − 1)/2, we get
(µl−1 + µl )
hl
Jˆl−1,l
=−
ĵl−1,l
2
U (t)
−
ĵl−1,l
2
J
− (ĵl−2,l + ĵl−1,l+1 )
2
i
U (t) h
+
(n̂l−1 + n̂l )ĵl−1,l + ĵl−1,l (n̂l−1 + n̂l ) ,
4

(I.69a)
(I.69b)
(I.69c)
(I.69d)

In addition, since the energy operator is explicitly time-dependent and therefore not a
conserved quantity during the protocol, we have the following source term
Ŝlhl = ~∂t U (t)Iˆl

(I.70)

which shows the importance of the density fluctuations in the energy production. In particular, the total energy E(t) = hH(t)i satisfies the relation
X
∂t E(t) = hψ(t)|∂t H|ψ(t)i = [∂t U (t)]
hIˆl i(t) .
(I.71)
l

For an inhomogeneous system, there are two contributions to the local energy production
as seen from (I.69) and (I.70): one from currents and correlated currents and one from the
external driving of the system. Summing up the total energy, the contribution from currents
must vanish to fulfill (I.71), but locally, one may have energy redistribution. We can define
the heat produced in the system as the energy of the atoms at the final time compared to
that of the ground-state for the final interaction strength
Z
δU τ X ˆ
Q(τ ) = E(τ ) − E0,f = E0,i − E0,f +
dt
hIl i(t) ,
(I.72)
τ 0
l
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with E0,i/f the ground-state energies. Note that hIˆl i is accessible experimentally, which
makes it possible to measure the interesting Q(τ ) dependence. One can define a local excess
energy ql as the difference in local energies between the final energies and the ground-state
expectation for the final parameters. It splits up into three different contributions
ql (τ ) = hĥl i(τ ) − hĥl i0,f =hĥl i0,i − hĥl i0,f
Z
1 τ
dt divhJˆh i(t)
−
~ 0
Z
δU τ
dt hIˆl i(t) ,
+
τ 0

(I.73a)
(I.73b)
(I.73c)

where the first term is simply the local ground-state energy difference (independent of τ ),
the second term is the integrated contribution of energy currents, and the last term is
the integrated contribution due to the external operator. While Q(τ ) is necessarily nonnegative, ql (τ ) can be negative or positive depending on the relative contributions of each
term. Finally, using (I.65) with Ô = ĥl allows one to calculate these quantities in the
adiabatic limit:
Z∞
0

dt
divhJˆhl i(t) = hĥl i0,i − hĥl i0,f +
~

ZUf
dU hIˆl i0 (U ) ,

(I.74)

Ui

where the right-hand side can be computed accurately using numerical techniques.
We apply these definitions to the situation described previously. The local energy contributions are presented on Fig. I.30. For N = 48, the final profile remains highly excited
even for the longest ramp time considered (τ ≈ 25~/J). We first notice that the local excess
energy is smaller by nearly an order of magnitude for N = 24 compared to N = 48 and that
fluctuations are much pronounced at long times in the presence of Mott barriers. In fact,
the local excess energy pattern resulting from the quench is actually non-trivial even for the
seemingly simplest situation where N = 24. At short ramp times (sudden quench limit),
particle and energy currents are negligible so that the term (I.73b) does not contribute, all
the final excess energy being a balance between the ground-state energy difference (I.73a)
and the density fluctuations average (I.73c). The latter is always positive and distributed
rather uniformly in a Gaussian-like function whose maximum decreases with τ . Hence, for
short ramp times, the bulk retains most of the local excess energy while the edges have
negative ql due to the term (I.73a). For longer ramp times, energy currents set in with
the effect of redistributing energy from the bulk to the edges. Thus, these currents tend to
strongly reduce both the spatial fluctuations and the total excess energy (heat) produced
by the quench. For intermediate times, either negative or positive ql at the edges and in the
bulk (see for instance the opposite distribution for τ = 10~/J and τ = 15~/J for N = 24)
can be found. For N = 48, the “Mott barriers effect” tends to freeze the excess local energy
pattern to the sudden quench typical distribution with negative ql at the edges and positive
in the bulk. Last, the existence of the two regimes is apparent in the total heat plot on
Fig. I.31.
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The quasi-periodic adventure
Acronyms
DMRG: density-matrix renormalization group
ED: exact diagonalization
BHM: Bose-Hubbard model
SF: superfluid
MI: Mott insulating
BG: Bose-glass
HCB: hard-core bosons
BEC: Bose-Einstein condensate

1 Bose-glass: the Graal of interacting disordered system
1.1 Anderson localization
When a single particle lives on a periodic potential, one can apply Bloch’s theorem to
find the eigenfunctions which are then naturally delocalized because of the translational
invariance. Extended waves and wave-packets are consequently a legitimate framework to
analyze the motion of electron in crystal for instance. In 1958 [117], Anderson addressed
the issue of having disorder in the potential, thereby breaking translational invariance, and
its consequences on the way wave-functions are deformed. The outcome is rather nontrivial [118]: depending on the dimensionality and the strength of disorder, wave-functions
become localized spatially, ie. their long-distance behavior has an exponential behavior
e−r/ξloc with ξloc the localization length. More precisely, if one takes the case of a 3D cubic
lattice with a box disorder of width ∆ while the hoppings t are uniform, the single-particle
spectrum has the following essential properties: at the edges of the spectrum, eigenfunctions
are rapidly localized as the disorder is turn on while at the middle of the spectrum, they
remain delocalized. The energy separating the two regimes is called the mobility edge.
When the disorder reaches a critical value ∆c , all wave-functions are localized and putting
free fermions at half-filling would change the conductivity from a metallic to insulating
behavior. This realized scenario is named Anderson localization transition. Another way of
driving the transition is to work at fix disorder and tune the Fermi energy from above to
below the mobility edge. This transition displays remarkable features similar to the ones
analyzed in interacting systems. Scaling behavior exists close to the transition and the
wave-function at the critical point have multi-fractal properties. Last, a renormalization
group approach to the transition showed that dimensionality is crucial to the existence of
the transition for non-zero disorder [119]. 1D systems should display localization as soon as
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disorder is present, 2D also but at a marginal level and 3D should display a true transition.
The study of single-particle disordered models and more generally disordered waves has been
widely developed, being a remarkably transverse domain of research, and although many
concepts and tools have been developed, the physics of some given model requires generally
a thorough analysis to yield non-controversial conclusion.

1.2 Disorder and interaction in boson models
The Bose-glass Of course, the interplay between disorder and interaction is a natural step
forward once the single-particle spectrum is understood. Yet, such competition is very hard
to tackle in a systematic way. We will only take discuss the situation of lattice bosons and
quickly move to the one-dimensional case since this is the only sub-subject on which we have
an approximate understanding. First, if one starts from the non-interacting basis, all bosons
at zero-temperature will lie in the same ground-state which is the lowest energy localized
state in the presence of disorder. There is thus a huge density in some restricted region
of space. Adding repulsive interactions is highly non-perturbative since the density is huge
and this will make the gas explode. The outcome from this small-interaction point of view
is not easy to handle but essentially one expects that other single-particle low-energy states
become populated to reduce the cost of interaction, splitting the system into many regions
with a typical density that can sustain interaction [120, 121]. Increasing further interaction
should make these regions expand spatially until the point when particle can significantly
tunnel from one to the next. Exchanging particles can eventually lead to recover coherence
and superfluidity if the initial disorder was not too strong. Another point of view is to start
from the clean interacting system and add disorder on it. Disorder couples to the density
and due to interactions, the localization involves collective phenomena. Localization can be
seen in the fact that disorder will affect the self-energy and will eventually localize one-body
correlations.
In the case of lattice bosons, interactions yield the Mott insulating phase, that competes
the superfluid state. The first one is localized and incompressible while the second is coherent
and compressible. A tempting thermodynamical definition of an Anderson localized state
of bosons, the so-called Bose-glass, is then to search for a localized state which remains
compressible [8]. This can be viewed as a thermodynamical definition of the Bose-Glass.
Luttinger liquid approach In one-dimension, the physics of disordered bosons has benefited from existing powerful tools [9]. The seminal contribution was a work by Giamarchi
and Schulz [122, 124] using a replica approach on the bosonization action. The physical interpretation is close to the situation of the locking of a charge density-wave. The following
discussion is valid for a system with a single specie on a chain so that there is only one set
of conjugate fields that enter the field theory. In this case, the correlations in the superfluid
phase are governed by a single parameter K called the Luttinger parameter. For instance,
the leading term of the Green’s function behaves as G(r) ∝ 1/r1/2K . K depends on the
interaction and on the disorder. As it controls the decay of correlations it also naturally
enters the renormalization group as a parameter of the flow equations when the Luttinger
liquid is perturbed. In most situations, the transition toward another phase occurs when
the Luttinger parameter reaches some critical value Kc for a relevant perturbation. As an
example, the Mott transition is signaled by Kc = 2 and since K is a decreasing function
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Figure II.1: Left: renormalization flow of the Luttinger liquid approach showing the critical
value Kc = 3/2, D measures the variance of the disorder. Adapted from Ref. [122]. Right:
two numerical phase diagrams for a commensurate and incommensurate density obtained by
DMRG. Adapted from Ref. [123].
of interaction in the Bose-Hubbard model, this fits the scenario of an interaction driven
superfluid-Mott transition.
The random potential can pin the density field which in turns makes the phase field
disordered and the Green’s function localized. Yet, the pinned fluid remains compressible.
The renormalization group flow [122, 124] shows that disorder becomes relevant when the
Luttinger parameter reaches K = 3/2 (see Fig. II.1. As interactions decrease K, the superfluid to Bose-glass transition occurs for a given critical value. In order to sort out a phase
diagram in one-dimension, we can thus use the various properties gathered in Tab. II.1.
single-particle gap ∆
compressibility
superfluid stiffness
Green’s function

Superfluid
0
finite
finite
G(r) ∝ 1/r1/2K

Mott insulating
finite
0
0
−r/ξ
G(r) ∝ e
with ξ ∼ ∆−1

Bose-glass
0
finite
0
G(r) ∝ e−r/ξloc

Table II.1: Discriminating different phases of one-dimensional bosons.

One-dimensional phase diagrams Phase diagrams in 1D have been proposed based on
QMC and DMRG works [123, 125, 126] for incommensurate and commensurate densities and
are reproduced on Fig. II.1. The phase diagrams show a competition between the superfluid
and Bose-glass phase in the interaction-disorder plane. The superfluid phase survives on a
dome up to a critical interaction and critical disorder. The existence of critical interaction
is well understood in the analysis. The same can be said above the right-hand side of the
dome. Taking a vertical line and starting from a point with K > 3/2, disorder renormalizes
K to a lower value which finally hits 3/2 at which the transition should take place. If one
believes that the K = 3/2 criteria survives to a non-perturbative disorder value, then this
explains the dome curve. The left-hand side of the phase diagram, in the small interaction
regime, is more speculative. The previously given arguments support the existence of a line
starting from the free point ∆ = U = 0 which connects the curve from bosonization but
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this weak-interaction limit is harder to analyze in the Bose-Hubbard model. The reason is
that the density fluctuations are so huge in this regime that bosonization cannot be reliable.
Other approaches such as the real-space renormalization group technique [127] have been
utilized but they are unfortunately uncontrolled so that the issue remains an open debate.
A remarkable feature of the commensurate phase diagram is that there always seems to be
an intervening Bose-glass phase between the superfluid and Mott phases as soon as ∆ 6= 0.
This observation has been supported by arguments based on rare events similar to Griffith’s
singularities [128, 129]. One of the main result of Giamarchi and Schulz is the putative
universal value K = 3/2 of the Luttinger parameter on the transition line. The validity
of this remarkable outcome outside the perturbative disorder regime is one of the current
center of interest of the community [127, 130].

1.3 The Aubry-André model: single-particle spectrum
Model and band-folding mechanism In the following, we will not actually deal with
a true disorder potential. The reason is that current ongoing experiments on cold atoms
have essentially two ways of generating disorder-like potentials: using laser speckle [131],
which is a kind of true disorder with an exponential law and controlled correlation and a
bichromatic potential [132–134] which is not a true random potential but displays a similar
localization phenomenon that we are now going to describe. Experimentally, it is relatively
easy to superimpose two standing waves of different wave-lengths leading to an intensity
potential V (x) = V1 cos2 (k1 x) + V2 cos2 (k2 x+ φ) with φ a relative phase. When V1 ≫ V2 , the
first potential will create a lattice at its minima xj and the second will make the effective
local chemical potential fluctuates as µj ≡ V (xj ) = V2 cos2 (rπj + φ) where r = k2 /k1 =
λ1 /λ2 is the ratio of wave-lengths. For non-interacting particles, we thus have to a good
approximation, a tight-binding model with a cosine potential which commensurability with
the lattice is controlled by r. One ends up with the so-called Aubry-André model [135, 136]
X †
X
H = −J
[bj+1 bj + h.c.] + ∆
cos (2rπj + 2φ) b†j bj ,
(II.1)
j

j

in which ∆ = V2 /2 and a constant term has been dropped for simplicity. One may point
out that this is not a random potential, it is fully deterministic and with infinite-distance
correlation. Typically, the potential forms wells of width 1/(1 − r) and there is no rare
events in the configurations. Yet, the distribution of chemical potential fills the [−∆, ∆]
window if r is irrational (see Fig. II.2.
The rationality or irrationality of r plays a crucial role in the nature of the spectrum. If
r = p/q with p and q coprime numbers, the Hamiltonian is q-periodic so that Bloch’s theorem
applies for cells of length q. Solving a given cell typically gives q levels leading to several
bands. This mechanism is called band-folding. If now r is irrational, the periodicity and
translational invariance is lost. A way to tackle the problem is to introduce subsequent best
rational approximations of r as rm = pm /qm following a continuous fraction decomposition
of r. This gives a scenario in which the spectrum is divided into more and more bands
separated by smaller and smaller gaps. Such a non-periodic cosine potential can be viewed
as a sort of quasi-periodic model. Physically, it is as well related to the Harper model [138]
describing a particle living on a 2D square lattice experiencing the flux associated with a
transverse magnetic field.
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Duality and localization transition In this paragraph, r is taken to be irrational and we
take φ = 0 for simplicity. A remarkable property of the Hamiltonian was unveiled by Aubry
and André [135]: the Hamiltonian is dual through pseudo-Fourier transformation. Indeed,
the cosine potential is the sum of two delta-peak in Fourier space. It is tempting P
to use these
1
√
momenta as units of wave-vectors and define a pseudo Fourier transform bk = L j ei2πrjk bj
with k integers. Since r is irrational, the whole Brillouin zone will be spanned and the
transformation is canonical. Transforming the Hamiltonian diagonalizes the kinetic part,
as usual, and the potential energy introduces shifts of one units in reciprocal space, so one
gets:
X
∆X †
[bk bk+1 + h.c.] − 2J
cos(2πrk)b†k bk .
(II.2)
H=
2 k
j
Thus, we end up with exactly the same Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor kinetic term ∆/2
and potential energy −2J cos(2πrk). There exist thus a duality transformation 2J ↔ −∆.
Moreover, if an eigenstate is delocalized in real space (infinite norm), it will be localized in
pseudo-Fourier space and reciprocally. The duality transformation maps localized states to
delocalized ones. When ∆ = 0, the real-space eigenvectors are plane waves so localization
is likely to occur at large ∆. In conclusion, Aubry and André predicted a transition exactly
at ∆ = 2J such that for ∆ < 2J, states are delocalized in real space while they are localized
for ∆ > 2J. The duality can also be understood straightforwardly by analyzing the semiclassical limit of the model in phase-space (q, p) [137]. The single-particle energy of an orbit
of energy ε is given by
ε(q, p) = −2J cos(p) + ∆ cos(2πrq) .

(II.3)

One clearly sees delocalized orbital in q for ∆ < 2J and delocalized in p otherwise (see
Fig. II.2). Last the localization length in the localized regime can be obtained from this
duality relation [135] and Thouless formula [139]
ξloc =

1
.
ln(∆/2J)

(II.4)

A striking feature is that it is independent of the energy, contrarily to standard Anderson
models in one-dimension. There is no mobility edge in this transition but multi-chromatic
potentials allows such a surprising feature in one-dimensional models [140].
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Figure II.3: Phase diagrams of the bichromatic Bose-Hubbard model for densities n = 1,
n = r and n = 0.5 (lines are guides to the eyes). SF stands for the superfluid phase, MI for
the Mott-insulating phase, BG for the “Bose-glass” phase and ICDW for incommensurate
charge-density wave phase. The U = V2 line with n = 1 indicates the J = 0 limit. Black
error bars are deduced from calculations averaging over the phase-shift φ and finite-size
scaling. Grey error bars are roughly evaluated from calculations on systems with L = 35
and fixed φ = 0. In the phase diagram with density n = 1, the darker (violet) region in
the BG phase is localized but could have a small gap which cannot be resolved numerically.
Reproduced from Ref. [45].

2 The bichromatic Bose-Hubbard phase diagram
2.1 Numerical phase diagram
As the single-particle physics was well known and the experimental setup able to load
interacting bosons, the situation motivated several groups [45, 141–143] to study rather
extensively the phase diagram of the Bose-Hubbard model with a quasi-periodic bichromatic
lattice, described by the following Hamiltonian

H = −J

X
j

[b†j+1 bj + h.c.] +

X
UX
nj (nj − 1) + ∆
cos (2rπj + 2φ) nj ,
2 j
j

(II.5)

to which one can add a trapping confinement. We again recall that instead of ∆, disorder can
be quantified by the secondary lattice strength V2 = 2∆ in which case the transition for the
non-interacting system occurs at V2 = 4J. The literature contains several approaches to the
phase diagram using exact diagonalization, quantum Monte-Carlo and DMRG. We reproduced on Fig II.3 our results obtained by DMRG in 2008 for fixed density phase diagrams
of homogeneous systems. The competition between the three terms of the Hamiltonian
gives birth to several phases: superfluid (SF), Bose-glass (BG), Mott insulating (MI) and
incommensurate density-wave (ICDW). We have already encountered the first three and
their determination was based on observables of Tab. II.1. We now list the main features
and comparison with the random phase diagram.
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2.2 Intervening Bose-glass phase
A striking difference with the random phase diagram is first that there is always a finite
critical value for entering the BG phase and which is always larger than the free particle
critical value. For instance this results in a SF dome on top of the V2 = 4J line on the
n = 0.5 phase diagram. A naive interpretation is that one requires single-particle states to
be localized at least to enter the BG phase and that repulsive interaction favors anyway the
SF phase.
A second difference is that there is no intervening BG phase between the MI and SF
dome but rather a direct transition. This is supported by a detailed analysis of the SF-MI
transition at finite V2 showing that it has the same features as the V2 = 0 one but only with
a shifted critical value of the interaction (see Ref. [45] for details). This absence is not in
contradiction with the “theorem” proposed for random potential because the bichromatic
potential does not satisfy its hypothesis. In particular, it is not possible to make rare events
of large SF or MI domains in the BG phase.

2.3 Incommensurate charge density-waves
The ICDW phase is specific to the quasi-periodic lattice. We have seen that the potential
creates a succession of wells of approximately the same width 1/(1 − r). When the filling
is such that there is one particle per well, ie. n = r (for a large enough system), and the
interaction sufficiently high compare to the potential width, a fully gaped insulating phase
develops in a very similar way as for a commensurate potential for which one has a charge
density-wave. Contrary to the MI phase, a finite V2 is required since the system is otherwise
superfluid. Other fillings can lead to similar ICDW.

2.4 Bosonization picture for the mechanism and Luttinger parameter
The renormalization group analysis of the effect of the bichromatic potential gives a situation in between a commensurate charge-density wave scenario and the random BG one. An
external cosine potential V2 (x) = V2 cos(2πrx) couples to the density via a term with Fourier
peaks at 2π(n ± r) at first order. Such terms may induce a commensurate-incommensurate
transition when increasing V2 if the condition n ± r ∈ Z is fulfilled. In particular, the superlattice potential becomes relevant for the densities n = r, 1 − r, 1 + r, 2 − r, . . ., explaining the
main ICDW phases. Treating the superlattice potential in perturbation theory to higher
orders generates other spatial frequencies that become relevant for larger V2 . When r is irrational, all densities are eventually affected by the potential but the gaps that are generated
should be smaller and smaller. Of course, this perturbative picture is not realistic for large
V2 but it nicely explains the results for hard-core bosons, or large-U limit, as reproduced in
Fig. II.4. One first observes the opening of successive plateaus which are wider for the best
fitting densities n = r, 1 − r, . . . Second, on Fig. II.4, we compute the Luttinger parameter
K for hard-core bosons, it starts from K = 1 when V2 = 0. This is already below the critical
value for n = r, 1 − r, . . . so plateaus open immediately with V2 . An open gap is numerically
signaled by K = 0. For the other densities, we see that K is renormalized by the external
potential and sub-plateaus progressively open. When V2 → 4J, all densities are affected and
one enters the Bose-glass phase for all densities except the ones with a ICDW phases. In
the hard-core boson limit, the incompressible nature of the Bose-glass phase is a bit peculiar
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Figure II.4: Left: Density n versus chemical potential µ in the large-U regime close to hardcore bosons physics. ICDW plateaus are visible at n = r, 1 − r, 1 + r, 2 − r, . . .. Right: Gaps
formation through the Luttinger parameter K for increasing V2 as a function of density.
Reproduced from Ref. [45].
and related to the point-like nature of the spectrum. The way one can distinguish between
a Bose-glass phase and a ICDW with a tiny gap is not trivial close to the critical point
V2 = 4J. Indeed, a BG is incompressible yet with a finite correlation length but the latter
diverges at the critical point. For a ICDW, one expects the correlation length to behave
as the inverse of the gap, so when the latter is tiny, the correlation is pretty large too. In
conclusion, we see that it is at least numerically hard to distinguish an ICDW with a tiny
gap from an emerging BG close to the critical point. When one enters deeper in the BG,
the correlation length becomes decoupled from the spectrum and, for HCB, is controlled by
the single-particle localization length.
A last interesting point with respect to the bosonization framework is the value of K at
the transition. We remember that the random potential universal value if K = 3/2. Looking
back at Fig. II.4, we see that there exists superfluid regime with K . 1 for the bichromatic
potential in hard-core bosons. This would not be possible with the random potential, one
would directly enter the BG phase whatever the density. This is an hint that the critical
value for the bichromatic lattice is not 3/2 and actually lower. The renormalization group
analysis was carried out by Vidal, Mouhanna, & Giamarchi [144, 145] for an irrational r.
They found numerically that the critical value was below one for spinless fermions which
are similar to hard-core bosons. For soft-core bosons, we found again a smaller value at
the critical point. This is one of the reason why the system is understood as intermediate
between a true random and commensurate potential. Last but not least, the value of K is
not universal and depends on the parameters.

2.5 Varying the density
Another non-trivial point, yet important when one wishes to investigate inhomogeneous
systems, is the effect of density for fixed disorder and interaction. Following the main
observables in Fig. II.5 shows a rather simple overall effect which is that increasing density
favors delocalization and the superfluid phase. For low-densities even at relatively small
values of the interaction, one rapidly reaches the hard-core boson limit too, since the disorder
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from Ref. [45].
potential prevents the localized particles from interacting much. The whole system is then
in a BG regime. When the density is large, many single-particle levels in the wells are
occupied, possibly will multiple occupancies, and tunneling can become relevant to rebuild
a superfluid coherent state. The two regimes are separated by a transition occurring at a
critical density. Looking closer at the curve of Fig. II.5, one sees anomalies in the singleparticle gap for certain densities corresponding either to ICDW or to the MI phases.

3 An identikit for the Bose-glass phase
In this section, we begin the discussion of experimentally probing localization and competition between interaction and disorder. We focus first on a transport experiment which
guided us to proposing Bragg spectroscopy as a good way to probe not only the localized
phase but also its mechanism, acting as an identikit of the Bose-glass which is different from
a random potential Bose-glass.

3.1 Absence of diffusion and transport experiments
One of the key feature associated with Anderson localization is the “absence of diffusion”.
This stresses the fact that, if one leaves a particle in a disordered potential in the localized regime, it will explore a finite region of space around its starting point and not diffuse
throughout the lattice as a particle in a periodic potential would do. This signature of localization found an echo in cold atoms experiments for which releasing the trapping potential
can be done routinely. The usual protocol is to start from a condensate at equilibrium in a
lattice plus trap potential, and release only the trapping at time t = 0. The expansion that
follows is observed for several times in real space. If the expansion stops, this is claimed to
be associated with an absence of diffusion due to localization.
Numerically, such a protocol is not easy to study. First, it requires large systems in
order to be able to let the cloud expand in a box before reflecting itself on the edges.
Second, the time-scales are rather long with respect to the hopping which makes tDMRG
demanding. Last, interpreting the evolution of the density profile in the general case could
be complicated. For instance, one may imagine that there is first a redistribution of density
which could resemble a long-time expansion before the cloud eventually freezes at a longer
time-scale. In order to get reliable calculations, we worked with hard-core bosons for which
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Figure II.6: Expansion after release from a trap. Top Left: numerical calculations on HCB
of density profiles evolution in position-time diagrams for quasi-periodic and random potentials. Ballistic expansion is observed below the V2 = 4J transition while random potential
always localizes. Top Right: experimental version for free bosons showing the existence of
a critical value (keep in mind that ∆ = V2 /2). Adapted from Ref. [134]. Bottom: pseudo
dispersion relations and interpretation of HCB expansion. Reproduced from Ref. [45].
the time-evolution can be expressed in terms of single-particle states and computed to
almost arbitrary times (see Sec. 3.3). The results of Fig. II.6 comparing expansion in a
true random potential with the bichromatic case shows that the protocol indeed probes the
existence of a critical V2 in the case of a bichromatic potential. Experimental observation
following this protocol was published soon after [134] in experiments but in the other limit
of non-interacting bosons for which the same conclusion can be drawn (see Fig. II.6).
As the hard-core bosons limit enables to interpret the density expansion in terms of the
initial weights on the eigenstates and their dispersion relation, we give on Fig. II.6 the two
quantities. For non-translationally invariant lattices, there is no real dispersion relation but
one can plot the modulus of the Fourier transform of the eigenfunctions as a function of
energy. For clean systems, pure waves yields a delta-peak which reproduces the dispersion
relation. For disordered model, the spread in reciprocal space signals the real-space localization. Interestingly, while the random potential displays roughly the same overall cosine
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structure scattered by the randomness, the bichromatic lattice displays a strongly different
picture below and above the critical strength. Below, one observes many-bands with gaps
and increased periodicity perfectly compatible with the band-folding mechanism. There is
still some well defined dispersion relation which explains the ballistic expansion of the cloud.
For large potential, the wave-functions are extended in k-space in agreement with a strong
localization and gaps are still present in the spectrum, supporting the localization of the
whole cloud.
This strong difference in the energy-momentum relation between random and bichromatic
potential is a direct evidence of the difference in the localization mechanism behind each
absence of diffusion. Yet, such energy-momentum plots are not easy to access experimentally
and not comparable to the finite interaction regime of the Bose-Hubbard model.

3.2 Absorption energy spectroscopy
A natural way to access information about the spectrum is to use spectroscopy. We recall
some basic ideas on the strategy that we tested quantitatively on the bichromatic potential.
Time-dependent perturbation theory Spectroscopy works by perturbing the Hamiltonian H0 by some operator B with time to study its response. If the time-varying coupling
constant is written as λf (t), with λ some coupling constant and f (t) a dimensionless function, the total Hamiltonian at time t > 0 reads H(t) = H0 + λf (t)B. Let {|ni, En } be the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H0 and ωn = En − E0 the excitation frequencies. Applying
time-dependent perturbation theory with λ as the small parameter gives for the absorbed
energy ∆E(t) = E(t) − E0 at time t the following prediction:
∆E(t) = λ2

X
n6=0

|F (ωn , t)|2 ωn |hn|B|0i|2 .

(II.6)

Rt
where F (ωn , t) = 0ds eiωn s f (s). To discuss harmonic excitations, we take f (t) = e−iωt ,
which gives the diffraction function


sin(ω − ωn )t/2
|F (ωn , t)| =
(ω − ωn )/2
2

2

(II.7)

centered around ω of typical width 1/t and with a maximum |F (ω, t)|2 = t2 . In the linear
response regime, the absorbed energy has different typical behaviors depending on both the
time scales and on the nature of the underlying spectrum. At low times, one
Pgets a frequencyindependent t2 behavior which involves a sum rule for B, ∆E(t) ≃ t2 λ2 n6=0 ωn |hn|B|0i|2 .
After the short-time behavior, there is a regime in which the diffraction function overlaps
with poles in a region around ω (see Fig. II.7).
For intermediate times, it is worth
P introducing a continuous spectrum limit by using
the local density of states ρ(ν) = n δ(ν − ωn ) and B(ω) a continuous function such that
B(ωn ) = |hn|B|0i|2 , so that
∆E(t) = λ

2

Z

+∞

dνρ(ν)|F (ν, t)|2 νB(ν) ,

(II.8)

−∞
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Figure II.7: Principle of absorption energy spectroscopy. Left: typical linear response theory
and non-linear effects for increasing amplitudes λ ≡ ∆U . Inset: matrix elements |hn|B|0i|2
versus excitation frequencies ωn and diffraction functions for increasing time centered around
ω = 6J. The closest pole lies at ω = 5.985J. Right: Corresponding behavior of the fidelity
P (t) = |hψ0 |ψ(t)i|2 .
If ρ(ν) and B(ν) vary slower than the width of F , the diffraction function behaves as a
distribution |F (ωn , t)|2 ≃ 2πtδ(ω − ωn ) leading to Fermi’s Golden rule:
∆E(t) = 2πλ2 tρ(ω)ωB(ω) .

(II.9)

ie. a behavior linear in time. At larger times, the diffraction function probes the discrete
nature of the spectrum. Then, either ω = ωn and the behavior is ∆E(t) ≃ t2 λ2 ωn |hn|B|0i|2 ,
or the function increases and then oscillates with a typical magnitude (ω − ωn )−2 . These
details are given for their relevance to finite-size simulations and experiments.
The perturbative analysis is valid provided the fidelity h0|ψ(t)i remains close to one, which
can be cross-checked numerically. Non-linear effects can take place rather soon. Physically,
the absorbed energy cannot diverge so there is always a time such that a saturation is
expected. To observe a proper Fermi’s Golden rule behavior, one needs to wait not too long
and with a small enough λ. Indeed, when λ is a bit large, a seemingly linear law can be
observed but not with the correct slope (see Fig. II.7). A difficult aspect is that the time at
which perturbation fails depend on λ, the system size, the magnitude of the matrix elements
|hn|B|0i|2 and excitation frequency ω.
Spectral functions Fermi’s Golden rule regime involves the spectral function IB (ω) associated to the B operator since the rate of absorbing energy at frequency ω reads
Ė(ω) = 2πλ2 ωIB (ω)

(II.10)

P
with IB (ω) = ρ(ω)B(ω) and IB (ω) = n6=0 |hn|B|0i|2 δ(ω − ωn ). Consequently, absorption
spectroscopy in Fermi’s Golden rule regime directly gives access to the excitation spectrum
ωn and the matrix elements hn|B|0i.
Application to the bichromatic lattice Since cold atoms experiments can almost arbitrarily tune the Hamiltonian parameters and that the time-scale for modulation are accessible,
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Figure II.8: Time-dependent evolution of the total energy for different excitation frequencies.
at least for not too small frequencies, several spectral functions can be investigated. The
most natural one is modulating the lattice depth [146–149] V0 (see Sec. 1.2). If one assumes
that the modulation is small enough with respect to thePaverage depth, then the dominant
perturbation corresponds to the kinetic operator B = j [b†j+1 bj + h.c.]. This differs from
solid-state physics where a more natural operator is the current operator that enters the
definition of the regular part of the conductivity (see eg. Ref. [150] for the conductivity of
the Bose-Hubbard model)
σ

reg

(ω) =

X |hn|Jq=0 |0i|2
n6=0

ωn

δ(ω − ωn ) ,

(II.11)

P
where the zero-momentum current operator is Jq=0 = J j i[b†j+1 bj − b†j bj+1 ]. Recent theoretical proposals have suggested horizontal shaking of the lattice to mimic the effect of an
oscillating electric field [151].
Another way to probe the spectrum is to modulate the scattering
length which enters as
P
a prefactor in the expression of U . It is then exact that B = j nj (nj − 1). Notice that, for
an homogenous Bose-Hubbard model, the two modulations actually gives the same signal
 2
2J
∆En(n−1) (t) =
∆Eb† b (t) .
(II.12)
U
up to a known prefactor.
We studied numerically the validity of perturbation theory as a function of time and
perturbing amplitude λ on small system using direct time-dependent calculations compared
to spectral functions calculations. A previous work with similar aims was published in
Ref. [147]. Results are given in Fig. II.8 and illustrate the fact that it is not so obvious
to get rid of non-linear effects for the magnitude of perturbation typically used in cold
atom experiments. We found that modulation spectroscopy (not shown) allows to track the
closing of the Mott gap and entering the Bose-glass phase. Yet, in the compressible disorder
gas, the weights at low-energies are pretty small so that it is not that easy to probe the
gapless nature. The hard-core bosons limit was worked out by Orso and collaborators [152]
shows for instance that the absorption rate is quadratic with ω at low energies for a random
potential. This work also already provides a nice qualitative difference between random and
bichromatic and we reproduce typical spectra on Fig. II.9.
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3.3 Bragg spectroscopy
Principle Although energy absorption spectroscopy already provides us with a clear spectral signature that is different for random and bichromatic potentials, it does not give any
information about the momentum structure of the elementary excitations. This can be
achieved using energy-momentum resolved experiments such as Bragg spectroscopy. The
dynamic structure factor measured with this technique corresponds to the Fourier transform
of density fluctuations and reads
X
|hα|nk |0i|2 δ(ω − ωα ) ,
(II.13)
S(k, ω) =
α6=0

PL ikr
where α labels the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and nk =
nr is the density
r=1 e
operator at momentum k. Bragg spectroscopy involves a two-photon transition and the
measurement of the absorbed energy per unit time dE/dt taking advantage of the relation [147, 153] Ė ∝ ω S(k, ω) where ω is the frequency difference between the two photons
and k is the wave-vector difference. Alternatively, it can be extracted from the rate of
momentum transfer [154] Ṗ ∝ k S(k, ω). Both definitions have been exploited to extract
S(k, ω) in recent cold-atom experiments [155–160]. We have studied this response using
Bogolyubov theory, fermionization of hard-core bosons and exact diagonalization for the
finite-U situation. A nice thing about free and hard-core bosons is that they allow a direct
connection with the single-particle states and their features so that they naturally capture
the signatures of the localization spectrum. We refer to Ref. [161] for additional details.
Whether this survives away from these limiting cases is not obvious and we resort to exact
diagonalization calculation to discuss dynamic structure factor.

Clean system First, we focus on the behavior of the clean system. In the incommensurate
case at densities n < 1, there are two main types of low-energy excitations. The first
type is represented by gapless acoustic modes related to the superfluid regime and which
have at low-k a dispersion relation ω(k) ≃ uk, with u the sound velocity. The second
type is represented by doublon excitations, namely repulsively bound states of two particles
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Figure II.10: Dynamic structure factor S(k, ω) for the clean system. Up: for an incommensurate filling n = 0.5 (L = 22) from weak to strong interactions. Bogolyubov and hardcore
bosons results are compared to exact diagonalization. Down: for a commensurate filling
n = 1 (L = 16) where the Mott phase emerges at large U/J. The perturbative result is also
shown. Colorbars from different figures are different. Reproduced from Ref. [161].

Figure II.11: Dynamic structure factor S(k, ω) works as an identikit for the localization
mechanism. Adapted from Ref. [161].
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occupying the same site, occurring when the repulsion energy exceeds the bandwidth; these
bound states appear at the two-body level, and survive in the many-body case [148]. Its
energy creation cost is about 4J + U in the strong coupling limit. In the Mott phase, sound
modes are absent and the elementary excitation is a broken particle-hole bound pair. This
gaped Mott excitation has a typical energy cost of the order of U and its dispersion known
in the Mott regime (see e.g. Ref. [162]).
These elementary excitations are visible in the dynamic structure factor of the clean
Bose-Hubbard model shown in Fig. II.10(a) for increasing interaction U/J and for two
typical densities: incommensurate (n = 0.5) and commensurate (n = 1). We start with the
incommensurate case. At small U/J, we display the Bogolyubov result which resembles the
ED data faithfully. This is no longer true for stronger interactions, the spectrum is there
split into two lines which we interpret as an hybridization between the acoustic modes and
the gaped doublon state to which we attribute the peak emerging on top of the acoustic
branch. As it gets higher in energy, its spectral weight decreases, as one can see from S(ω)
plotted in Fig. II.10(b). Increasing interaction also transfers spectral weights to the lowenergy states at the 2kF wave-vector k = 2πn (i.e. k = π in the figure) corresponding
to back-scattering (see eg [163]). This is the very analogue of what is found in the LiebLiniger model [164] in the absence of the lattice. In the hardcore boson limit, the spectrum
corresponds to the XX spin chain model which displays the famous Pearson-De Cloiseaux
continuum (see e.g. [162, 165]).
The commensurate n = 1 case in Fig. II.10 displays the transition from the SF to the
MI phase, although the opening of the gap in the dispersion relation is sizable only at
large enough U .There, the fully gaped excitation spectrum corresponds to the particle-hole
dispersion centered around ω ∼ U . For U = 10J, the gap is sizable and S(k, ω) has a similar
support as the perturbative prediction of Ref. [162], but the weight distribution is not yet
symmetric around ω = U .
Comparing random and bichromatic potentials In Fig. II.11, we show side by side the
dynamic structure factor for a random box and bichromatic potential using the simplified
notation V ≡ V2 . Taking the case of a commensurate density in the superfluid regime
(U = 2J), a sufficiently large bichromatic potential is required to change the spectrum.
Above the localization transition, it displays many subgaps typical of the band-folding
localization mechanism (as seen in the panel for U = 2J, V = 10J) before reaching a
strongly localized spectrum at very large V (see the V = 20J panel). Starting from the MI
phase at U = 10J, and introducing a weak bichromatic potential V = 2J, we observe that
the spectral gap is initially lowered, and mini-gaps appears in the particle-hole dispersion.
For a stronger bichromatic potential V = U = 10J, the gap closes and the system enters the
strongly-correlated Bose glass phase. The spectrum exhibits both low-energy excitations
with weights around k = 0 - corresponding to phonon-like modes of locally superfluid
regions - and excitations at relatively high energies - corresponding to short-wavelength
localized excitations. Increasing further V to largely exceed the Mott gap (V = 20J =
2U ), the spectrum appears as composed of two parts: a low-energy one, associated with
regions exhibiting locally incommensurate densities; and a higher-energy part with ω ∼
U , associated with localized particle-hole excitations appearing in regions with local Mott
behavior at commensurate filling. The typical bichromatic signature is best observed when
the spectrum possesses subbands and is very broad in k. The commensurate spectrum for
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U = 2J, V = 10J displays nicely this fingerprint.
The true random potential has a qualitatively different spectrum due to the fact that it
scatters Bloch waves at any wave-vector, while the bichromatic potential primarily affects
Bloch waves with a wave-vector k ≈ πr, π ± πr, and others at higher orders of perturbation.
Moreover, the bichromatic potential induces a stronger localization than the RB, leading
to much broader momentum features. In the case of strong interactions, U = 10J, the
random potential also leads to a closing of the Mott gap, and deep in the Bose-glass phase
(V = 20J), we recover a double structure made of a low-energy arc-shaped part corresponding to localized sound modes, and high-energy localized particle-hole excitations of the Mott
insulator at weak disorder. As for the bichromatic potential, this is a clear signature of a
strongly-correlated Bose glass regime, with the coexistence of regions with locally incommensurate filling and gapless excitations, and regions which preserve a commensurate filling
and a Mott-like behavior.

4 Phenomenological comparison with experiments
We now turn to a more recent work that aims at investigating experimentally the interactiondisorder phase diagram over the whole range of parameters and conduct a tentative comparison with the theoretical phase diagrams discussed previously.

4.1 Experimental setup and constraints

Figure II.12: Sketch of the experimental setup and resulting bichromatic lattice.
The experimental setup at Florence uses Potassium 39 K atoms which are bosons for which
the scattering length can be finely tuned by a Feshbach resonance. Tuning the interaction
independently of the lattice depth is crucial to scan the whole phase diagram and is the
novelty of this set of experiments with respect to the previous ones [133, 166].
Once a 3D BEC has been obtained by sympathetic cooling, the optical lattices are loaded,
splitting the condensate into many 1D tubes as sketched on Fig. II.12. Each tube is subjected
to the harmonic trapping potential which acts mainly along the 1D direction. Because of the
preparation, each tube contains a different number of atoms. The total number of atoms is
known to be approximately 2 − 4 104 . To determine the number of atoms in the tubes, one
can use a Thomas-Fermi approximation for the initial 3D structure of the cloud, since the
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Figure II.13: Typical density profiles of three different tubes, computed by DMRG at T = 0
and with numbers of atoms N = 20, 55, 96.
atoms are prepared in a strongly-interacting state, and assume that the lattices cut locally
this density distribution. By doing this, one has a reasonable estimate of the distribution of
atoms in the tubes, which varies from a few to about an hundred. We will have to average
over this distribution when computing observables. As we know that the phase diagrams are
rather sensitive to the density, this will give a first reason for smoothing out the transition,
in addition to the mesoscopic character of the tubes. Another difficulty for comparison with
fixed density phase diagrams is that the harmonic confinement naturally induces a strongly
inhomogeneous density distribution within each tube. Using DMRG calculation, typical
zero-temperature density profiles are reproduced on Fig. II.13 showing the wedding-cake
structure at large interaction [115]. The onsite density can reach rather large values for
small interaction and in the presence of disorder, say n(x) ≃ 10, but is typically restrained
for n(x) ≃ 2 − 3 in the large-U regime.

4.2 Coherence phase diagram
A first important measure that is routinely accessible in cold atoms experiments is the
momentum distribution P (k) inferred from time-of-flight detection. The momentum distribution is related to the one-particle correlation function and thus probes the coherence
of the gas. It enables to distinguish between the coherent/superfluid regime with incoherent/localized regimes of Bose-glass and Mott insulating. Yet, it cannot directly discriminate
the BG from the MI. Practically, we have
X
eik(n−m) hb†n bm i
(II.14)
P (k) = |W (k)|2
nm

where W (k) is the Fourier transform of the Wannier function of the lattice sites. The latter
is computed numerically and is actually pretty well fitted by an inverse parabola over the
range k ∈ [−π/a, π/a], a being the lattice spacing. A number featuring the coherence of
the system is the root-mean-square of P (k) which is denoted by Γ in the following. The
experimental diagram is reproduced on Fig. II.14 where one observes a reentrance of the
incoherent behavior starting from a fixed bichromatic strength ∆ and increasing interaction
U.
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experiment

DMRG at T=0

Figure II.14: Diagram showing the root-mean-square Γ of the momentum distribution P (k)
versus interaction U and bichromatic strength ∆ in the experiment and in zero-temperature
DMRG calculations averaged over many tubes. Notice the difference in the colorbar range.
The crosses represent the chosen grid points from which the 2D color map is interpolated
from. The left dashed line shows a mean-field estimate for the SF-BG transition while the
right one is the border of the region in which MI domains exist in the typical tube with
N = 55 atoms. Adapted from Ref. [167].
Comparing the data with fixed density phase diagrams is not easy although we see an
overall qualitative agreement. One can still easily compute numerically P (k) with T = 0
DMRG for the many tubes present in the experiment and taking into account the trapping
potential. This yields the diagram shown on Fig. II.14. We see that the mesoscopic size
and the averaging smooth out the transition into crossovers between different regimes. Still,
DMRG can give more insight on interpreting the data. For instance, one can determine at
T = 0 whether there are MI domains within the density profiles of the typical1 tube with
N = 55. This gives a line on Fig. II.14 above which the cloud is in a strongly-correlated
regime, either mixing SF and MI when ∆ ≤ 2J or mixing BG and MI as on Fig. II.13.
When disorder is too strong, MI domains disappear and there is only an inhomogeneous
BG phase.

4.3 A minimal approach to temperature effects
Although the qualitative agreement looks encouraging, it is not satisfactory quantitatively
and one may argue that the observed broadening of the momentum distribution could be
attributed to spurious effects or temperature. This is why we tried to introduce the effect
of temperature.
Clean Bose-Hubbard model First, we recall some results on the non-disordered model
for fixed density. To do so, we invoke some basics predictions, for instance from Luttinger
liquid theory, and we have performed full diagonalization calculations on small clusters to
complete our knowledge. The outcome, which is still a work under progress, is summarized
on Fig. II.15 throughout the behavior of the correlation length of the model and its temperature dependence. Indeed, the long-distance behavior in one-dimension is expected to
1

This typical tube is chosen because it has approximately the mean number of atom of a tube and because
in the superfluid regime it almost reproduces the averaged momentum distribution.
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U

U J

interaction U/J
Figure II.15: Sketch of the finite-temperature behavior of the correlation length for the BoseHubbard model at unit filling. See text for explanations.
be G(r) ∝ e−r/ξ with ξ a correlation length which originates from thermal fluctuations and
from the zero-temperature correlation length in the case where it is finite.
First, the effect of temperature on an homogenous 1D superfluid is expected to follow
Luttinger liquid theory at small enough temperature, ie.



sinh(2Kr/ξT )
1
,
(II.15)
ln
G(r) ∝ exp −
2K
2K/nξT
where K is the Luttinger parameter, n the mean-density and ξT a thermal correlation
length. This formula interpolates between two limits: if r ≪ ξT , one recovers the zerotemperature algebraic behavior G(r) ∼ r−1/2K , while if r ≫ ξT , the thermal correlation
length dominates and kills the correlations exponentially G(r) ∼ e−r/ξT . Thus, ξT is the
typical length over which quasi-coherence takes place. Actually, one expects an exponential
decay of the correlations at finite-T and long-distance more generally. What Luttinger liquid
theory gives is a linear-dependence with temperature of the inverse correlation length
ξT−1 =

π kB T
,
2K ~u

(II.16)

where u is the sound velocity. The entropy and specific heat should also be linear in the
low-temperature regime. At large temperature, one can argue and one can show numerically
on small systems2 that there is a crossover to a logarithmic growth of the inverse thermal
length (see Fig. II.16):
 
T
−1
ξT ∼ ln
.
(II.17)
T0
We may call this regime the “classical” or high-temperature regime. Last, if one starts at
low temperatures from the MI phase of gap ∆, one expects an activated law for the thermal
correlation which fits well numerical data
ξT−1 ∝ T α e−∆/kB T ,
2

It is sufficient to work on small systems since ξT becomes very short at large-T .
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Figure II.16: Behavior of the inverse of the total correlation length ξ with temperature in the
main three regimes SF, MI and BG from full diagonalization calculations on small systems,
fitting the real-space decay of the Green’s function over a few sites. Unpublished and adapted
from Ref. [167].
where α is an exponent of order one, which matches 1/2 for instance in the non-linear sigma
model. When the system already has a finite correlation length at zero-temperature (for the
MI and BG phases), which we write ξ0 , then the finite-T correlations have a total correlation
length ξ which follows
Γ ≃ ξ −1 ≃ ξ0−1 + ξT−1 .

(II.19)

For the MI phase, a melting temperature can be defined when ξT−1 becomes sizable with
respect to ξ0 , signaling the onset of thermal fluctuations. The same onset shows up in the
entropy and specific heat. We find in the large-U limit that the crossover temperature is
approximately given by T ≃ 0.2U (see Fig. II.16). For the clean Bose-Hubbard model, these
various behaviors can be drawn schematically on Fig. II.15 on an interaction-temperature
phase diagram showing the interplay between the three regimes separated by crossovers.
We will see soon that the information about ξT can be used as a thermometer to evaluate
the temperature.
A phenomenological approach to the effect of temperature The experimental system is
rather strongly inhomogeneous so one cannot apply the previous results directly. In particular, there is no known analytical form for the correlations and the momentum distribution.
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Moreover, there is about an hundred points on the phase diagram and for each point, one
as to average over tubes of different numbers of particles. It then looks numerically challenging in addition to that, for a first step of understanding, to scan the temperature to fit
the experimental data3 .
Since DMRG is rather fast at zero-temperature and already includes all the trapping and
tubes averaging effects, we decided to introduce temperature in a phenomenological way by
multiplying the raw hb†n bm i data at T = 0 with a factor e−|n−m|/ξT and then take the Fourier
transform to obtain the momentum distribution. This is roughly speaking equivalent to
convolving the momentum distribution with a Lorentzian of width ξT−1 . Of course, in an
inhomogeneous system, this is not quite justified as ξT depends on the density but we wanted
a kind of effective ξT as a single parameter fit to do a minimum of cooking. On small finite
homogeneous systems, we checked numerically this approach in all regimes. It gave decent
results at large temperatures T ∼ 5J according to Fig. II.17. Of course, at low temperatures,
the approach fails. Fortunately for us, it turned out that the experiments are performed in
this typical range of temperature. Then, with only one free fitting parameter for each point
of the phase diagram, we fitted the whole experimental momentum distribution with DMRG
data. Four typical fits across the phase diagram are given in Fig. II.17. Apart from the
large-U and ∆ = 0 point, the experimental data are well-fitted by the approach within the
experimental noise. The relative failure at large-U could be explained by the presence of SF
and MI domains and the fact that it is known that both reacts differently to temperature,
with, in addition, crossed contributions between domains in the momentum distribution. If
one now goes back to the Γ colormap, DMRG data supplemented by the ξT input reproduce
quite quantitatively the experimental diagram (see Fig. II.17).
Looking at the behavior of ξT across the interaction-disorder plane helps to interpret the
experiment (see Fig. II.17). First, in the low-U region, one finds typical values of ξT ∼ 1,
which is small. It explains the strong broadening of the superfluid data. Using Fig. II.15,
one gets a rough estimate of the temperature of T ≃ 3 − 6J which is consistent with the
initial preparation of the condensate. Such a temperature of the order of the bandwidth is
at the bottom of the classical regime and the quantum coherence takes place only within
a few sites. In order to really reach a Luttinger liquid behavior, one would need to go
below T ≃ 0.1J. Still, the advantage of the setup is that localization (either Mott or
bichromatic) can be very strong. This means that one can achieve ξ0 that are smaller than
ξT for large ∆ and large U . Using Eq. (II.19) as a guide, one can argue that the data of
Fig. II.17 show that the broadening at large-∆ and large U is mainly due to the intrinsic
T = 0 broadening rather than the effect of temperature (see difference between red and
blue curves for instance). A first conclusion that can be drawn from this minimal approach
is that the experiment is indeed compatible with the Hamiltonian which it is supposed to
simulate, making it a good quantum simulator for disordered bosons physics, but which is
yet working at rather high temperatures in a regime where quantum coherence is restricted
to a few sites. These obtained temperatures are actually typically the ones of other current
lattice experiments that go down to T ∼ J. One difficulty here is the necessity to maintain
a large V2 required to use the mapping of the bichromatic potential onto the Aubry-André
3

A more truthful reason is that we would have had to learn finite-T DMRG or QMC (as done in the work
by Roscilde [142] for instance). Yet, looking back at the time it took for the study to be published,
we think we could have taken this time. Now that this study is still under progress with more serious
methods, it is actually not a so easy system so maybe the “cheap” approach was anyway a good start.
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Figure II.18: Modulation spectroscopy at fixed and rather large interaction. The two peaks
at ν ≃ 2kHz ≃ U and 2U are Mott excitations. From left to right the disorder is increased,
creating low-energy excitations. The last right panel compared HCB finite-T predictions to
these low-energy excitations. The arrows signal ∆. Reproduced from Ref. [167].
model, its reduces the kinetic exchange J which controls the development of coherence.

4.4 Spectroscopy
As we have seen, the momentum distribution discriminates between superfluid and localized
regimes but it does not help discriminate between Bose-glass and Mott mechanism. In
order to show the effect of disorder on the low-energy excitations and their gapless nature,
experimentalists have performed modulation spectroscopy of the main lattice, at 15%, and
measured the evolution of the condensate fraction with time. The spectra are reproduced in
Fig. II.18 for different disorders. At large enough disorder, low-energy excitations develop
below the Mott excitations and are reasonably well fitted by the finite-T hard-core bosons
approach of Orso and coworkers [152], using a superposition of two fermionic clouds to take
the inhomogeneity into account, up to densities n = 2 which is typical in this regime, and
following the approach of Ref. [168].
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Disorder and frustration in
low-dimensional antiferromagnets
Acronyms
DMRG: density-matrix renormalization group
ED: exact diagonalization
QMC: quantum Monte-Carlo
RSRG: real-space renormalization group
BOMF: bond-order mean-field theory
RS: rung-singlet phase
RVB: resonating valence bond
(R)MG: (random) Majumdar-Ghosh
F-AF: Ferromagnetic-Antiferromagnetic

1 Quantum magnetism in one-dimension: a quick selection
We start by review a few known results about quantum magnetism models that will enter
the presentation of the results. Quantum magnetism focuses on the physical properties of
quantum spins Si localized on a lattice and interacting mostly through Heisenberg type
Hamiltonian
X
H=
Jij Si · Sj + . . . ,
(III.1)
hi,ji

where dots can include many type of competing terms, breaking SU(2) symmetry or involving many spins-operators. The dimensionality and geometry of the lattice, the size of the
spins and the competition between couplings give birth to a wealth of behaviors and phase
diagrams. Already in one-dimension, highly non-trivial physics occurs. We only discuss antiferromagnets which dominant couplings are positive, expected to lead to a Néel ordering
and favoring a zero total spin in the ground-state. When we talk about a gap, it usually is
the spin gap, ie. the difference between the energy of the first excitation of total spin S = 1
with respect to the S = 0 ground-state.

1.1 One plus one Heisenberg chains
A single chain A single Heisenberg spin chain is exactly solvable by Bethe ansatz [169]
and displays a quasi ordered Néel phase. Because of quantum fluctuations and in agreement
with Mermin-Wagner theorem, no long-range order is possible even at T = 0 and the
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√

+
r
spin correlations decay in a power-law hSi+r
Si− i ∼ (−1)r ln
. Its elementary excitations
r
have a linear behavior for small wave-vector, typical of a Luttinger liquid and are well
understood as the combination of domain walls excitations between two Néel domains, or
spinons excitations carrying a “charge” 1/2.

The two-leg ladder Surprisingly [170], when one couples two chains to build a ladder with
transverse coupling J⊥ , a spin gap opens as soon as the coupling is turn on. The elementary
excitations are magnons excitations which are best understood in the large-J⊥ limit. In this
limit, a good starting point is to put dimers on each rung and dimer have a gap equal to
J⊥ . Branching the coupling Jk along the chains makes the triplet excitations disperse on the
lattice which lowers the gap but it survives. The ground-state made up of dimers is a singlet
and the dimers resonate when Jk is present. This gaped phase of resonating singlets has
some analogies which resonating valence bond (RVB) phases proposed for two-dimensional
models which sustained the study of ladders in the beginning. When a magnetic field is
applied, it stabilizes the triplet excitations and serves as a chemical potential for this kind
of hard-core bosons. At finite density, a analog of Bose-Einstein condensation [171] for
these quasi-particles develops and interactions and dimensionality make this quantum fluid
belong to the Luttinger liquid class. Many ladders compounds have been realized, both in
inorganic and organic materials and are now one of the best playground and understood
system to investigate Luttinger liquid physics [172, 173].

1.2 Strong disorder approaches in one dimension
For one-dimensional disordered systems, a possible tool is the Luttinger liquid approach
provided the clean phase is in this class [9], yielding scenarios similar to the one described
in the previous chapter. Another method of choice, which is treated either fully numerically
or analytically when possible, is the real-space renormalization group (RSRG) technique
designed by Ma, Dasgupta and Hu [174, 175] to address the physics of the random antiferromagnetic chain. A good review can be found in Refs. [176, 177].
Real-space renormalization group and the random singlet phase We briefly describe
the procedure and its outcome in the case of the random anti-ferromagnetic chain with
random Heisenberg couplings. Given a distribution of couplings, one looks for the stronger
bond, say J12 , corresponding to the higher energy scale, and decimates it according to the
following rule, illustrated by Fig. III.1. Spins 1 and 2 form a strong dimer that creates an

Figure III.1: A decimation of the RSRG procedure in the random antiferromagnetic chain.
effective coupling J˜ij between the neighboring spins i and j, which, according to a second
order perturbation theory estimate, reads
Ji1 J2j
J˜ij =
,
2J12
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and remains antiferromagnetic. The bond disappear from the chain and one can start
again the procedure with the new set of couplings. The procedure can be parametrized
through the energy scale Ω which is the highest coupling at a given step (the decimated
one) Ω = max Jij . If all the couplings are drawn independently initially, then Eq. III.2
preserves this statistical independence and one can write down analytically the equation of
evolution of the probability distribution P (J, Ω). Fisher [178] showed that a fixed point of
the renormalization flow is the probability distribution
 1−α(Ω)
α(Ω) Ω
Θ(Ω − J) .
(III.3)
P (J, Ω) =
Ω
J
with α(Ω) = −1/ ln Ω → 0 as Ω → 0. It is thus a power-law which becomes more and
more peaked around zero. With such distribution of the couplings, the ratio between the
fluctuations and average coupling scales as α−1/2 and diverges during the procedure. Since
the effect of disorder becomes more and more relevant during the flow, the fixed point is
called an infinite disorder fixed point which makes the procedure asymptotically exact for
this model. The physical picture is a phase in which arbitrary distance singlets continue
to form down to arbitrary low-energy scales and is called the random singlet phase. It
possesses some universal behaviors. For instance, the magnetic susceptibility diverges at
low-temperatures as χ ∼ 1/T (ln T )2 in which the correction to the Curie law is due to the
scaling of the density of dimers with Ω . T so that their spins are decoupled by temperature.
Another striking feature is that the averaged spin correlations follow (−1)r /r2 and is not
exponential as in localized phases.
The RSRG procedure in other cases does not lead to such tractable and remarkable
results. It can be applied numerically to follow the evolution of the distribution of the
couplings and the relative strength of disorder during the flow. There are typically two
other situations: the ratio converges toward a constant and the distribution is often a
power-law as in Eq. III.3 with a fixed exponent. Such phase is called a finite-disorder fixed
point and belongs to Griffith’s type because large and rare regions of almost homogeneous
couplings are still possible. In such case, it is usual that the fixed point exponent depends
on the initial distribution so that the physics is not universal as for the random singlet case.
The validity of RSRG in this case remains questionable starting for weak disorder. The
RSRG is believed to capture the physics in the strong disorder limit but its connection with
the weak disordered phase is uncontrolled. The last situation is when the ratio goes to zero
meaning that the disorder is irrelevant and the low-energy physics should be controlled by
that of the pure phase.
Random ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic chain and the large-spin phase This introduction ends with the physics of the random ferro-antiferromagnetic (F-AF) chain which
flows towards the so-called large-spin phase [179–181]. The behavior is summarized as follows. The presence of ferromagnetic couplings drastically changes the decimation because
larger spins will be built, all bonds will not remain in a singlet state. One has to follow
the average total spin S̄ as well as the distributions of the ferro and antiferro couplings.
They converge toward power-laws with fixed exponents which makes the phase belongs to
Griffith’s type. Let n be the density of remaining spins at the energy scale Ω. As Ω is
similar to a gap scale, one introduces a dynamical exponent z such that Ω ∼ nz . Numerically, this exponent has been shown to display a universal value z ≃ 1/0.44 provided the
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distribution is less singular then J −0.7 (the exponent of the initial distribution is used as
a tuning parameter) but remains non-universal otherwise. Last, the total spin undergoes
a random walk during the procedure as its value increases of decreases randomly at each
step. From this argument, one gets the scalings S̄ ∼ n−1/2 and S 2 = 1/4n. From this, the
estimate of the Curie per spin, taking again the cutoff Ω ∼ T in the energy scale, reads
c(T ) = n

S(S + 1)
1
= +KT 1/2z , where K ≃ 0.117 and
3
12

1
2z

≃ 0.22 .

(III.4)

2 The frustrated spin-1/2 chain and its Majumdar-Ghosh
point
Before investigating the effect of disorder on the frustrated chain, we review the physics in
the absence of disorder to which we contributed in giving a simple view on the elementary
excitations.

2.1 Phase diagram
We start by recalling known results on the frustrated spin-1/2 chain Hamiltonian which
reads
H=

L
X
i=1

J1 Si · Si+1 + J2 Si · Si+2 ,

(III.5)

in which J1,2 > 0 are antiferromagnetic couplings and Si are spin-1/2 operators. L denotes
the length of the chain and periodic or open boundary conditions can be used. A next-nearest
neighbor coupling is known to bring two main features. There is first a transition from the
quasi-long range ordered phase to a gaped phase (see Fig. III.2) which order parameter
is the dimerization d = hSi · Si+1 i − hSi−1 · Si i, breaking translational invariance. The
second is the onset of incommensurability in the spin correlations and dispersion relation of
elementary excitations. The J1 -J2 frustrated chain model is thus a paradigmatic model for
quantum magnetism which has been widely studied and from which stemmed the physics
of valence bond solid phases.
The phase transition to a dimerized state can be understood by bosonization arguments,
leading to a Kosterlitz-Thouless type of transition [183–185]. The transition point can be
efficiently determined by level spectroscopy [186] and is found to be located at J2 /J1 ≃
0.241167 [184, 186, 187]. Another way to understand the opening of the spin gap ∆S =
E0 (S = 1) − E0 (S = 0), with E0 (S) the ground-state in the sector of total spin S, and
the onset of a dimerized phase is to start the bosonization from the limit of two chains
coupled in a zig-zag geometry [182], ie. the J2 ≫ J1 limit. Then, the gap is shown to
decay exponentially with J2 /J1 , so as the dimerization. Between both regimes, the gap
and dimerization curves display an intermediate maximum, not at the same location for
both quantity, which is captured by numerics [182, 184]. Deep in the dimerized phase,
the two degenerate ground-states in the thermodynamical limit are well pictured by the
Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) state which is a product of decoupled dimers on bonds |MGi =
|
i, where dimers are represented by | i = √12 (|↑↓i − |↓↑i) and an even
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Figure III.2: Phase transition in the frustrated chain from DMRG calculations. The red
arrow indicates the transition from quasi-ordered to dimerized phase. ∆ is the spin gap, d
the dimerization order parameter and q the incommensurate wave-vector. The blue point
locates the Majumdar-Ghosh point. Adapted from Ref. [182].
length is assumed. Actually, for the special value J2 = J1 /2, this MG state is the exact
ground-state of the Hamiltonian [188, 189].

2.2 Incommensurability
The other feature introduced by frustration is incommensurability in real-space spin correlations: they start to oscillate at a wave-vector q 6= π above a point called the disorder point.
This effect already emerges in the classical limit [190] in which it is simply understood as
a best compromise between the two couplings, one aiming to order at π while the other
aims to order at π/2. The classical disorder point is at J2 /J1 = 0.25. In the quantum
version, the easiest and actually the only quantitative way so far, is to compute numerically
the real-space spin correlations [182, 184, 191, 192]. It can be argued [193] that the onset of incommensurability should match the minimum of the spin correlation length which
corresponds to the MG point in the model under study. This scenario is confirmed in the numerics and also supported by variational [194] and perturbative [195] arguments. Moreover,
incommensurability will naturally show up in the spin structure factor then [182, 194, 196].
Yet, in the presence of a finite correlation length, the onset of incommensurability in this
signal occurs for a stronger frustration [193], called the Lifshitz point. This point has been
estimated numerically at J2 /J1 = 0.52036 [196], and it has been recently shown that for
odd size chains (in which the MG state cannot be the ground-state) the Lifshitz point is
actually shifted toward a larger value J2 /J1 = 0.538.
Last, the dispersion relation becomes incommensurate too, in the sense that the minimum of the triplet excitation lies at a wave-vector away from the K = π antiferromagnetic
wave-vector, and for which we will use the notation q ∗ in the following. Together with the
dispersion relation, the dynamics of elementary excitations has been investigated in several
limits of the model. For the Heisenberg chain, the Bethe-ansatz solution provides a quantitative and physically transparent picture in terms of two-spinons continuum, corresponding
to the so-called des-Cloizeaux Pearson law [165, 197, 198]. At the MG point, variational
methods have been used to tackle the dispersion relation [199–206]. Working in the dimer
basis gave a good account for the shape of the dispersion relation with, in particular, the
explanation for a triplet bound-state [199] close to K = π/2. Going away from the MG
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point is more difficult and other techniques such as matrix-product states [207] have been
used to clarify the behavior and the onset of incommensurability that was found to be at
J2 /J1 = 9/17 ≃ 0.52941. This shows that this defines a third different point for the onset
of incommensurability.

2.3 Variational approach to spinon excitations
We now reuse the variational method but in a slightly different way which enables us to
obtain analytical results away from the MG point. We introduce the method on the single
spinon case, living on odd size chain of length L assumed to be open. The variational
approach consists in working with the subspace generated by states of the form |2ii =
i with a spinon at site 2i which separates two MG domains. They constitute
|
z
a free family but they do not span [208] the whole spin sector {Stot = 1/2, Stot
= 1/2},
making the approach variational. A crucial point is that the states are non-orthogonal.
The situation is the same as in quantum chemistry, like Hückel
theory, and one has to

introduce the overlap matrix O and a different notation A for the matrix representation
of operator A since Dirac
 notation can be confusing while working with non-orthogonal
states. The elements of O are
 
O ij = h2i|2ji =

 |i−j|
1
−
.
2

(III.6)

e of H in the subspace
The goal of the variational approach is to diagonalize the restriction H
e = P HP , where P is the orthogonal projector on that subspace.
{|2ii} for which we have H
e is self-adjoint two which ensures that its
Since P is self-adjoint, the effective Hamiltonian H
e in the basis {|2ii} is a generalized
eigenvalues are real. Diagonalizing the representation of H
eigenvalue problem that reads
X
i

h2j|H|2iiψi = E

X
i

h2j|2iiψi .

(III.7)

where E is an eigenenergy and
|ψi =

X
i

ψi |2ii

(III.8)

is the decomposition of the associated eigenfunction in this basis. We would like to stress
e in the basis {|2ii} since
e
e of H
the fact that the h2j|H|2ii
are not the matrix elements H
ij
the latter in non-orthogonal. Yet, they
connected by the projector P which writes as
Xare
 −1 
O ij |2iih2j|. Then, one gets the relation
the inverse of the overlap matrix P =
ij

X
 

−1
e =
H
O
h2k|H|2ji .
ij
ik

(III.9)

k

In general, inverting the overlap matrix is hard and authors prefer to solve (III.7) directly
with numerical methods. However, in the case of a chain, we found that the inverse of the
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overlap matrix takes the following tridiagonal form


4 2
2 5 2






 −1  1 
2
5
2

O
= 
... ... ...  ,
3





2 5 2
2

(III.10)

4

which will allow some analytical solutions of the diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian.

2.4 Application to single-spinon spectra
In what follows, we work with (III.5) which can rewritten at the MG point as
X
HMG = J2
(2Si · Si+1 + Si · Si+2 ) ,

(III.11)

i

with J = J2 . We also recall two basic facts on the two MG states. Their energy is
3
EMG = − LJ2 ,
4

(III.12)

for periodic boundary conditions and for the ground-state with open boundary conditions.
 L −1
Second, they are non-orthogonal and their overlap reads hMG|MG’i = − − 21 2 , irrespective of the boundary conditions. In practical calculations, one can choose a more pedestrian
way to obtain the Hamiltonian by applying the terms on the basis elements and keep only
the orthonormally projected result. For instance, at the MG point, one gets a tight-binding
Hamiltonian for the single-spinon dynamics



eMG − EMG |2ji = J |2j − 2i + 5 |2ji + |2j + 2i ,
(III.13)
H
2
2

which gives back the known dispersion relation


5
+ cos 2k .
ω(k) = J2
4

(III.14)

The same procedure away from the MG point yields a dense matrix with Fourier transform
elements can be resumed. Then, the general dispersion relation of a single spinon within
the variational method reads
7
1
sin2 2k
ω(k) = J1 − J2 + (J1 − J2 ) cos 2k + 4(J1 − 2J2 )
.
8
2
5 + 4 cos 2k

(III.15)

The same dispersion relation, tough differing from a constant, was obtained from a matrixproduct states ansatz in Ref. [207]. Their gap was not the same because the constant factor
is different. Within our variational approach, we obtain a vanishing gap for J2 = 0.25J1
which is actually rather close to the numerical value for the transition, thereby giving a
simple picture for the onset of the transition, starting from the dimerized phase.
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Figure III.3: Single spinon dispersion relations: variational predictions are plotted
against ED data on odd size chains for increasing frustration J2 , taking J1 = 1 as the unit of
energy. The grey area represents the region for which energies belong to the Sztot = 3/2 sector
in ED. The black curves are the lowest branches of spinon dispersion expected from Bethe
ansatz calculations. For J2 = 0, the J1 π2 | cos k| is exact while for J2 = 0.25J1 , the prefactor
is fitted to the curve. In the J2 = 4J1 plot, J2 π2 | cos 2k| is used as the system consists in
almost decoupled chains with double lattice spacing. Notice that, strictly speaking, plots with
J2 = 0.25J1 and J2 = 4J1 correspond to gaped systems but the gap is so small that the ED
data cannot resolve it and the Bethe ansatz curve reproduce well the higher energies part.
The cyan curve is the variational result (III.15). The orange curve is the lowest branch of
3-spinons dispersion relation in the variational approach and assuming independent spinons,
z
to be compared to the region of states with Stot
= 3/2. Reproduced from Ref. [209].
The minimum of the dispersion relation is at k = π/2 for small J2 but becomes incommensurate above the threshold J2 /J1 = 9/17 ≃ 0.52941. This value is the same as in Ref. [207]
and in agreement with the recent numerical study of Ref. [206]. In the incommensurate
regime, the position k ∗ of the minimum of the single-spinon dispersion relation follows
!
r

1/2
J1
1
J2
5 3
9
π
∗
∗
2−
k = arccos − +
.
(III.16)
∝
−
and − k
J2 /J1 →9/17
2
4 4
J2
2
J1 17
z
Fig. III.3 compares these results to exact diagonalization spectra both in the Stot
= 1/2 and
z
Stot = 3/2 sectors to observe the opening of the gap and the onset of incommensurability. At
the Heisenberg point J2 = 0), comparison is made with Bethe ansatz exact solution ω(k) ≃
J1 π2 |cos k| (black curve). Using the variational approach and assuming three independent
z
spinons, one obtains the lowest part of the Stot
= 3/2 sector from

ω3-spinons (k) = min [ω(k1 ) + ω(k2 ) + ω(k3 )] ,
k1 ,k2 ,k3
P
i ki =k

(III.17)

in which ω(k) is (III.15) and displayed as the orange curve on Fig. III.3 and which can be
compared to the boundary of the grey area.

2.5 Two-spinons spectra
We now study the elementary excitations on an even length chain at the MG point using
i such that the spin sector is determined by
states with two-spinons excitations |
the two spinons while the rest of the chain is in the singlet sector because of MG domains.
After writing the effective Hamiltonian, one goes to the center-of-mass frame and there are
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wave-vectors K for motion of the center-of-mass and k for the relative motion. One ends
up with an K-dependent Schrödinger equation on r and the singlet and triplet sectors differ
only by the boundary condition at r = 1. In the singlet sector, a continuum is obtained
which follows
5
ω(K, k) = J2 + 2J2 cos(K) cos(2k) ,
2

(III.18)

where k ∈ [− π2 , π2 ] and K ∈ [− π2 , π2 ]. In the triplet sector, the same dispersion relation
is recovered except for K ∈ [ π3 , 2π
] for which a bound-state of width ξ(K) exists, with a
3
dispersion relation
s
2

5
1
2
+ cos 2K ,
(III.19)
ω(K) = J2 − J2 4 cos K +
2
2
below the singlet continuum, and ξ(K) satisfying to
q

2 K + 1 + cos 2K 2 − 1 − cos 2K
4
cos
2
2
,
e−2/ξ(K) =
2 cos K

(III.20)

which displays a divergence ξ(K) → +∞ when K → π3 + for which one recovers deconfined
excitations as for the singlet sector and the disappearance of the bound-state.
We now compare these predictions to numerics from exact diagonalization on Fig. III.4.
z
z
In particular, we show the bottom of the Stot
= 1 and Stot
= 2 spectra to discuss the
bound state and many-spinons excitations. We could not derive the exact dispersion relation analytically for two spinons away from the MG point, but the single spinon dynamics
can already give insights through an independent spinons picture in which the two-spinon
dispersion relation reads
ω2-spinons (K) =

min [ω(k1 ) + ω(k2 )] ,

k1 ,k2
k1 +k2 =K

(III.21)

in which ω(k) is (III.15), and for which singlet and triplet sectors are naturally degenerate.
Similarly, a four independent spinons dispersion relation can be obtained to compare with
numerics. The two-spinons Bethe ansatz solution at the Heisenberg point J2 = 0 reads
ω2-spinons (K) = J1 π2 sin K. At the MG point, the dispersion relations for the different spin
sectors are very well reproduced by the variational approach. In particular, the triplet
z
bound-state is the lowest K = π/2 energy. Interestingly, displaying the Stot
= 2 sector
shows that the four spinons continuum start much higher in energy than the two-spinon
continuum, essentially because of the single spinon gap. The independent spinons picture
shows that close to and at K = π/2, the lowest boundary of the continuum is actually
due to four spinons excitations and not due to two-spinons bound-state which lies higher in
energies.
Increasing further the frustration (J2 = 9/17J1 and J2 = 0.6J1 ) brings incommensurability in the dispersion relation. The shapes of the continua are well reproduced by the
variational method but, as we saw for a single spinon, the gap is not quantitatively reproduced. Therefore, we shifted the variational curves upward by an amount which is specified
on the two plots for each line. The shift for the four spinons line is nearly twice the one for
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Figure III.4: Two spinons dispersion relations: Evolution of the low-energy spectrum
of even size J1 -J2 chain for increasing J2 /J1 , taking J1 = 1 as the unit of energy. The light
z
grey area stands for energy belonging to the Stot
= 1 sector (2 spinons in a triplet state)
z
while the dark grey area corresponds to the Stot = 2 (4 spinons). These are compared to
Bethe ansatz (black lines) and the variational approach for two independent spinons (blue
line, exact at the MG point) and four independent spinons (green line). The yellow line at
the MG point shows the variational result for the triplet bound-state. Extra numbers close
to the variational lines for J2 /J1 = 9/17, 0.6 indicate that a vertical shift has been applied
to the variational prediction to better fit the ED data. Reproduced from Ref. [209].
the two spinons line which is reasonable. For J2 = 9/17J1 , the flattening to a quartic behavior for small K is visible in the ED data thanks to the variational curve. For J2 = 0.6J1 ,
the incommensurate wave-vector q ∗ is well resolved by the ED data and in good agreement
with the variational prediction. Looking for the minimum over K in (III.21) gives twice the
minimum of the single spinon dispersion relation. Thus, the independent spinons picture
gives the following prediction for the incommensurate wave-vector:
!
r
5
J
3
1
q ∗ = arccos − +
2−
.
(III.22)
4 4
J2
Interactions between spinons can affect both the magnitude of the gap and the incommensurate wave-vector through their variation with the relative distance. At the MG point,
this dependence is very weak at small k since the interaction is essentially local. As the
incommensurability in q ∗ occurs close to the MG point, these corrections should be small.
The least one can say is that ED cannot resolve them. Notice that both the ED and the variational ansatz shows that the K = 0 energy is actually almost degenerate with the K = q ∗
energy. This may be seen as a precursor of the degeneracy of the ground-state in the large
J2 limit in which q ∗ → π/2 gets degenerate with the K = 0 sector. Interestingly and as
expected from an independent spinon picture, the bottom of the four spinons continuum
also displays incommensurability with six minima over the full Brillouin zone. Last, in the
limit of large J2 and eluding the resolution of the tiny gap of the system, the excitation
spectrum is here again well fitted by the Bethe ansatz prediction replacing J1 by J2 and
folding the first Brillouin zone (see plot for J2 = 4J1 ).

3 The random Majumdar-Ghosh chain
We now turn to the effect of disorder on this frustrated chain. We take random antiferromagnetic couplings with a bounded distribution, typically a box distribution of width ∆,
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and set ourselves at the MG point on average to benefit from the good variational description of the elementary excitations at this point. The initial and naive idea that motivated
this work with Arthur was that a single spinon at the MG point behaves almost as a free
particle and adding disorder would localize it through Anderson mechanism. We could then
get a simple scenario for localized excitations in a random frustrated magnets, and also a
analogue of localized solitons known in cold atoms [210]. The situation turned out to be
actually more complicated but also more interesting.

3.1 Decoupling of the Hamiltonian and random Majumdar-Ghosh
point
We consider a frustrated dimerized spin-1/2 chain with random nearest-neighbor couplings1
αi and next-nearest neighbor couplings βi :
X
H=
αi Si · Si+1 + βi Si−1 · Si+1 ,
(III.23)
i

In the following, the average couplings are written αi = α and βi = β with α = 2β to start
from the usual MG point. Applying H on the state |MGi which starts on even sites i ≡ 2j
gives [211]
H|MGi =

1X
1X
(−3αi + αi+1 − βi − βi+1 ) |MGi+
(αi−1 − βi − βi−1 ) |[i − 2, i + 1]i ,
4 i
2 i

(III.24)

where we write |[i − 2, i + 1]i = |
i, the state with a dimer on bond (i−2, i+
1). Consequently, the latter remain degenerate eigenstates of the Hamiltonian provided
αi = βi + βi+1 ,

(III.25)

which we call the random Majumdar-Ghosh (RMG) point. It imposes a local correlation
between the random couplings. The Hamiltonian is then split into H = HRMG + Hdim ,
where HRMG follows (III.25) and Hdim is the remaining part. We will now observe that two
localization mechanisms for the spinon are associated with each parts of the Hamiltonian.

3.2 Anderson localization from HRMG

Assuming (III.25), we apply the variational method to derive an effective Hamiltonian for
HRMG , using the spinon states |ji = |
i with a spinon at site 2j + 1 separating
two MG domains. One gets

5
β2j+1 
e
(III.26)
(HRMG − EMG )|ji =
|j − 1i + |ji + |j + 1i ,
2
2
P
where EMG = − 34 i βi is the MG state energy extrapolated to odd sizes. This is special
kind of Anderson Hamiltonian with both random onsite and hopping enegies that are coreRMG is non-hermitian because {|ji} is not orthogonal but has real
related. The matrix of H
1

We switched to simpler notations due to the index for disorder.
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Figure III.5: Anderson localization at the RMG point: (a) Lyapunov exponent γ vs
energy E of the effective model. (b) magnetization profile from DMRG in sector S z = 1/2.
Inset: log plot. (c) dimerization profile showing the MG domains. (d) finite size effects on
the Lyapunov exponent. Reproduced from Ref. [215].
eigenvalues. It is then easy to solve the effective Hamiltonian numerically. Furthermore, this
tridiagonal form is well suited for perturbative disorder calculations based on the DysonSchmidt method [212–214]. This method allows us to compute analytically the integrated
eRMG , denoted by N (E) and Lyapunov exponent γ(E) which is the
density of states of H
inverse of the localization length. In the case of a uniform distribution over [β − ∆, β + ∆],
the explicit calculation for energies E < β/4 gives

 2

5 E
∆
1
E2
γ(E) = arcosh −
−
.
(III.27)
5
2
2
4
β
6 (E − 4 β) − β β
The result is compared to numerics on Fig III.5(a). In particular, we obtain that the
RMG spinon localization length ξRMG = 1/γ(Emin ) in the state with the lowest energy
Emin = βmin /4 (where βmin = min β̃j ), scales as:
r
2β
ξRMG ≃
.
(III.28)
∆
Notice that ξRMG is not related to the spin correlation length of a MG state which is still
one site.
Another important outcome of the effective model is that it provides hints on the finitesize effects on the spinon energies, with consequences on the localization length. The lowest
energy spinon states correspond to the regime of Lifshitz localization, in the tail of the
density of states and controlled by a rare-events scenario. Adapting Lifshitz argument [213,
216] as sketched on Fig. III.6, a region of length ℓ with many β̃j close to βmin – i.e. provided
|β̃j − βmin | ≤ C(Eℓ − Emin ) for all j in the region, with C a constant – has its lowest energy
of the order of Eℓ ≃ Emin + βmin π 2 /2ℓ2 , assuming βmin > 0 and writing Emin = βmin /4. Since
the probability of creating such region scales as Pℓ ∝ [C(Eℓ − Emin )/2∆]ℓ for a uniform
distribution, the low-energy behavior of the integrated density of states is
s
(
!)
βmin /2
2∆/C
N (E) ∝ exp − π
.
(III.29)
ln
E − Emin
E − Emin
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Figure III.6: Lifshitz argument for low-energy states of a disordered chain.
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Regarding finite-size effects on the spinon energy EL in a chain of length L, the probability
to have the minimum energy must be such that Pℓ ∼ 1/L. This yields N (EL ) ∼ 1/L
in Eq. (III.29). Asymptotically, we thus expect finite-size corrections of the form EL ≃
Emin + Kβmin (ln(ln L)/ ln L)2 with K a constant.
In order to validate this effective model, we compare it to accurate DMRG calculations
of the magnetization profile in a chain with total spin S z = 1/2 with the effective model
predictions where mi ≡ hSiz i is deduced from the coefficients of the eigenfunction. As judged
by the results of Fig. III.5(b), the effective model provides quantitative predictions of the
magnetization profile. From the local dimerization pattern di = hSi · Si+1 i of Fig. III.5(c),
the localized spinon clearly separates two different MG domains. One can extract the actual
ξRMG from DMRG profiles. On Fig. III.5(d), strong deviations between DMRG calculations
and the infinite size result (III.28) are observed. This difference actually originates from
finite-size effects : one has to take ξRMG = 1/γ(EL ) on a finite system, which yields strong
deviations, even for large sizes.
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3.3 Random confinement from Hdim

We now move to the effect of the rest of the split Hamiltonian which explicitly reads
X
Hdim =
ηi Si · Si+1 ,
(III.30)
i

with ηi = αi − βi − βi+1 . This is nothing but a random dimerization term such that the
random couplings have a mean-value ηi = 0. The effect of Hdim is to localize spinons via
a random confinement mechanism that can be understood within the variational approach.
edim in the single spinon basis takes a rather compliThe associated effective Hamiltonian H
cated form [215], with a dense-matrix representation. Still, its main effect is to induce an
effective random chemical potential µi for the spinon which reads
 i−1

(L−1)/2
X
3 X
µi = hi|Hdim |ii = −
η2n .
η2n+1 +
(III.31)
4 n=0
n=i+1

It is the sum of two independent random walks (the ηs on each sublattice) constrained to
have a total fixed length. Such a potential typically has a minimum in the bulk of large
chains and creates a well which localizes the spinon as shown on Fig. III.7. As for explicitly
dimerized chains [203], moving away from the minimum of the potential is locally analogous
to a linear confinement. DMRG calculations of Fig. III.7 are nicely fitted by diagonalizing
e matrix. The location of the spinon is found to be principally
the full effective Hamiltonian H
governed by the µi while both Anderson and confinement mechanisms are to be taken into
account for a quantitative description. We also notice that the almost linear shape of the
confinement well on average translates into wave-function tails that are closer to an Airy
function rather than a true exponential.

3.4 Domains formation and Imry-Ma mechanism
We now see that another essential feature of Hdim is that it is responsible for an Imry-Ma
mechanism [217]. This basic idea is that if you are in an ordered state with several degenerate
ground-states and that if disorder can stabilize energetically and locally a domain usually
proportionally to the domain size, then the cost of creating interfaces will be compensated
by this gain. Consequently, the initially single domain will be fragmented into many subdomains. The scenario takes a quantitative form in the RMG model with Hdim acting as a
perturbation which locally lifts the degeneracy between the two MG states [211]. Clearly,
MG states are no longer eigenstates since the perturbation put weights on long dimer states
|[2i − 1, 2j]i = |
i with a dimer on bond (2i−1, 2j). To analyze the Imry-Ma
effect, we compute the energy difference δEij = h[2i − 1, 2j]|H|[2i − 1, 2j]i − EMG between
|[2i − 1, 2j]i and the corresponding MG state reads
X
 3 2j−1
3
(−1)n ηn .
δEij = β2i−1 + β2j −
4
4
|
{z
}
n=2i−1
|
{z
}
Energy cost of
creating spinons

(III.32)

Energy gain for
stabilizing a domain

The first term which averages to 23 β stems from the cost of creating two domain walls
(spinons). The second term can as well be viewed as an effective long range interaction between the two spinons induced by disorder. It averages to zero but rare events can definitely
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Figure III.8: (a) Magnetization profile of a MG chain with uncorrelated couplings displaying
localized spinons. Lines are the effective model predictions on each sublattices. (b) Dimerization pattern and corresponding average of the random η-dimerization term of Eq. (III.32)
over MG domains (orange line). Reproduced from Ref. [215].
bring this state to a lower energy than the MG state: in an infinitely large system, it is
always possible to find a region with ηs that do not compensate and such that the random
interaction scales as the region size to make δEij < 0. We exhibit in Fig. III.8(a) DMRG
calculations on a sample where four spinons are present in the ground-state. To complete
the description, the magnetization profile along each domain wall is pretty well reproduced
by using the local effective Hamiltonian for a single spinon (Born-like approximation). Finally, the averaged of Hdim in each domain, plotted in Fig. III.8(b), supports the pining
mechanism of the MG domains. Preliminary unpublished results on the spinon density and
the average size of a domain and their scaling exponents at small disorder can be found in
Ref. [218].

3.5 Residual interactions and strong-coupling picture using the RSRG
approach
To complete the physical picture of the nature from this weak-disorder approach, the residual
interactions between localized spinons are to be discussed. The magnetic couplings depend
on the overlap of the spinon wave-functions which vanishes with the density of spinons.
Therefore, magnetic couplings can have arbitrary low magnitude. Second, there is no constraint on their signs, and local configurations can have large ferromagnetic couplings. In
consequence, we may infer that the spin gap is immediately destroyed be a minute amount
of disorder and that the phase is partially polarized. The effective low-energy model for the
spinon is likely to be that of a ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic random chain. In particular,
it has been shown that the model pertains to the large-spin phase of Griffith’s type. In this
end, it sounds surprising to end up with a gapless partially polarized phase starting from a
gaped phase with only antiferromagnetic couplings.
We conclude the discussion of this model by recalling results from the literature [219] that
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capture the emergence of effective ferromagnetic couplings from a strong-disorder renormalization group approach. Applying RSRG to the frustrated random chain indeed yields two
kinds of processes provided one does not miss to take into account the possibility to generate
spins higher than 1/2. The renormalized couplings, which are here written in the general
form Jij , depend on the spin size si . We have the following two equations corresponding to
the decimation scheme sketched in Fig. III.9:

Figure III.9: Decimation scheme for the RSRG procedure of Model (III.23). Reproduced
from Ref. [215].
• if s1 6= s2 or J12 < 0, we take s = s1 + s2 for J12 < 0 and s = |s1 − s2 | for J12 > 0 and
we have
s(s + 1) + s2 (s2 + 1) − s1 (s1 + 1)
s(s + 1) + s1 (s1 + 1) − s2 (s2 + 1)
J01 +
J02
Je =
2s(s + 1)
2s(s + 1)
(III.33)
• if s1 = s2 and J12 > 0, we have
2
(J01 − J02 )(J23 − J13 )
Je03 = J03 + s1 (s1 + 1)
3
J12

(III.34)

Negative couplings can clearly occur out of antiferromagnetic couplings, and this is made
possible only due to the presence of frustration.

4 The frustrated ladder
We now turn to two J1 -J2 chains coupled by a rung coupling J⊥ . The model under study
bridges the physics of the two famous spin-liquids which are the two-leg ladder and the
frustrated chain. It realizes a transition from a columnar dimer phase to the rung-singlet
phase. The search for a transition between the RS phase and dimerized phases in spin-1/2
two-leg ladders was initially triggered by Ref. [220] which proposed two scenarios. Based on
the rewriting of the low-energy physics in terms of four gaped Majorana fermions fields [221]
comprising one in the singlet sector and three in the triplet sector. Taking into account a four
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spin interaction [220] leads to closing the triplet gap or the singlet gap while the other sector
remains gaped. The first scenario was realized in the well-studied two-leg ladder model with
ring exchange [222], displaying a transition to staggered dimer phase. The second scenario
has been realized following the initial proposal by taking into account four spin interaction
with a negative coupling [223]. Restricting models to two-body exchanges only, the main
frustrated models which have been investigated to stabilize dimerized phases are two-leg
ladders with cross-coupled, zig-zag and inequivalent exchanges on plaquettes [224]. In the
context of the confinement-deconfinement transition [225], the J1 -J2 ladder model for which
there is an experimental realization [226], was studied using the low-energy physics [227]
and numerics, yet limited to the MG point [228, 229] J2 /J1 = 0.5 and with little evidence.
Besides the mere theoretical interest, this model is also relevant to the spin ladder material
BiCu2 PO6 where several studies have pointed towards a scenario involving a sizable intrachain frustration J2 /J1 [230–232]. In particular, inelastic neutron scattering experiments
display incommensurate spin correlations which originate from magnetic frustration [231].
Based on numerical and analytical calculations, we report a careful study of the incommensurate response upon increasing the frustrating coupling.

4.1 Phase diagram
We study the following
Hamiltonian on a spin-1/2 two-leg ladder and depicted on figP
ure III.10: H = Li=1 hi , with the three couplings
hi = J1 [Si,1 · Si+1,1 + Si,2 · Si+1,2 ]
+J2 [Si,1 · Si+2,1 + Si,2 · Si+2,2 ]
+J⊥ Si,1 · Si,2 ,

(III.35)
(III.36)
(III.37)

with the various couplings taken to be antiferromagnetic (J > 0). The zero-temperature
phase diagram is derived using ED and DMRG. We now describe below the main features
of the obtained phase diagram of Fig. III.10.
The phase diagram of Fig. III.10 displays two main phases (apart from the critical line
J⊥ = 0 and J2 < J2,c ) : a columnar phase of dimer which breaks the translational symmetry
and the RS phase. The columnar phase, first proposed by Vekua and Honecker [229] along
the MG line J2 = 0.5 J1 , emerges naturally as the combination of two dimerized chains
with their dimer patterns in phase. The physical picture of the transition is the following
: starting from J⊥ = 0, we have two dimerized chains between which the interchain antiferromagnetic coupling will favor resonating valence bond (RVB) fluctuations leading to
the alignment of their dimers (reminiscent of two-dimensional [227] columnar phases) and
a lowering of the order. RVB fluctuations enhanced by larger J⊥ eventually destroy the
dimer order through an Ising second-order transition to the RS phase (as expected for a
single-component order parameter, the transition corresponding to breaking a discrete Z2
symmetry). As we will see, the triplet gap remains finite across the phase diagram and on
the transition line between these two distinct spin-liquid phases. This melting of the dimer
crystal is driven by the low-energy fluctuations which lie in the singlet sector.
The transition line has a remarkable non-monotonic behavior showing a reentrance of the
RS phase at small J⊥ when increasing the frustration J2 . This shape can be understood
on simple qualitative grounds : the order parameter and spin gap in the J1 -J2 chain (along
the J⊥ = 0 line) typically have a steep increase above the transition point and then a slow
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Figure III.10: The J1 -J2 two-leg ladder model (top). Qualitative sketches of the two phases
realized : the columnar dimer phase (middle) and the rung-singlet phase (down). Phase
diagram of the J1 -J2 ladder. The commensurate-incommensurate regimes separated by the
dashed green line corresponds to the incommensurability emerging in the real-space spin correlation functions. The violet transition line at finite J⊥ is of the Ising type. The dashed
violet line is the conjectured behavior of the transition line close to J2,c = 0.241 J1 . Reproduced from Ref. [233].
decrease for large J2 . Considering J⊥ as a perturbation, the larger the initial order, the
larger J⊥ is required to destroy it. This argument is all the more valid as the magnitude of
J⊥ along the transition does not exceed 0.4 J1 . When the order parameter is in the ordered
region, we may use its scaling D(J⊥ ) ∝ (J⊥,c − J⊥ )1/8 as a rough estimate of the transition
line which yields : J⊥,c ∝ [D(J2 )]8 , with D(J2 ) the dimer order parameter of a single J1 − J2
chain. Furthermore, the numerics are particularly difficult when J⊥ and the gaps are small,
which corresponds to the behavior of the transition line close to J2,c ≃ 0.24J1 and at large
J2 . There, we may conjecture that the transition line qualitatively follows the behavior
of the J⊥ = 0 order parameter and should therefore exhibit an exponential-like opening
′
J⊥,c ∝ e−AJ1 /(J2 −J2,c ) close to J2,c and an exponential tail J⊥,c ∝ e−A J2 /J1 at large J2 /J1 .

4.2 Incommensurability and correlations
The second remarkable feature of this phase diagram is the onset of incommensurability
which is a typical signature of frustration. We have already seen that the onset of incommensurability depends on the quantity we look at, although the most natural one is
real-space correlations, and to keep the same notation as before, we recall the three definitions and notations of wave-vectors signaling incommensurability:


q
q̄

 ∗
q
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: real-space spin correlations
: maximum of the spin structure-factor
: minimum of the magnon dispersion relation

(III.38)
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Figure III.11: (a-d) Low-energy excitations spectra for fixed J2 = 0.6 J1 and increasing
J⊥ . The up arrows indicate an approximate location of the incommensurate wave-vector
q ∗ corresponding to the minimum of the magnon relation dispersion. Full (dashed) symbols
are for L = 18 (L = 16). (e) scaling of relevant gaps very close to the transition point
: the triplet excitations remain gapped while a gapless singlet mode develops around the
wave-vector (π, 0) as can be seen from the vanishing of the singlet gap at (π − 2π/L, 0).
Reproduced from Ref. [233].
In Fig. III.10, we chose the standard definition for the onset of incommensurability as the
appearance of an incommensurate wave-vector in the real-space spin correlations. The
magnitude of the frustrating term required to drive q away from π is reported on Fig. III.10
by the green dashed line. The line starts at the MG point J2 /J1 = 0.5 for J⊥ = 0 and
asymptotically decreases towards J2 /J1 = 0 in the large J⊥ limit. There, an accurate
description of the onset line, as well as the comparison between the wave-vectors (III.38)
is accessible (see hereafter). We lastly notice that for large J2 /J1 , q naturally reaches π/2
since the model boils down to two weakly coupled ladders with a doubled unit cell.

4.3 Elementary excitations and gaps
We reproduce on Fig. III.11 the finite-size spectra as a function of the momentum kx in the
two parity sectors (defined by the transverse momentum ky ) and for the singlet and triplet
channels (identified using spin inversion symmetry), for a fixed frustration J2 = 0.6 J1 and
increasing J⊥ .
Starting with a small J⊥ (Fig. III.11(a)), the spectrum has four nearly degenerate lowenergy states. They clearly stem from the four possible singlet states corresponding to the
combination of two doubly degenerate chains. The degeneracy is lifted by J⊥ which stabilizes
the combinations associated with the columnar phase, while staggered configurations have
a gap controlled by J⊥ . Above these four low-energy singlet states, gaped singlet and
triplet modes reminiscent of the dimerized chain [199] develop around kx = 0, π. Their
near degeneracy is a signature of weakly confined spinons. We notice a minimum in the
magnon dispersion relation occurring at an incommensurate wave-vector q ∗ ≃ 3π/4, using
the notation of Eq. (III.38). Comparison between the two wave-vectors q and q ∗ will be
addressed hereafter.
Very close to the critical point (spectrum with J⊥ = 0.37 J1 of Fig. III.11(b)), we observe
that the triplet excitations remain fully gaped, while a low-energy singlet mode emerges
around (π, 0) (the wave-vector of the nearly degenerate ground-state). The emergence of
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this mode is signaled in Fig. III.11(e) by the scaling to zero of the singlet gap at (π−2π/L, 0).
On the contrary, the triplet modes clearly have a finite gap in the thermodynamic limit.
This singlet mode is related to the algebraic decay of the dimer correlations, supporting the
melting of the dimer crystal scenario for the transition. This scenario seems to agree with
the field theoretical approach and early numerical results of Ref. [229].
Entering the RS phase by increasing further J⊥ , the ground-state is now non-degenerate
and the spectrum fully gaped with an incommensurate magnon branch as the lowest excitation. For J⊥ = J1 (Fig. III.11(c)), this branch enters the continuum of many-magnons
excitations for small and large kx , but for large enough transverse coupling (J⊥ = 3J1 in
Fig. III.11(d)), the incommensurate magnon branch is well separated from the continuum
(as usually found for Heisenberg ladders). This strong-coupling physics is well captured by
the perturbative calculations that we now discuss.

4.4 The large-J⊥ limit: magnon dispersion relation
Thanks to strong-coupling expansion and the bond-order mean-field (BOMF) technique, the
large-J⊥ limit, taking J1 and J2 as perturbations, is investigated analytically. For instance,
a strong-coupling expansion gives the following magnon dispersion relation
3 J12 + J22
ω(k) = J⊥ + J1 cos(k) + J2 cos(2k) +
.
4 J⊥

(III.39)

In comparison to the standard ladder dispersion relation, frustration brings the harmonic
2k leading to incommensurability. Remarkably, and contrary to the case of a single J1 -J2
chain, we here have an exact estimate for the wave-vector minimizing the magnon gap,
which we wrote q ∗ and which is, in principle, different from q. In this limit, if J2 ≤ J1 /4,
the minimum of the dispersion remains at q ∗ = π while for J2 ≥ J1 /4, the minimum takes
place at the incommensurate wave-vector


J1
∗
q = arccos −
,
(III.40)
4J2
which reaches π/2 in the large-J2 limit.
The bond-order mean-field approach can give slightly improved results and we only recall
here its principle [234]. The local Hilbert space on each rung is spanned by introducing a
singlet creation operator s†i , and three triplet creation operators t†i,x , t†i,y and t†i,z . Due to the
P
fact that there is either a singlet or a triplet on a rung, the local constraint s†i si + α t†i,α ti,α =
1 is introduced using a Lagrange multiplier which identifies to a local chemical potential µ.
Rewriting H in these variables leads to an Hamiltonian with quadratic and quartic terms.
This is where there is a little bit of physical input: one can see the RS phase as a condensed
phase for singlets so that one introduces the mean-field parameter si ≃ s̄ which value,
together with µ will be obtained self-consistently. Before that, neglecting some terms and
performing a Bogolyubov transformation on the remaining quadratic Hamiltonian allows to
diagonalize it, providing the magnon dispersion relation.

4.5 The large-J⊥ limit: incommensurability
The most interesting thing about the large-J2 limit is that we can derive the behavior of
the incommensurate vector q analytically. We first recall that we write q̄ the wave-vector
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Figure III.12: Incommensurate wave-vectors q and q̄ with increasing frustration J2 for different J⊥ from DMRG results (dots) and compared with BOMF formula (III.42) (straight
lines). The black line gives the strong-coupling prediction for q ∗ from Eq. (III.40). Reproduced from Ref. [233].
at which the spin structure factor S(k) is maximum. In unfrustrated antiferromagnets, the
tendency to Néel ordering usually translates in the fact that q = q ∗ = q̄ = π. In a gaped
system with incommensurate q, the difference between q and q̄ is easily understood from a
Rayleigh criterion. Indeed, by taking the Fourier transform of short-range correlations at
wave-vector q, one gets a double-peak structure for S(k), which width is governed by the
−1
inverse of the spin correlation length ξspin
. We thus expect q̄ to be larger than q, qualitatively
−1
q̄ = q + const. × ξspin . Clearly, the onset of q̄ will occur after that of q (when increasing
frustration).
Typical cuts at fixed J⊥ and increasing J2 are gathered in Fig. III.12, showing that the
larger J⊥ , the larger the discrepancy between the onset and the behavior of q and q̄. The
black line recalls the prediction for q ∗ from Eq. (III.40) for comparison. In particular, we
observe that q̄ is very close to q ∗ in the strong-coupling regime.
These observations can be explained using a scenario proposed by Nomura [193]. Within
the BOMF [234] or single-mode approximations, we obtain the following expression2 for
S(k):
S(k) ∝ 1/ω(k) .

(III.41)

First, this shows that incommensurability in S(k) occurs on the same line J2 = J1 /4 as
for the dispersion relation, in other words q̄ = q ∗ (valid only in the strong-coupling limit,
small deviations are found otherwise). The idea of the scenario is the following [193, 235]:
by extending S(k) to the complex plane and studying the evolution of its branch cuts
and singularities, one will get a scenario for the maximum on the real axis. In particular,
the onset of incommensurability in the correlation function can be interpreted as a fusion of
branch points in the complex plane. We will not detail the reasoning here, which analyzes the
2

Since the one-magnon dispersion relation is in the ky = π sector, we only consider the structure factor in
this sector which amplitude is much bigger than the one at ky = 0.
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Figure III.13: Evolution of singularities (dots) and branch cuts (green lines) of the BOMF
structure factor with increasing frustration. Dotted lines are the lines where Im[P (cos k)] =
0. Reproduced from Ref. [233].
roots of ω(k) [233], but it is graphically summarized in Fig. III.13. The parameters d1,2 enters
the dispersion relation and are such that d2 /d1 = J2 /J1 . There are three different steps while
increasing frustration, shown in the complex plane (a, b): for d2 < d2,c , there are four branch
points on the axis a = π so the maximum lies at q = q̄ = π. For d2,c < d2 < d1 /4, the branch
points leave the a = π axis so that the real-space correlations become incommensurate. Still,
the maximum on the real axis remains at q̄ = π. Last, when d2 > d1 /4, both q̄ and q are
incommensurate and they are not equal since one has then q ∗ = q̄. One can show that good
approximations of the critical value for the onset of incommensurability J2,c and wave-vector
q are


J1
2
,
(III.42)
J2,c = J1 /4J⊥ , and q ≃ arccos − √
2 J2 J⊥
showing that it vanishes at large J⊥ in the phase diagram of Fig III.10, while the lines
corresponding to q ∗ and q̄ would saturate at J2 /J1 = 1/4. The prediction for q is in very
good agreement with the DMRG calculations of Fig. III.13. In particular, we see that the
departure from π for both q and q ∗ = q̄ has the same scaling exponent 1/2.

5 Impurities in the frustrated ladder model
5.1 Looking beyond the Brillouin response
In this section, we analyze the behavior of the magnetization curve of frustrated ladder
doped with non-magnetic impurities. In this system, disorder enters through only one
parameter, the doping z, since impurities are assumed to be distributed independently from
one to another as on Fig. III.14. Such model was studied in the 90s and regains attention
nowadays due to the possibility to address the Bose-glass physics with doped compounds.
A seminal work was carried out by Sigrist and Furusaki [236] and following contributions
but little attention was given to the actual shape of the magnetization curve. The goal of
this contribution is to improve on existing results by providing more quantitative results
and to discuss the shape of the magnetization curve in the low-field regime, below the gap
of the undoped ladder.
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Figure III.14: A typically ladder compound where Cu atoms carry a spin-1/2 while Zn are
non-magnetic impurities.
Physically, putting a non-magnetic impurity in a ladder frees a spin-1/2, which we may
also call a spinon, that appears on the opposite site of the rung containing the impurity
and remains confined to the impurity. For instance, this translates into an exponential
magnetization profile around the impurity, as sketched in Fig. III.14, and which is well seen
in NMR experiments. Consequently, for a low impurities concentration, the simpler picture
would be that of a paramagnetic gas of Ni spin-1/2 which magnetization curve is given by
a Brillouin curve
m(H, T ) = z tanh[H/2T ] ,

(III.43)

where z corresponds to the impurity saturation plateau, and drawn below on Fig. III.15.
The region we focus on is the region below the spin gap ∆S so that the spinons should be
the only ones to contribute to the magnetization.

Figure III.15: Sketch of the magnetic curve of non-interacting spinons freed by impurities.
Naturally, there exists some effective interaction between the spinons which is mediated by
the spin-gaped bulk of the ladder. Our goal is to look for the impact of these interactions
on the magnetic curve m(H, T ) with H the magnetic excitation and T the temperature.
We first need to better understand the effective interaction before focusing on two main
c(T )
quantities already present on the Brillouin curve: when T ≫ H, one has m ≃
H where
T
c(T ) is an effective Curie constant which depends on temperature. Otherwise, when H & T ,
we may interested in the way the magnetization approaches saturation.

5.2 Main considerations
Effective two-body interactions between impurities In order to better understand the
effective interaction between impurities, sketched on Fig. III.16, we assume that two-body
processes will be dominant at low-doping and one can see that the effective model can be
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Figure III.16: Effective model for interacting impurities.
viewed as spin-1/2 operators SI living on the impurity at site I, in a similar approach as holes
describing the absence of electrons. Previous works along this direction are Refs. [236, 237].
Adopting a RKKY-like reasoning, an impurity at site SI will create locally a magnetization pattern that reaches other impurity spins at sites SJ and acts as a local magnetic field.
Assuming linear response, the spin at SJ will respond to this field with the magnetic susceptibility χ of the bulk system. In the end, one can write the following effective Hamiltonian
for the impurity spins
X
eff
Himp =
JI−J
SI · SJ ,
(III.44)
I,J

eff
where JR
= −

X
k

|Jk |2 χk e−ik·R and Jk is the Fourier transform of the couplings. This

formula can be computed analytically in the strong-J⊥ limit where the susceptibility can be
obtained from BOMF theory. From intermediate to long distance, the behavior in real-space
is very well fitted by the formula
eff
Jx,y
= J0 (−1)y+1 e−x/ξ cos(qx + φ) .

(III.45)

In the commensurate regime, q = π and the couplings alternate sign according to the
antiferromagnetic background. The three parameters J0 , ξ and q can be derived analytically
or computed numerically with DMRG. ξ and q are the same as for the real-space spin
correlations. For short-distances, special configurations and frustration can lead to couplings
that have a different sign or magnitude than what is expected from the formula. In any
case, DMRG allows one to compute them almost exactly for all these special cases. The
key feature of the couplings is that they decay exponentially with the relative distance,
something expected for most gaped systems with gaped susceptibility.
Coupling distribution The coupling distribution is then simply inferred from the distribution of relative positions, labeled with two integers (nx , ny ). It is given by a geometric law
pnx ,ny = z(1 − z)2nx +ny −1 for nx + ny > 0. The exact distribution is discrete but, to keep
things tractable for some discussion, a fair continuous approximation of it is the following
power-law behavior
 α−1
zξ |J|
p(J) =
with α = 2ξz ,
(III.46)
J0 J0
for J ∈ [−J0 , J0 ]. The exponent α, which will enter many observables, is doping-dependent.
In the presence of incommensurability, the distribution of couplings for same ξz is hardly
affected. As the observables we are interested in are essentially controlled by p(J), we foresee
that frustration, through incommensurability, will not play a crucial role in the physics.
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Chain breaks and cluster size distribution Ladder is a one-dimensional system but not
a chain. A single impurity cannot break the connectivity of the ladder but two impurities
can, and they have three ways of doing that, depending on their positions on a plaquette,
as sketched on Fig. III.17.

Figure III.17: Chain breaks and typical cluster in the doped ladder.
A chain which is doped breaks into finite clusters, which are pure chains of finite length
ℓ. The distribution of ℓ in a a chain is simply an exponential of mean-value ℓ̄ ≃ 1/z in the
low-doping regime. A ladder also breaks into finite-size clusters, but the difference is that
the clusters are generally doped themselves in a fully-connected manner and with an average
doping close to z. If one knows the physics of a finite-size cluster at some given doping,
one must average over cluster sizes and doping distributions to obtain quantities in the
thermodynamical limit, susceptible to be compared to experiments or ab-initio numerics.
The ladder is thus much more involved and we do not know the exact p(ℓ, z) distribution.
In Ref. [215], we give a refined analysis of the cluster-size distribution which is itself not so
trivial. For sake of simplicity, one can stick to an exponential law at low-doping
1
ρ(ℓ) ≃ e−ℓ/ℓ̄ ,
ℓ̄

(III.47)

with ℓ̄ ≃ 1/3z 2 in the diluted and continuum limit. The factor three comes from the three
possibilities for breaking the ladder, and the square from the need of two impurities to break
the ladder.
Different kind of approaches In order to understand the physics, we resort to various
complementary methods:
• brute-force ab-initio calculations on finite-size samples of ladders in which some sites
have been removed. Using DMRG and quantum Monte-Carlo, in collaboration with
Nicolas Laflorencie, we can access both T = 0 and finite-T behavior of the Curie
constant and magnetization curve.
• numerical solution of the effective model of Eq. (III.44) using the exact coupling distribution computed by DMRG or an analytical ansatz. As the Heisenberg model is fullyconnected, we use a full diagonalization which also gives access to finite-temperature
properties. Usually, the effective size of the corresponding sample is comparable or
larger than for the ab-initio calculations. QMC has also been used on the effective
model directly.
• The simplest analytical calculations one could buy and which is expected to be reasonable at large and intermediate energy scales, is to consider that each spins is bound
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to its neighbour in a dimer state each two links. The magnetization curve is simply
the sum over the contributions of independent dimers of coupling J:
m(H, T ) = 2z

Z

dJp(J)

1+

sinh[H/T ]
.
+ 2 cosh[H/T ]

eJ/T

(III.48)

This can be pictured as on Fig. III.18 and gives a simple route to the connection
between the magnetic curve and p(J).

Figure III.18: The independent random dimer model.

• comparison with known results in the literature on the random FerromagneticAntiferromagnetic (F-AF) chain.

5.3 Curie (not so) constant
The total Curie constant C(T ) characterizes the limit of vanishing magnetic excitation H →
0 at finite temperature T . It is related to the total static susceptibility as χ(T ) = C(T )/T .
z
i = 0 at H = 0 taken to be along z, the Curie constant
In a system of total spin hStot
measures the fluctuations of the total spin Stot according to
z 2
C(T ) = h(Stot
) i=

hStot (Stot + 1)i
,
3

(III.49)

in which the average can mix quantum expectation, finite-temperature effects and disorder
averaging. It is thus a simple global quantity that is relatively accessible to experiment
through static susceptibility measurements. In the following, we rather discuss the Curie
constant per rung defined by c = C/L with L the length of the ladder. A single spin-1/2
has a Curie constant c = 1/4. Thus, in the limit of high-temperature in the ladder, we
should have c = (1 − z)/2 when all spins are uncorrelated by thermal fluctuations. If one
decreases temperature and assumes that the spin gap ∆S can be significantly larger than
the maximum couplings between the impurities, typically J0 , then there exists a regime such
that J0 ≪ T ≪ ∆S in which the magnons contribution is frozen and the impurity spins
are uncorrelated. This yields a plateau c ≃ z/2, which value is affected by chain breaking
effects3 . The evolution below this plateau is a non-trivial power-law with temperature
that reaches a second plateau at very low temperature at value c ≃ z/6, if here again we
neglect chain breaking effects. This scenario, first intuited by Sigrist and Furusaki [236], is
summarized on Fig. III.19 and shows that this simple quantity already captures the main
energy scales of the system. We now explain in more details the last two behaviors, starting
from zero-temperature.
3

It lowers the actual number of freed spinons. Consider for instance the case of two impurities on the same
rung. A first correction would be c ≃ z(1 − z)/2.
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Figure III.19: Sketch of the behavior of the Curie constant. The plateau c = z/2 corresponds
to free impurity spins.
Zero-temperature limit The z/6 plateau is understood in a bipartite lattice, ie for the
non-frustrated model, directly from the distribution of impurities over each sub-lattices.
Indeed, by denoting N = 2L the total number of sites (including impurity sites), Ni = zN
the number of impurities, and assuming that there is no chain breaking effects, applying
Marshall’s theorem yields that the total spin S of such cluster matches S = 21 |Ni,A − Ni,B | =
1
|2Ni,A − Ni |, where Ni,A (resp. Ni,B ) is the number of impurities on sublattice A (resp. B).
2
This theorem transforms the search of the total spin distribution into a purely geometric
problem. The probability of having a configuration with Ni,A impurities on sublattice A is
given by
 N/2 
N/2
P (Ni,A ) =

Ni,A

Ni −Ni,A

N
Ni

,

(III.50)

so that the probability of having a total spin S on a sample is
N/2  N/2 
Pz,Ni (S) =

Ni
+S
2

Ni
−S

2
N

Ni

(2 − δS,0 ) ,

(III.51)

where S ∈ [0, Ni /2]. This result is exact and allows to compute numerically the mean total
spin and the Curie constant. Controlling the finite-size effects on the T = 0 plateau is
essential to be able to extract properly the power-law exponent as discussed hereafter. It
is also essential if one wants to average over cluster sizes when considering chain breaking
effects.
For large Ni and fixed z, according to the central limit theorem, Pz,Ni (S) converges towards
a Gaussian. A saddle-point calculation gives the asymptotic behavior:
Pz,Ni (S) ≃ p

of variance σS2 =

2
2πσS2

e−S

2 /2σ 2
S

,

(III.52)

Ni
(1 − z). One then obtains the average spin and total Curie constant in
4
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the N → ∞ limit as
r
1 − zp
S≃
Ni
2π

and Cz,Ni

s
#
"
Ni
8
−1/2
=
.
(1 − z) 1 +
N
12
π(1 − z) i

(III.53)

For a large number of impurities, the Curie constant per impurity is then (1 − z)/12 at
T = 0, while the Curie constant per spin is z/12. Taking the same definition as before,
the T = 0 plateau is well approximated by c = z(1 − z)/6. The doping dependence of the
prefactors and finite-size corrections were missed in previous work. They originate from the
dilution of the lattice and play a crucial role in the quantitative comparison with numerics
that usually work with a restricted number of impurities. For the frustrated model for which
Marshall’s theorem is not applicable, and numerical simulations on the effective model with
incommensurability show an appreciable reduction of both the total spin and the Curie
constant, essentially due to the short distance behavior of the effective interaction.
Last, one can average over the cluster sizes, assuming that they have a fixed density z,
which is not fully correct. The total spin per unit length s̄ = S/ℓ̄ and averaged Curie
constant follow
√
q
3 3/2
1
z(1 − z)/ℓ̄ ≃
z
(III.54)
s̄ ≃
2
2
and

1
z
c ≃ (1 − z)(1 − 1/ℓ̄) +
6
6

q

√
z
z(1 − z)/ℓ̄ ≃ (1 + 3z + . . .) ,
6

(III.55)

Notice that the system has a finite total spin density in the thermodynamical limit thanks
to the chain breaking mechanism. This means that it is partially polarized at T = 0,
or partially ferromagnetic. Again, disorder non-trivially makes a purely antiferromagnetic
model partially polarized at T = 0.
Power-law behavior and doping dependent exponent The power-law behavior at intermediate temperatures is not easy to catch properly numerically. The picture we obtain in
the end is that there is probably two regimes featuring an exponent close to the z/2 plateau
and another one at lower temperatures. There is a simple way to see how a power-law can
emerge in this context by considering the random dimer model. Indeed, the Curie-constant
computed under these assumptions is
Z
1
c(T ) = 2z dJp(J)
.
(III.56)
3 + eJ/T
It clearly shows a T -dependence and also reproduces the z/2 plateau in the large-T limit.
By doing a Sommerfeld-like expansion at low-T , one gets
 α
c(T )
1
T
(III.57)
= + Kα
2z
6
J0
with Kα a known numerical constant of the order of 0.1-0.2. The first constant is not
correct (it should be 1/12) because the model does not take into account the possibility to
build large total spin. The predicted exponent is α = 2ξz is doping-dependent and simply
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Figure III.20: Left: scaling of the Curie constant with temperature from QMC. Right: estimates for the Curie constant exponent α(z) from the effective model with Ni = 100 impurities
with ξ = 3. The horizontal α = 0.21 line indicates the RSRG universal regime of the F-AF
chain. In all cases, the exponent α(z) is smaller than the prediction 2zξ which seems to
hold only in the limit zξ → 0. Reproduced from Ref. [238].
connected to the coupling distribution. This exponent actually matches well the ED results
on small effective model at rather large temperatures, although Eq. (III.57) does not fit
at all the data. We consequently believe that the departure from the z/2 plateau is well
understood as a power-law originating essentially from the coupling distribution.
This is actually in agreement with large-scale QMC simulations reproduced on Fig. III.20,
at least for the high temperatures close to the free spinons plateau. The full lines indicate
the slope given by the 2ξz exponent. Yet, one observes at very low energy scales that another
exponent, slightly smaller, emerges and the larger the doping, the larger the deviation from
the 2ξz exponent. These low-temperature exponents are reported on Fig. III.20 and tentatively explained with a scenario based on the RSRG studies on the random ferromagneticantiferromagnetic chain [179–181, 239].
Indeed, for reasonably short correlation lengths ξ, the effective model should fall into the
F-AF universality class in the RSRG sense. As regards the possible universal exponents of
this phase, it was found numerically [179] that it is strongly dependent on the singular nature
of the initial coupling distribution. By denoting P (J) ∼ |J|−y the initial distribution of the
couplings, the following scenario is proposed: (i) when y > yc with yc ≃ 0.7, the RSRG
flows towards a non-universal fixed point with non-universal value of α. This exponent
should depend on z and ξ but is not necessarily equal to 2zξ; (ii) when y < yc (initial
distribution “not too singular”), the RSRG flows towards a universal fixed point with α ≃
0.21. QMC calculations [180, 181] have demonstrated the following typical behavior for
the Curie constant on the F-AF random chain: at high-temperatures below the saturation
plateau, c(T ) strongly depends on the initial distribution coupling. Yet, at low enough
temperatures, the various c(T ) curves collapse very close to the RSRG prediction with
c(T ) − c(0) = K(T /Jmax )0.21 where c(0) = 1/12 and K ≃ 0.117.
Coming back to the situation of doped ladders, the RSRG picture is certainly applicable
to the ladder provided zξ ≪ 1 but hard to justify when zξ ∼ 1, we first expect from
Refs. [180, 181] that the high-temperature regime is always dependent on the distribution,
which is consistent with the previous observations and the random dimer picture. Then,
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Figure III.21: Typical magnetization curve of the doped ladder for increasing temperature.
ED is done on the effective model. Reproduced from Ref. [238].
one expects that the RSRG picture develops at low-temperatures with two possibles cases.
The yc ≃ 0.7 criteria translates on ladder to a critical doping zc ≃ 1 − e−0.15/ξ such that
(i) if z < zc , the low-temperature exponent is non-universal, dependent on z and ξ and
could differ from the high-temperature exponent expected to be 2zξ; (ii) if z > zc , one
can fall into the RSRG universality class and the low-temperature exponent should become
independent of z and ξ and reaches 0.22. One must notice that the second situation can
actually be realistic for doped ladders in the weakly coupled regime, since, for instance,
ξ & 7 for J⊥ = Jk /2, giving zc ≃ 2%.
We observe on Fig. III.20 that the low-doping regime is consistent with the 2ξz limit
while intermediate dopings display significant deviations and a tendency to saturate around
the RSRG universal regime for z & zc . Yet, the validity of the random F-AF RSRG picture
can be questioned for two main reasons: when zξ becomes large, the dilute short range
interaction limit fails and it is not guaranteed that the RSRG is still under control with
longer range interaction. Second, as we will see on the magnetic curve, the discrete nature
of the distribution can play a quantitative role. The criteria for the initial distribution
exponent y is valid within a continuous description but the discrete nature of the coupling
can make the distribution more singular. Interpretation in that sense was proposed on the
same model through the study on correlation lengths [240].

5.4 Magnetization curves
We now briefly comment on the behavior of the magnetization curve m(H, T ).
Magnetization jump and impurity plateau Strictly speaking, we must have m(H, T ) = 0
when H = 0 due to the SU(2) symmetry. If one now considers a finite-system with T = 0
and a small but finite magnetic field, the degeneracy within a sector of total spin S will
be lifted to favor the state S z = S. Then, there exists a disorder averaged magnetization
jump δm = m(H = 0+ , T = 0) − m(H = 0, T = 0) which matches δm = s̄ of Eq. (III.54).
This is typical of a partially ferromagnetic state. Moreover, as for the Curie constant, the
saturation plateau, expected to lie at m = z, is actually affected by chain breaks effects since
all impurities do not bring in a free spin. First order corrections in z makes m ≃ z(1 − z).
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Zero-temperature curve Using the random dimer model, the low-temperature magnetization curve for H ≫ T takes a Fermi-Dirac form to a good approximation
Z
1
,
(III.58)
m(H, T ) ≃ z dJp(J) (J−H)/T
e
+1
where H plays the role of the chemical potential. This is physically transparent as the
system is equivalent in this limit to a collection of two-level systems with only the singlet
and triplet Sz = 1 states contributing to the low-energy physics which
Z naturally maps
J

P (J ′ )dJ ′ of the

onto fermionic statistics. Introducing the repartition function R(J) =

−∞

couplings, we get m(H, T = 0) = zR(H), and for the continuous distribution (III.46), this
yields a power-law behavior

 α 
H
z
,
(III.59)
1+
m(H, T = 0) =
2
J0

with α = 2zξ. This already deviates significantly from the Brillouin picture. Still, the
random dimer model fails to reproduce the correct H → 0 limit and gives for the jump
δm = R(0) = z/2. One can incorporate the exact result discussed above in the RDM by
stretching the repartition function of antiferromagnetic couplings R+ (J) defined by
R+ (J) =

R(J) − R(0)
1 − R(0)

for J > 0 .

(III.60)

We thus define the phenomenological ”stretched random dimer” ansatz as
m(H, T = 0) = δm + (z − δm)R+ (H) .

(III.61)

Physically, the issue of the random dimer model is that it works with total spins S = 0 and
S = 1 and cannot capture the large-spin formation. This formula can be used numerically
using the actual discrete R+ (H) constructed from the DMRG computed couplings. This
stretching does not affect the exponent and a rough understanding of the shape of the
curve leads to the following simple power-law fit which could be useful for experiments or
numerical calculations:
 α
H
m(H, T = 0) = δm + (z − δm)
,
(III.62)
J0
in which one can leave free the three parameters δm, J0 and α. Interestingly, RSRG arguments [179] have also proposed a power-law behavior for the magnetic curve when H ≫ T
based on energy scales phenomenology. As shown on the first panel of Fig. III.21, the phenomenological formula (III.61) reproduces quite nicely the DMRG T = 0 data as well as
the ED on the effective model, up to the spin gap energy scale ∆S .
Finite-temperature effects The same game can be played at finite-temperature. A phenomenological fits for the curve, based on the random dimer model is given by
 
Z
z − δm
H
+
mdimer (H, T ; J)p(J)dJ ,
(III.63)
m(H, T ) = δm tanh
2T
1 − R(0)
J>0
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2 sinh[H/T ]
is the magnetization of a single dimer. The
1+
+ 2 cosh[H/T ]
first part accounts for the contribution of ferromagnetic couplings, while the second accounts
for the magnetization process of antiferromagnetic dimers. The first term should in principle
correspond to a Brillouin function of spin S̄ but this version already gives satisfactory results.
Fig. III.21 shows that this ansatz captures rather well the numerics on the effective model
and explains the significant deviation from Brillouin that is observed, even at temperature
of the order of the rung coupling J1 .
where mdimer (H, T ; J) =
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Overview and perspectives
In this conclusion, we give an overview on the work summarized in this Habilitation
manuscript as well as some perspectives and possible guidelines of research for the near
future. A first comment is that, apart from the mere numerical implementation perspective, we did not develop new tools nor concepts to address strongly-correlated models. The
field is actually rather mature in the sense that many ideas and tools are now at hand and
awaiting for application on specific models, usually more involved than the ones for which
they were designed for. Still, learning the tools and using them to get a physical picture
of the behavior is very pleasant. A second comment is that the choice of subjects, because
it may look rather scattered at first sight although some connections are clearly emerging,
finds its origin in various motivations. The out-of-equilibrium subject was addressed not
at all because of its scope about the foundations of statistical mechanics, but merely because we wrote the algorithm for time-dependent ED during the PhD, for no purpose, and
that this availability met our own curiosity on looking for a bridge between the results of
Refs. [34] and [38]. The work on the bichromatic model was my post-doc project, so we cannot claim to have had the view on the importance of it at that time. This forced us to learn
about disordered models and Anderson localization which became part of our culture and
allowed us to have some ideas on possible projects for Arthur’s thesis which were eventually
achieved with more success than we could have ever hoped to. Learning and developing
more numerical tools is definitely a task that we should pursue and that would help future
students get a start with strongly-correlated systems. We now highlight the obtained results
and our personal perspectives on each of the three topics discussed previously.
Various faces of quantum quenches Quantum quenches have been devoted an impressive
number of publications in the last decade and we presented our results within the context
at the time they were published. A first impression on the sudden interaction quench in the
Bose-Hubbard model is that our contribution could be interpreted in a rather pessimistic
way. In small interaction quenches, finite-size effects prevent us from a convincing conclusion on thermalization. One indeed obtains good agreement with canonical ensemble
calculations, but this is a rather specific phenomenon and subject to strong finite-size effects in the comparison. In large interaction quenches, another kind of finite-size effect
may turn the discussion into speculative statements due to the fact that the proximity of
the integrable point smears out the finite interaction data. A more optimistic view is that
studying this particular quench allowed for a better understanding of the spectrum of the
Bose-Hubbard model, in particular high-energy states in the large-U regime, and that it
offered two counter-examples of naively expected behaviors: a pseudo-thermalized regime
at small energies and a strongly non-thermalized one at large energies. If one is to give
a tentative scope of the results on this model, one may say that quenches reaching the
classical limit of an Hamiltonian starting from a strongly quantum state may generically
result in a non-thermalized behavior, at least on finite sizes. The last good point is we
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saw that non-thermalized effects due to integrability can survive to non-integrable perturbations thanks to finite-size effects and for sizes which are relevant to current cold atoms
lattice setups. This could explain why, although non-integrable effects are always present
in an experimental setup, one can observe integrable behavior even for a many-body gas.
In this respect, the use of the tilted potential offers a quenching parameter independent of
the U/J ratio which controls the integrability of the model. Ongoing experiments in this
direction are certainly promising. The manipulation of many-body wave-packets with timedependent potential looks nice on the paper but its experimental relevance is beyond our
expertise. On the issue of thermalization in an isolated quantum system, the community4
has already produced significant progresses on the two main issues which are an equivalent
of the KAM theorem in the vicinity of an integrable point, and the question of the scaling of the fluctuations [241, 242] of observables with increasing system size to “prove” the
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis. The connection between many-body localization and
non-thermalization is also an appealing topic [243, 244].
On the scaling of the excess energy and Kibble-Zurek mechanism, it seems that the issue of
the exponent is still open. Ref. [99] and our results suggested deviations from Kibble-Zurek
scaling in non-trivial and non-integrable models, while the scaling is known to work in many
cases but restricted to solvable models. We gave a simple argument for non-universality but
the numerics are limited in time and a different behavior at longer times could be expected.
The work on inhomogeneous quenches might be the one that is more open. The search
for an hydrodynamical description of strongly-correlated inhomogeneous system could be
promising. Such approaches already exist but the combination of inhomogeneity or interfaces
with out-of-equilibrium physics may be a place for new mechanisms.
The quasi-periodic adventure Our contribution to the physics of bosons in quasi-periodic
lattices was initially to complete the phase diagram, together with other groups. As it is
well understood that the localization mechanism is not the same as in Anderson localization,
with specificity such a critical value for localization and gaps in the excitation spectrum,
a legitimate motivation has been to suggest probes that are identikits of the Bose-glass
phase and its mechanism. Last, we tried to help interpret the experimental coherence
and modulation spectroscopy spectra in collaboration with the group at Florence. Using
a phenomenological approach to the effect of temperature, we reproduced the coherence
diagram from weak to strong interaction. The main interpretation is that the temperature
is rather high, making the superfluid regime almost in its classical limit but low enough so
that the localization lengths, either from Mott or quasi-periodic mechanisms are dominated
by the zero-temperature physics. We have thus at hand a good quantum simulator but
lowering the temperature is desirable, though not trivial at all experimentally considering
the hierarchy in energy scales required to map the physics onto the Aubry-André model.
However, the study is not fully satisfactory for large U and small disorder and a better
understanding of the effect of temperature is one of our plans in the near future.
Frustration and disorder The manuscript concludes on yet another series of examples
pertaining to the general context of the interplay of frustration and disorder in quantum
magnetism. One of the aim was to have a good understanding of the elementary excitations
4

We apologize for very partial citations among many ongoing works, we selected some of the most recent
as examples and with the hope they cite previous ones more comprehensively than we do.
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of the clean system first. In the frustrated chain at the Majumdar-Ghosh point, revisiting the variational method allowed us to treat the random situation with a weak-disorder
perspective in a gaped system which is in principle not possible by bosonization or RSRG
methods. We found two mechanisms at play that localize the spinon elementary excitations: Anderson localization and random confinement. Through an Imry-Ma instability,
domain walls spontaneously nucleate in the chain and the freed spinons behave effectively
at low energies as in the random ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic chain. This model, with
its partially polarized “large-spin” phase, displays a Curie tail. Hence, disorder proves to
have drastic effects on top of frustration in this model: starting from a gaped antiferromagnetic chain and adding a minute amount of disorder that preserves the positive signs of the
couplings, one enters a gapless and partially polarized phase. The same low-energy physics
is recovered starting from a rather different initial model which are ladders doped with
non-magnetic impurities. This gaped but non-degenerate ground-state also contains localized spinons when doped, the spinons being attached to impurity sites. The low-magnetic
part of the magnetization has been analyzed and we showed that sizable deviations from
the Brillouin response are due to interactions. We provided quantitative predictions and
possible phenomenological fits for these experimentally accessible quantity.
To give a broader view from these two examples, although the random antiferromagnetic
chain displays a beautiful random singlet phase at its infinite disorder fixed point, the
low-energy physics of models of localized spinons in 1D might generically belong to the
universality class of the random ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic chain since we do not see
any general argument to prevent effective couplings from being negative for some of them.
Future perspectives in this direction, despite the mere continuation of the discarded aspects
of the models with for instance the higher part of the magnetic curve of the ladder, are
motivated by experiments. The doped ladder physics is still under active investigation in
experiments with the hope of finding a testbed for Bose-glass physics [245–249]. Another line
of research is the frustrated chain with spin-3/2 and doped with non-magnetic impurities
that is studied by colleagues at Léon Brillouin [250, 251].
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